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The Black Cat

Former Rockland Officer, Food For Laughter and
Thought Furnished Them Justice Cony Metes Out Several Sentences—
That Increase Shown In Fish Landings—The Now Commanding Ft. Han
By Judge Cony
cock, Climbing Steadily
_
Case Due Next Monday
Lobstermen Not Getting Rich, However

“The mind plays strange tricks."
This was the text of Justice Rob
ert A. Cony's talk before the Rock
Sea and Shore Commissioner Ar eries Department.
The report
land Lions Club Wednesday, and
thur R. Greenleaf, said Tuesday showed that 152,906,316 pounds of
he emphasized his pant with a
that Maine fishermen had increased fish were landed at Maine Forts In
true story which left the lecnine
fish landings by more than three 1943, valued at 47334,127.
The
nfembers in the gale of laughter
million pounds to cross their goal of pound increase was 3.509,772 over
Judge Cony is no stranger to Knox
Increased production for 1943 The 1942 and the value jumped $2,155,County audiences because of his
announcement followed closely on 480. Although this was substantial
career
as a political orator (and a
value
increase
to
the
fishermen
the heels of Secretary Ickes’ state
most effective one) in other days.
ment of Feb 2, that the fishing in large percentage was written off by
the increased cost of working ma
"I came near turning your county
dustry in general had failed to meet terial.
Democratic," he said, citing the in
the production goal of the past year.
The lobster catch was the out
stance of a man who came up to
As co-ordinator of the fisheries, standing increase in the report both
him after his speech in Union, as
Ickes said that strikes had been re in value and poundage. At 11,468,serting that he had always been a
sponsible for an estimated produc 625 pounds the lobster harvest set
rcck-ribbed Republican, but after
tion loss of 30,000,000 pounds.
a 28-year high. 1915 was the near
hearing Judge Cony talk was going
Greenleaf based his announce est comparable year when 11,500,000
to vote the Democratic ticket.
ment cn the annual fisheries report pounds of the shellfish valued at
This may or may not have been
11 a true story.
compiled by statistician Arthur Me- $2,349,000 were taken. In 1943 Maine
Col. Sherman E. Willard, from
Kown of the Sea and Shore Fish- lobster fishermen received $2333,I Getting down to the serious por
picture made while he was located
tion of his talk which had in it
304 for their catch with the year in Rockland.
the elements of a first-class sermon.
around price averaging .2557 cents a
Lieut. Colonel Sherman E Wil Judge Ccny told of the hardy charpound.
lard,
commanding officer of the ' acter cf our forbears. "They had
Although the Maine lobster catch
was the highest in both poundage Seven Up Coast Artillery organi ) no securities,” said he. “but they
and value for more than a quarter zation and recently-named fort had guts."
“My people came up from Mass
of a century a breakdown of the sta
commander of Fort Hancock, has. achusetts in a bateau and went
tistics compiled by McKown indi
cated that the fisherman was not been raised in rank to full colonel. into forests filled with snew and
Col. Willard, who reached his hostile Indians. They worked their
getting rich at the business.
The 3,300 boats fishing tfie coastal 49th birthday last New Year’s Day, * way. and succeeded. Theirs was a
waters in October shared $185 35 has seen 31 years of service to date vigorous, brave and courageous life
October. 1943, was used in the as both officer and enlisted man. ' We are having to prove whether
breakdown as it was the biggest In 1915, after two years as a Na that stuff is left in a sufficient de
month in the past five years. Dur tional Guard soldier, he received gree to make our Institutions sur
ing the month 2.127 men operated a commission in the Maine Na vive. There is no substitute for
character, industry, sincerity and
174.000 traps with a per trap return tional Guard and advanced to the
The Gettysburg
decency’. Ycu cannot change those
of $3.42 The average gross income rank of first lieutenant by 1916
fundamental facts.”
At the outbreak of the first
of the men operating both traps and
address still goes
The speaker cited the case of that
boats was $9.28 per day with the World War, Colonel Willard en
brilliant Maine attorney, the late
cost of operation averaging $5. These tered active duty as an enlisted
marching on
Hon. Herbert M. Heath, who al
figures do not include working time man, running the ,gamut of GI
ways said that he had two great
And the Lincoln idea of liberty
of the fisherman. During the month rank. In 1918 he was commissioned blessings—he was bom healthy and
for every man i» the main idea
of October 2.265,422 pounds of lob a second lieutenant, infantry. US.A. poor.
in the world on his birthday
ster were caught and valued at and in 1919 was promoted to first
this year.
“I have faith in the ordinary, av
lieutenant.
$611.66394
The
price
averaged
27
erage
man.” asserted the speaker
’Twould be a good idea for us
At conclusion of war time service “I can trust his judgment further
cents a pound.
all to read again the life of Lin
coln ... an American who didn't
Cod landings were up over the when all personnel were returned than those who think they are ‘to
kick even when they rationed
1942 mark bv more than a million to original rank. Colonel Willard the manner bom.’"
candlelight.
pounds. Hake shewed an upward for the third time reverted to status
Judge Cony’s peroration was a
His fame as a true American
trend of more than a million pounds of an enllstedl man, holding ranks dramatic story of “the house with
goes marching on.
but the money-making rosefish of sergeant and first sergeant until the golden window.”
dipped off a like amount to 25.000- July 1920 when he received a Regu
Among the guests Wednesday
TODAY AND TOMORROW
000 pounds. The herring landings lar Army commission as first lieu County Attorney Stuart C. Burgess,
also displayed a marked decline of tenant. In 1932 he became a cap Court Stenographer Edward Rich
Will End Our Annual
almost 200.000 bushels for the year. tain, in 1939 a major, and in 1942 ardson and Lior “Bill" Kelley of
LEMON SALE
now holds Camden.
Clams and crabs showed a defn- a lieutenant colonel.
for 1944
nite declins of more than 50% un permanent rank of lieutenant
Between whiles Past King Lion
der 1942. Mussels went to the other colonel, temporary rank of colonel Frank H .Ingraham referred briefly
Lots of money can be
A member of the 78th Division. to the growth of Lionism—new
extreme jumping from 1900 bushels
Saved on
AEF, Colonel Willard during the 160,000. members, 4350 clubs, and
in 1942 to 13223 bushels In 1943.
First World War earned American functioning in 14 countries.
to 132.230 bushels in 1943.
MEN’S ANO BOYS’
In total landings by counties. Defense and German Occupation
Judge Ingraham named Bill Ro
Hancock led the State with 48.402,- service ribbons. In addition to manoff as chairman of the March
CLOTHING
839 pounds and Cumberland county France and Germany, his foreign entertainment committee.
FURNISHINGS
King Lion Dandeneau reported
held second place with 44387,046 service record also includes a tour
HATS AND SHOES
pounds for 1943. These figures point of duty in the Hawaiian Islands.— that the Lions had bought $670C
to a trend in the fisheries In the From the Sandy Hook (N. J.) Fog worth of war bonds.
Coast. For the past half century Hom.
Cumberland county and Portland The above article will be espe
Failure Looms
have led in the poundage and value cially pleasing to the many friends
Top-To-Toe Outfitters
In the past three years the eastern made by Col. Willard when he was
TEL. m
counties. have gradually taken the instruction officer here and in Knox County Has Raised
415 MAIN BT, BOCKLAND, MK lead until they hold a place otf first Thomaston of the Coast Guard
Only Two-Thirds of War
Second Battalion. Thye can read
Importance in the industry.
Loan Quota
ily understand his steady rise in
the regular Army.
Knox County is to date onlv
slightly past the two-thirds mark
in its Fourth War Loan Campaign
. FOR RENT OR SALE
for $1,550,000.
Eight-Room House, at 560 Old
That means that only a handful
County Road. Write to
of working days remain in which
JAMES TAYLOR
139 Cumberland Ave, Portland, 3 Me this county's workers can raise
This one day in the year,
12*13 $500|,000. It means that if Knox
February 12, h^s been dedi
County is not to blot its fine record
*
of
past years that every worker in
cated to one of America’s
every department otf the campaign
greatest
figures.
Abraham
must make redoubled efforts.

GREGORY’S

ALL HONOR TO UNCOLN
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Lincoln.

His watchword was

Caii you

frugality.

I

The one best place to find what you want at

When you were a kid. did you
always pester to “go along” on
every ride? And now, do you
get a kick out of handling the
wheel like a man?

moderate prices is—

OXTON’S

PARK AT
MAIN ST.

tf

BOCKLAND
MAINE

THE STORE THAT SELLS EVERYTHING

Women with mechanical abil
ity are needed In the WAC at
once. Other skills are needed
too. And untrained women can
learn skills that will be useful
all their lives; 259 types of Army
jobs need WACS to fill them.
Get full details at the ne
est U. S. Army Recruiting Sta
tion (your local post office will
give you the address). Or write:
The Adjutant General, Room
4415.
Munitions
Building,
Washington, D. C.

ALAN L. BIRD
ATTORNEY AT LAW
Now located at 5 Lindsey Street, Rockland

★★★★★★★★★★★★

will shortly occupy

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

*NEW OFFICES
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Drive a Car?

NOTICE!
The books of the Town of
Friendship will close on Feb. 14.
1944.
All persons having bills against
the town may present them for
payment on or before that date.
Ail indebtedness to the town,
including unpaid taxes should be
paid on or before Saturday, Feb.
12. 1944.
William E, Bramhall
Alfred H. Morton, Guy Bessey
Selectmen Town of Friendship.

The Grand Jury completed its
labor early in the afternoon of the
first day. reporting the following
indictments:
Roland iR. Gagne and John E.
Heap, both of Fall River, Mass,
each indicted on a charge of break
ing and entering the C. W. Hopkins

garage, and larceny of an automo
bile belonging to Arthur P. Haines.
The alleged crime was committed
Dec. 23, 1943. Heap was sentenced
to the State School for Boys and
Gagne to the Men’s Reformatory
Douglas F. Lewis of Boothbay
Harbor, indicted on a charge of
larceny of an automobile in Rock
land. Jan. 31, 1944, belonging to
Raymond Jordan.
No indictment was returned
against Norman Hanson of Wash
ington. who was charged with the
negligent shooting of a human be
ing Nov. 27, 1943. ’in the town of
Washington.
Herbert A. Emmcns cf Warren
acted as foreman of the Jury, and
Mrs. George E. Phillips was sworn
in as a member of the panel.
• • *•
Justice Robert A. Cony was the
guest of County Attorney Stuart C.
Burgess and a Courier-Gazette rep
resentative at a lobster dinner
served in Ye Anchor Inn* Owl's
Head. Tuesday night. The evening
was spent in story-telling and
court reminiscences, at which art
His Honor Is a raconteur de luxe.
• • • •
Justice Cony was made happy
Tuesday by meeting cne of his
Kents Kill classmates, now Mrs.
Charles A. Emery. Days on tire
•Hill,” when he was “Bob" and she
was Lizette Green were brought
vividly to mind.
♦ • • •
But one appeal case was brought
to the Court's attention this term—
State vs. Ruth G. Bourdonnay, al
leging drunken driving.
•" • • •
,
The traverse jury was irtipanelled
Thursday morning as follows: Fore
man,
Adelbert Simmons.
St,
George: Mrs. Lilia Ames. Thomas
ton; Mrs. F. Evelyn Cates. Rock
land; Mrs. Alice K. French, Camdens Mrs. Hattie Lawry, Friendship;
Lester Merrill. Hope: Mrs. Corinne
Perkins, Warren; J. Gleason Perry.
Camden; Walter C. Powers, Cush
ing; Mrs Dorothy W. Richardson.
Rockland; Arthur Robbins, Appleton,, and Mrs. Thelma G. Stanley.
Rockland. Supernumeraries: La
mont Oakes, Vinalhaven; Mrs.
Ruth S. Danforth. Union; Mrs.

■ Ma belle Ames. North Haven. and
Mrs. Ida Payson, Owl’s Head.

Douglas F. Lewis of Boothbay
Harbor was sentenced to serve not
less than two nor more than four
years in the State Prison for the
larceny of a Chevrolet automobile,
valued at $1000, the property of Ray
mond Jordan, Jan. 31. 1944.
Naturalization hearings were held .
Wednesday afternoon at 230 o'clock,
with Mr. Warder, a naturalization
examiner from the Boston office, in
attendance.
Nine petitions were granted, as
follows:
Albert Tunell Enstedt, of St
George, native of Sweden
Frans Oscar Svensson of Vinal
haven, native of Sweden, name
i changed to Frans Oscar Swanson.
Anna Svensson, of Vinalhaven,
native of Sweden, name changed to
Anna Swanson.
Ella May Matthews, 32 Oliver
street. Rockland, native of Canada.
Mary Winslow Gregory, 10 Chest
nut street, Rockland, native of Po
land.
Lillie May Dalzell, 86 Broad street,
Rockland, native of Canada.
Arvo John Korhonen. West Mea
dow road, Thomaston, native of
Finland.
Karl Reinhold Fager, 36 Wads
worth street, Thomaston, native
of Sweden.
Irvin Joseph Grover. Owl’s Head
native of Canada.
• • • •
Mrs. Charles Merritt and Miss
Marion Weidman of Rockland pre
sented flags to the new citizens in
behalf of the D.A.R.
9 • • •

With a case marked for trial next
Monday Knox County Superior
Court will extend into its second
week. Tonight Justice Robert A.
Cony, presiding here for his first
term, will be tendered a compli
mentary banquet at the Elks Home.

Mr. and Mrs. William E. Steams
left Wednesday for Norfolk, Va , to
visit their daughter, Mrs. Naomi
Grant of 2932 Buckingham street.

Rev. Jas. R. Hicks
Will Speak Sunday
at 2.30 and 7.30
Full Gospel Assembly
12* it

A PUBLIC INVITATION

Made up to order
All Kinds of Fruits
and Beverages

NAUM & ADAMS

96Ftf

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBIT

ITS FRIENDLY NEIGHBOR

OPPOSITE THE POST OFFICE

FERNALD FOR GOVERNOR
9-tf
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103-22

With eyebrows puckered into a
frown, a Thomaston woman mut
tered: “There are three things in
my house which I don’t like." “Such
as—” inquired a sympathetic list
ener. Rats, leaks and soft coal."
came the quick reply.

A keen-eyed member of The
Courier-Gazette staff saw three
boys playing baseball on Sullivan’s
Flats Tuesday afternoon, with the
temperature not so many degrees
above zero. That's what might be
termed “forcing the season” as
they say when a man wears a straw
“How would you like to be back hat May 14.
in the old days?" writes Joshua N.
Southard on th eback of a snapsnot
Our soldiers overseas must have
which was made as Mr. Southard. their diversions, and right richly
W. F. Cushman and Yours Truly do they deserve it, but when it
were wending their way. afoot, to comes to sending them V-mail let
Crescent Beach for one of Fred ters bearing lipstick kisses—that
Smith’s famous shore dinners. My sound's to me like the very last
companions were garbed like men straw. Wonder if their jungle girl
training for a prize fight, while 1 friends object.
was adorned1 in my Bunday best—
One year ago: Mrs. Frances Nash
gloves, white collar, dicer, and all.
Gastronomical honors went easily ol Camden leaped' into the icy wa
ters of Megunticook River to save
to “Cush."
8- years’ old Alton Murray of Mill
In Monday’s adition of “Ripley" ville—Col I. Leslie Cross was in
appears a picture of “Owney,” the stalled as commander of Ralph
dog which had no owner, but trav Ulmer Camp of Spanish War Vet
eled around the world alone. erans.—Carleton Gregory was elect
“Owney" visited Rockland in the ed to Phi Beta Kappa at Brown
course of his travels, and was seen University.—Among the deaths:
by the writer of this item. He has Stonington, Mrs Minnie Gross. 74;
been dead many years.
Monhegan, Clinton Stevens, 81.

ROCKLAND CLINCHES PENNANT
Settle Knox-Lincoln Race

OF THE

KNOX COUNTY CAMERA CLUB
COMMUNITY BUILDING
MONDAY-TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 14-15
From 2.00 until 1030 P. M.

12-lt

WASHINGTON’S

Birthday Dance

By defeating Thomaston High 43
to 36 on the Thomaston court last
night. Rockland High won the
Knox-Lincoln basketball champion
ship. having won every game they
played. Jowdry’s joyous warriors
meet Camden next Tuesday night
but the result will not affect the
championship.
The Rockland boys “showed their
stuff” last night, leading their op
ponents in every period—13 to 7 at
the end of the first, 24 to 18 at the
end of the half. 38 to 27 at the end
of the third, and 12 points to the
good when the curtain came down.
The two centers. Whittier and
Lynch, were high liners, the former
scoring 21 points, and the latter 12.
Rockland High

BENEFIT

WAR HONOR ROLL
Music by an

EIGHT PIECE ORCHESTRA
PUBLIC CORDIALLY INVITED

G.
F. S. Allen, rf ...... 8
Flint, If...........— .3
McRae. If ............... 0

F.
0

Pts.

0

6
0

Whittier, c ........... 10

1
2

21

1
4

1
48

F. E. Allen, rg...... 1
Holden, lg ............. 0

0

22
Thomaston High
O.
F.
0
2
Kelley, rf ....
3
0
Beattie, If __
2
5
Lynch, c ......
0
Sawyer, c .....
0
0
0
Kelley, rg .....
1
Kangas, lg ....
4
2
1
Sullivan, lg ..
16
4

16

12-14

reached this office too late for pub
lication today.
• • • •
Camden Threatens Rockland

The Mustangs of Camden High
meet the strong Rockland Baske
teers on the home floor of the Cam
den lads next Thursday night
With two victories over Waldoboro
Camden looks foward to a hard
game but being on the home floor
they feel that Rockland's 11 straight
victories without a defeat will be a
challenge and that the Lime City
Boys will have to put up a stiff
fight to take the next game.
The Girls game should also prove
to be anything but boring as the
Camden lassies are out for a vic
tory over their opponents. The
Rockland Junior High team will
meet the Camden Boy’s second
siring in a game preliminary to the
Girl’s duel. This game is called for
630.

4

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

If I had mj life to live again I
would have made a rule to read some
Pts. poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week. The loss of these
4 tastes Is a loss of happiness.—Charles
6 Darwin.

12
0
0
9

5
36

Referee, Wotton.

Admission 50c plus tax

KNOX COUNTY PRESENTS

21 LIMEROCK STREET

When Nathan Berliawsky • was
1 discharged from the naval service
i at the close of the first World War
i he stopped for a chat with the chief
’ boatswain’s mate who was in charge
of the gate at Bay Ridge. Brooklyn.
“I see you’re leaving the service,"
said the latter. “Where are you
going ” “Home" was Nate’s reply.
“Where do you live,’ asked the
c.b.m. “'Rockland, Me." said Nate
The other’s face lighted instantly.
“That's my home town, also.” Both
agreed that it was a s.w.

Clean Cut Victory Over Thomaston Last Night

TO THE

COMMUNITY BUILDING
BASKETS

It frequently happens that news
papers are sent to this office with
nothing marked to indicate the pur
pose. There’s nothing more dis
couraging than to look through the
eight (or more) pages of an unfa
miliar newspaper in which nothing
has been marked to catch the read
er’s eye. This week a copy of the
Tomah (Wis.) Journal came to a
member of The Courier-Gazette
staff, deficient in marking, hence
the item intended for our perusal
escaped detection.

564 Main St., Rockland

12* lt

FRUIT

(By The Roving Reporter)

Rockland High defeated Crosby
High 43 to 36 in Belfast Monday
night.
• • • •
Reports of the two Camden-Wal
doboro games, both of which were
won by the Knox County teem,

ON

A

BUST OF LINCOLN

This was a man erf mighty mold.
Who walked erewhile our earthly
ways.
Fashioned as leaders were of old
In the heroic days!
Mark how austere the rugged height
Of brow a will not wrought to bend!
Yet. In the eyes behold the light
That made the foe a mend!
Sagacious he beyond the test
Of quibbling schools that praise or
ban:
Supreme In all the broadest, best.
We hall American.
When bronze is but as ash to flame.
And marble but as wind-blown chaff.
Still shall the luster of his name
Stand as his cenotaph!

Clinton ScoUard

Tuesday-Frida

[EDITORIAL]

The Courier-Gazette
TWICE-A-WEEK

Cunningham felt that was a
happy coincidence when their ships
met at the harbor entrance of an
East Coast port, given them a
chance to exchange greetings.

WORKING FOR VICTORY

Por man looketh on the outfUrard
appearance, but the Lord looketh

Book Review

k. s. f.)

“Road To Alaska.” Story by
Douglas Coe. Pictures by Winfield
Scott Hoskins.
Julian Messner
Publishers, New York.
This story of the Alaska Military
Highway, is one of the most thrill
ing and arresting hazards yet told
of actual accomplishments needed
for this period of the great war.
To read the story of these rigorous
adventures, set down by the master
hand of that free lance writer,
Douglas Coe, is to feel one’s
blood run hot, and cold, and
prickles up the spine, some of their
grim, daring and pure dogged de
termination.
All too little is understood of
these engineers and men and their
marvelous work, in the short period
it was put through. In the face of
desperate cold, half bitten to death
by mosquitoes and insects too small
to keep out by netting, little sleep,
ten hours’ work a day, with no
strikes and few complaints, it is an
epic of engineering success in our
history.
Douglas Coe has given in this
short story, many of the high points
of brave workers’ deeds, to thrill
our patriotic senses. One of the
best adventure stcries with excel
lent illustrations printed. Do not
miss lt.—Kathleen 8. Puller.

A Qualifying Test
To Be Held At Union High
School March 15—For
Army and Navy
Candidates
The third Army-Navy College
Qualifying Test for the Army Spe
cialized Training Program and the
Navy College Program V-12, which
will be given throughout the coun
try on Wednesday, March 15, at 9
a. m., will be administered at
Union High. School, Mr. Kenoyer
announced today. A leaflet of gen
eral information which contains an
admission-identification form may
be obtained at Union High School
This form properly filled out will
admit to the test students between
the ages of 17 and 21 inclusive who
are High School graduates or who
will be graduated by July 1, 1944.
intent to take the test should be
made known immediately to Princi
pal W. A. Kenoyer In order that
tho necessary test supplies may be
ordered.
The same examination will be
taken, by both Army and Navy can
didates. The examination is de
signed to test the aptitude and gen
eral knowledge required for the
program of college training and all
qualified students are urged to take
the test. At the time of the test
each candidate will be given a
choice of service preference, but
taking the test does not obligate
the candidate to enlist in the serv
ice.
The Army Specialized Training
Program is aimed to meet the
Army’s needs for specialists and
technicans In certain critical fields
oi study, Academic work is at the
college level at government ex
pense.
The Navy College Program also
enables students to continue aca
demic training at government ex
pense. Successful completion of
the prescribed courses may, fol
lowing further officer training, lead
to a commission in the Navy.

Real bargains in dresses on our
bargain rack replenished today.
Alfreda Perry, 7 Limerock St.—adv.
12-13

WE WILL BUY

GOOD CLEAN
USED CARS
Six Cylinders Only
6PM

'

RCCKLAND

MAGAZINES

NEWSPAPERS
(By Subscription)

New, Renewal, and

Special Offers

'Ray” Sherman
76 Masonic St.,

Rockland, Me.

Phone 1168

Telephone or Write for Catalogue

mote

Lord Lang, former Bishop of CanterSOFT HEARTS bury; and the Bishop of Chichester united
VERSUS
Tuesday in condemning the policy of bombTHE WAR
ing German cities, to which Lord Clai
borne, government leader of the upper
House of Parliament, said that the R. A. P. had never in
dulged in “pure terror raids” and that it was not the inten
tion to drop bombs in the precincts of Vatican City. Justifi
cation for the bombing campaign was seen by him in the
destruction of the Krupp armament works in Essen, costing
the Germans 400,000,000 man hours. Bombing attacks are
universally deplored because cf the havoc they wreak among
innocent citizens, but after having nearly lost the war be
cause of them the British forces could do little else than re
taliate, and it means that a different ending to the war will
be written. With all due regard to the former Bishop of
Canterbury and the Bishcp of Chichester we must say that
the war will not be won by “slapping you with my handker
chief."

Wendell Willkie says some things
which we would prefer to have remain un
said, but the words of wisdom which fall
from his lips on other occasions makes you
forgive them. We believe he hit the nail
squarely on the head in his Idaho speech Tuesday r ight when
he declared that “a change of administration would be less
disturbing in war time than during the period of reconstruc
tion." We have said it before, and repeat, that this is too big
a country for all of the virtues, or all of the wisdom, to lie
within one person. We stand with President Roosevelt 100
percent in his war efforts, but we cannot feel that he, alone,
is responsible for the progress which has been made. Wise
counsellors, many o them Republicans, sit in on all of his
deliberations, and in the excitement of the moment we must
not overlook the highly important part they are playing.
Swap or no swap, 12 years is plenty long for one man to
serve this country as its “big boss.”

WENDELL
WILLKIE’S
RIGHT

The new O. P. A. ration tokens go into
effect Feb. 27, and it is said they will save
retail trade at least $35,000,000 a year in
terms of time now spent in counting and
sorting stamps. The tokens-weTe manufac
tured in Ohio and are being shipped out of the factory by the
Railway Express Agency.
It is estimated that the total weight of the two billions of
tokens, which are made of fiber, will come to 2,200,000 pounds
or 1100 tons and more than 14.000 individual bulk shipments
will be involved in the shipping process. As approximately
100 fully loaded containers can be placed ir^the average ex■ press car, the movement will total 140 carloads cr the equiva
lent of 10 full passenger trains of 14 cars each. The new fiber
tokens, which have one-point value, will facilitate the mak
ing of “change” in the use by the public of the red and blue
ration coupons.

THE NEW
RATION
TOKESS

We confess to having cherished a deal
BAY STATE of curiosity as to what Gov. Saltonstall
TO HAVE
might do about the appointment of a
NEW SENATOR United States Senator to succeed Senator
Lodge who resigned to enter active war
service. And, as usual, the Bay State executive seems to
have exercised good judgment for he has appointed Sinclair
Weeks, son of a former U. S. Se nator, and follows that act
with the announcement that he will be a candidate for the
offlee himself the coming Fall. Gov. Saltonstall has been a
man of destiny in the Bay State's political affairs, and it will
be highly fitting for that State to advance him to the high
est offlee within its gift. Besides, North Haven would like to
have a United States Senator, for that’s where the popular
Chief Executive spends part of his Summers.

It is good news to the baseball fans that
BASEBALL’S the major leagues are to function again
OPENING
this season, the opening date of which has
DATE
been set as April 18. • The war has taken
some of the best players from each of the
teams, and the war this year will return many who have been
doing their part. And young talent Is continually forging to
the front for distinguishing service on the diamond. The
country must have some diversion from the gloomy thoughts
inspired by the radio casualty list—and “commercials.”

Pvt. David Wotton cf Thomastcn
who was stationed in North Africa,
has been transferred! to England.
• • • •
Pvt. Osmond F.‘ Palmer is a
member of the 4th Regiment choir
at Fort Benning. Georgia. The
singing group is under the lead
ership of Pvt. Sherman Barr, who
has made a special study of choral
technique, and direction of mod
ern music. He was a member of
Fred Waring’s Junior Chorus be
fore entering the service. The 4th
Regiment
is noted for its choirs,
The address of Pvt. Donald L. spending a 15-days’ furlough with
and
by
the
smile cn Osmond's face,
[ Lewis, son of Mr. and Mrs. Otis his mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Collain
the
group
picture he sent home,
Lewis of Ash Point is: ASN-31400 more. Thomaston.
1442. Co., A., 258th Eng. (C) Bn., 3d j
. . • •
he is enjoying it very much.
• • • •
y
| Platoon, Camp Shelby. Miss.
“Have Just completed 17 months
Donald
R.
Brewster,
HiA.2e,
• • • •
in Iceland and look forward: to beUB.NR.
has
been
transferred
from
Edgewood! Arsenal, Md.—Gradu- ing in the States this year,” writes
a tion exercises of the Noncommis- Cpl. Jack Smalley to A. W. Greg< the Naval Hospital at Portsmouth
sioned< Officers' Staff course were i cry, including special greetings to j fOr further training in the Hospi
held here. The course is designed Motlier and Dad and the boys tal Ccrj^ His address is now Unit
G-4, Cub 11, Camp Allen, NOB,
to qualify enlisted men to fulfill along the street.
Norfolk, 11. Va
•
•
•
•
the duties of noncommissioned of
• • • •
Bernard Thompson, S2c, of Rockficers in Army chemical sections.
Pfc. Richard K Havener, on a
(The studies ranged from offensive land- Frederick Barton, S2c, of
7-days’ furlough from Fort Knox,
and defensive tactics of gas war- Vinalhaven, and: Harvey C. CatKy., has been visiting his parents,
fare to prevention and treatment derwoed S2c of North Haven have
completed their basic recruit train Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Havener, Sr.,
of gas casualties.
in Rockland. He will return to
Among the noncommissioned of ing at the Naval Training Station
in Sampson. N. Y.. on the shores Port Knox tomorrow and will , go
ficers who graduated was Cpl Clif
from there to Camp Polk, Leesville,
ford H. Gardner. Jr., who lives at of Seneca Lake, and have been
granted leaves. Upon their return La ’ to rejoin his
the 9t)1 Ar‘
750 Main, street, Rockland.
to Sampson they will be eligible mcred Engineers. Richard gradu-y
ated Feb. 1 from the radio school
The address of Robert W. Wallace for fufiher assignment which may
at Fort Knox, which he has been
I S2c of Friendship is: CFTS Co. X, QualifY them for petty officer
attending the past four months.
Manhattan Beach, Brooklyn 2a,; rating.
1
• • • •
I New York.
Corp. Charles Stimpson of WarPvt. Maynard A. Ames, son of Mr. i
• • • •
,
_
.
, .
,
ren is located at the Baer Field,
The new address of CpL George an^ ^rs Elmer Ames of Ingraham Fort Wayne Ind
Ripley of Washington is Cpl. Hill, address is: Pvt. Maynard A. ,
Pfc. Arnold Orff of Warren is in
George Ripley, 31153300, S.U. 2425- Ames, 31400468, 3 Pit. m-General
Nevada, his address: 803 Sqd.
B-6 APO 479, care Postmaster, Hosp. Corp.. Fort Knox, Ky.
Bomb; 470 Bcmb Grp., AAB, TonaMinneapolis, Minnesota.
George P. Halsted, first class pah, Nev.
• • • •
John Frederick Nystrom, a Rock petty officer Seabees left Tues
Pvt. Wayne Starrett, of Warren,
land boy who has served as mem day for Camp Peary, Williamsburg,
convalescing at the New Station
ber of the gunner's crew on two Va.
• • • •
Hospital, at Camp Shelby, Miss., )
U. S. cruisers, has been a guest •
this week at Hotel Rockland, to- ■ The address of Pvt. Harold I. ' from an appendectomy performed
gether with his wife, w’ho makes Cushman, of ’Port Clyde is U. S. Jan. 20 writes, “Boy, have I been
her home in Massachusetts. He Army. Co. B, 36 Inf. Tng. Bm. 1st ! getting mail lately! In the last
| counts himself very lucky, as both Pit., Camp Croft. S. .C. Cpl. Bern two days I’ve had 20 letters and
of the ships on which he sailed ard V. Cushman of Port Clyde may cards. I didn't know I had so many
were torpedoed, and he escaped in be addressed: Co. F, 405 Inf., APO friends at home. The weather is
getting warmer here. Sometimes it
jury.
Nystrom volunteered1 for 102. Camp SWift, Texas.
•
•
•
•
gets
hot enough to be uncomfort
Naval service and w’as inducted
from Massachusetts. His ships opLieut. A. L. Cunningham, U. S. able during the day. but it gets cold
erated in Pacific waters. He has Coast Guard of 51 Granite street, again nights.” '•
• • • •
two brothers, Ernest and Charles Rockland; was recently promoted
Averill
Robinson,
S2c. having
Nystrom, Jr., who are with the to Lieutenant) Commander. The
completed
his
boot
training at
armed’ forces overseas. John Fred- promotion coming as it did on
erick Nystrom's sister, Pauline, ^eb.
his birthday, made the oc- i Sampson, N. Y., is passing a 21-day
leaves shortly for Massachusetts caslon a very happy event. Lieut. leave with his parents Mr. and
Commdr. Cunningham's address Mrs. Harold Robinson, Thomaston.
to make a visit at his home.
• • w •
• • • •
[is Pg. 95, care Fleet Postmaster,
Pvt.
Leroy
E.
Peasley, on a tenSgt. Lawrence Lord of Shaw New York City, N. Y.
day furlough, has been visting his
Field:, S. C. is spending a brief fur- .
* ♦ * ♦
lough with his parents. Mr. and
'Commander J. C. Cunningham, mother, Mrs. Lloyd M. Richardson
Mrs. A. G. Lord, Bay View Square. U. S. Maritime Service (also of in Rockland and with friends in
• • • •
Rockland) recently returned from Bath- His address is: Marine Bar
Sgt. Charles W. Leach who is another foreign voyage. He and racks, 8th and Eye streets, Wash
stationed: at Shaw Field, N. C. is his son jLieut. Commander A. L. ington, D. C.

serving more unrotioned foods
on the home-front helps our
boys on ihe balllefronf. . X
WAR FOOD ADMINISTRATION

GRAPEFRUIT
TEXAS PINK

3

SEEDLESS
LARGE SIZE

25'

CALIFORNIA MEDIUM SIZE

ORANGES

DOZ

TEXAS SPINACH
CRISP CELERY

3 POUNDS

lc

le

5 POINTS

15 POINTS

BUNCH

March
speaker

ARE VALID THIS WEEK!
POINTS

SHANK HALF - 5

cooked hams

RAV1IZ I AIAIC

FRESH-WHOLE or EITHER
end-s points
lb

rUnlV LU I Ii O

FANCY GRADE A

Pork liver PtV lb 19C
Bacon 4s$nt°. lb39c
Spare Ribs P«. LB 24c
Sauerkraut lb14c

Lb
7 POINTS
Lamb Legs
BROILING or FRYING
Chickens NO POINTS NEEDED tb 1
BONED & ROLLED IF
JgC
Lamb Fores DESIRED—3 POINTS LB
Smoked Shoulders 2 points lB29c
BEST CENTER CUT
OCC
35£
Pork Chops

Haddock FRESH LB 17c
Steak Cod Freih LB 29c
Smelts MEDIUM LB 21c
Fillets Haddock LB 38c
Redflsh FILLETS LB 31c

a nsn mar roo row wulyi

sweet
UM ECONOMY PBCD

Fruit Buns
Coffee Ring
Breakfast Rolls
Iced Twist Rolls

Strictly Fresh-Grade "A"

LARCE
SIZE

DOZ'

"ENRICHED''
SLICED

MARVEL
BREAD

MEDIUM
SIZE
DOZ

c

l’i LS LOAF

WHITEHOUSE

EVAP. MILK

Sold only in tht flovor-ooolod
boon... custom ground to your
order.

page

>6

EIGHT O’CLOCK
COFFEE

RED CIRCLE
COFFEE

U

• Simmons

• White Cross

• Enterprise

31

CEREAL

Why don’t you come in and make your selection and give
that body of yours the real rest it needs?

22 OZ PKG

CARRIAGE
We have a fine collection of good looking
carriages

From $11.95 up
Choice of colors

WHOLE
KERNEL

GOLD MEDAL
NUTLEY

NO. 2 4 RC

IU

FAMILY FLOUR
1.14

COOKIES

SUNNYFIELD

4 nc

NEWLY ENRICHED

IU

Deserve fbe rigfrf te

Durkee Margarine point* PKG 22c
Elbow Macaroni VnXr.” 8P £ 5c
Plain Olives ANN PAGE 2 SffM*
Staley’s Stoy Soy Flour PK<? 13c
Van Camp’s Tenderoni
8c
Tootsie V.M.Pr ^x;r
47c
Club Alujninum CLEANSER »1I<
Sunbrite Cleanser
5‘

LUX TOILET

Highest Trices I’al
of Live 1

Trucks Call for

Maine Po|
TEL. 2-2202,

Clinton F.
OPTOMI|
Has opened
Fitting G|
492 OLD CO1
R0CKLA1

Hours: 2 to 5 ai
MONDAY, WED
SATUS
PUONE

SPRY

SOAP

Come in and browse around—see our splendid display of Upholstered Chairs and
Living Room Suites

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

1 LB

‘

ROCKLAND, MAINE
- *i

CAKES

20'

LIFEBUOY
SOAP

Established Over-100 Years

“The Home of Better Furniture”
X

Big Prizes on I
New Special and
Free (1

25 LB
BAG

Choice of many styles and coverings

From $4.95 up

Friday and Sa^

Live Poultrl

12 OZ CAN

Price Reduced^

MAPLE CRICKET CHAIR

member of the
Club, which, qu 1
ability, made him
annual laches' niglj
held at the FalmC
Thursday night. Ii
tiie Montgomery
Port] and. nianagcl
covering departmen

Poultry

d
______
CAN
Recently Reduced in Point Value kom 15 to 10 Green’Points"

them a

from BURPEE’S

17'

OFF THE COB

GREEK GIAHT PEAS

A

*

1 LB
PKG

MARGARINE

' Recently Reduced in Poinl Value Iron, 10 to 8 Green Points"

,

|

FRESH CORN

CORN

SWEDEN HOUSE
ICEBOX PKG
rc
COOKIES OF 4cZ3

Whether it be mother or sweetheart, present

££
BAG 1.44

6 BROWN POINTS PER POUND

22'

GOLDEN 10 OZ
BEAR
PKG

tiions

SPEAR HALL-

NEWLY ENRICHED FLOUR

NIBLETS
. . Come to BURPEE’S for your

George W. Dv|
prominent membtrl

B E Al

MALTEX

• Oersom

Mr. and Mrs. Sted
served their eleven I
versary recently ad
at 18 Gay street I
Mrs Smith reeeivi I
freshments were
present were: Mr. I
Smith. Charlie Snj
Smith anti family!
Benjamin Wiggin,
day, Mrs Shirley il
H' Rich, Mrs. Oliver I
Mrs. Roland Sul
Shaw. MLss Kat<
Zafirou, Tony Ct)
Rokes.

No bettor coffee in any package

QIC

TEA-PS LB PKG

• Barsalo

5b

HIB
PKG

OUR OWN

*

At the last mol
the
executive b
>
Men’s Cliub plans
tea to be given F
P. M in tlw
committees gave
There Is still net-J
and junior hoste.s i
is made to the jil
be at the room ui
sible fcT them tc
entertain. Refre I
cooked foods sui 1
brownies are alwu
by tiie boys espei
are in from cutl
from boats whe it
a;/ little home cook
apartments and rt
in at all times anti
appreciated if an
room or apartment
call Mrs. Herbert I

Rockport

BEANS

Wilh Pork-Eoslon

8—Oovern
at
Waldol

Meenahga Orange 1
March 17—St. Pa!
March 17 High S<
in Warren.
April 9—Easter Si

HEAOZO

BROWN STAMPS V, W and X

NECTAR
TEA

from such well known manufacturers as

March 6 9- Farm
U. of M. College of
March » Fourth
pace at Waldoboro

15c
BCHS
Carrots
Avocadoes;;X2 for 29‘

WHOLE or BUTT-7 POINTS

|

meeting In evening
try.

Broccoli

SHORTENING
1 POUND

World I

FRESH

Cauliflower WHITE
Now Cabbage

100% PURE VEGETABLE

Feb. 12—Lincoln’s |
Feb 12—Linn
with Megunticook < |
Feb. 14-15- K:
Club Exhibition. C
Feb. 15—Course .
repair opens at L.
Union.
Feb. 16-17 The
"Thumbs Up” at
School auditorium.
Feb 17—Monthly
Mens League
Feb. 18 One-act
High School.
Feb. 18—13 p. ni
catlonal Club ine<
vestry.
Feb. 18 Kippy
land High School
Feb. 18—Annual (
bert H. Newbert As
Feb. 22—Washlnc
Feb. 22- Kiwanis
niunity Building, Bl
Roll Fund
Feb. 22 Host
card party at Bok 1,
Feb. 23 Ash Wen .|

Feb. 27 Ration '
lect .
March 6—Lady Kn

SNOW

dexo

A

Feb. 25
Feb 29
Flienit
Opera House. ‘

c

We have a complete line of

MATTRESSES AND BOX SPRINGS

A

VEGETABLES

Style-16’^ OZ JAR |
6 POINTS PER JAR

“Don’t let the newspapers know about
it” is a remark frequently heard, but a
certain Naw York man didn’t feel that way
about it. for he tel^honed the editor of
the New York Joumal-American that he
was going to kill himself. But the editor talked him out of
the idea, and when the police took him to the station he ad
mitted that “the newspaper fellow was right.” On general
principle it is much safer to confide in a “newspaper fellow”
than to allow erroneous and haphazard stories to get afloat.

ence Monitor.

ANO

POINTS REDUCED!

AN EDITOR
SAVES
A LIFE

The futile effort fcr “peace in our time”
“PEACE NOW” which led to the Munich agreement and
MOVEMENT from there logically to war holds no lessen
INIMICAL
for the possibly well-intentioned folk now
participating in th? ’'Peace Now’’ move
ment, Exploiting a statement on behalf of peace by the Pope
of the Roman Catholic Church, and employing many of the
some pacifist catchwords which added so much to the vo
cabulary of futile appeasement, this movement has attracted
considerable public attention.
In Washington it apparently is regarded as *small-time
stuff.-’ Doubtless, too, there are many well-informed Ameri
cans who regard it as appealing only to the so-called “luna
tic-fringe.” But this movement makes a dangerous appeal
in some unexpected quarters. For example, among persons
who in the past worked ardently for world peace and were
disappointed at the turn history took in 1939. are some who
show themselves susceptible to the false argument of “Peace
Now.” Then. too. there are other targets for “P eace Now*’
among haters of Mr. Roosevelt who interpret his foreign
policy as a deliberate attempt to cover domestic mistakes by
warmongering.
The “P eace Now” movement is inimical to the success
of the American war effort. It will not bring peace now. But
if it confuses the American people as to the reasons for this
war. it may not cnly lengthen the strife, but endanger the
hope of establishing peace at its conclusion.—Christian Sci

FRESH FRUITS

One Brcwn KJ 14'- 02 OTtQ
Poinl £sch
CANS 27'

Three Top Flight Values

11

VITAMIN-RICH

• * • »

on the heart.—I Sam 16:7.

(By

TALK OF T

3

CAKES

20^

JAR

24' J.?68

5 POINTS

15 POINTS

SWAN SOAP
WHITE FLOATING

3

BUR
Funeral

LARGE

TELS. 3!*
110-112 LIM1
KOCKL.’

CAKES

Ambulanc

■THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA CO.
Pficeo subject to market changes. Wa reserve the right to limit quantities^

rzette, Friday, February

Tuesday-Friday

TALK OF THE TOWN

mote
1N.RICH

FRUITS
40

Feb. 12—Lincoln's Birthday.
Feb. 12—Limerock Pomona meets
with Megunticook Grange, Camden.
Feb. 14 15- Knox County Camera
Club Exhibition. Community Building.
Feb. 15—Course ln farm machinery
rtpair opens at L. F. Barker garage.

ABLES
nraHoned foods
front helps our
Jtllefroni.
D

Union.
Feb. 16-17 The Junior Class play
“Thumbs Up” at Rockland High
School auditorium.
Feb. 17—Monthly meeting of Baptist
Mens League.
Feb. 18-One-act plays by Warren
High School.
Feb. 18—(3 p. m.). Woman's Edu
cational Club meets at Universalist
vestry.
Feb. 18 Klppy Karnlval at Rock
land High School building.
Feb 18—Annual meeting of the Al
bert H. Newbert Association.
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday.
Feb. 22 Kiwanis Club dance, Com
munity Building, Benedit War Honor
Roll Fund
Feb. 22 Hospital Auxiliary benefit
card party at Bok Home for Nurses.
Feb. 23 Ash Wednesday, Lent begins.
Feb. 25—World Day of Prater
Feb. 25-----Firemen's Ball ln Camden
Opera House. ’
Feb. 27 Ration tokens go Into ef
fect
March 6—Lady Knox Chapter Guest
meeting ln evening, Universalist ves
try.
March 6 9-- Farm and Home Week at
U. of M. College of Agriculture.
March 8- Fourth Quarterly Confer
ence nt Waldoboro Methodist CliUMCh.
March 8 -Governor Sewall
guest
speaker at Waldoboro Lions Club.
Meenahga Grange hall.
March 17 St. Patrick’s Day.
March 17- High School minstrel show
ln Warren.
it
April 9—Easter Sunday.
"*•

administration
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X

5 POINTS
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Rubinstein Club will meet tonight
at 8 o’clock, with Mrs. Clem ice
Preston, Shaw avenue..

Mrs. Samuel K. Gamache left this
week to join her husband Lieut,
(j g.) Gamache. who at present is
stationed in St. Augustine, Fla.
Their son, Creswell, is staying with
Mr. and Mrs. Donald P Perry, Lind
sey street.
Miss Barbara Derry of Brunswick
is spending the weekend with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George M.
Derry.

Newly elected officers presided
at the meeting of Ruth Mayhew
Tent Monday night. Proceeds from
the game party in the afternoon,
and tickets sold on the quilt, net
ted the order nearly $70. The sum
of $5 was donated to the infantile
paralysis campaign
Committees
appointed for the year were: Ed
win S. Mullen, Lina Carroll and
Carrie House, advisory; Bessie Har
aden, Inez Packard, Helen Pala
dino and Bessie Sullivan, relief;
Alta Dimick and lizzie French,
floral; Bessie Sullivan, Bessie Har
aden, Elizabeth Murray and Susie
Karl, Visiting The patriotic in
structor, Priscilla Smith, and mu
sician, Alta Dimick, were installed
by the department junior vice
president. The charter was draped
for Sister Annie Mullen, and Car
rie House, Lina Carroll and Stella
McRae, were apponted a committee
on resolutions. A program, ar
ranged by the patriotic instructor,
was presented. This consisted of
valentines to whifeh was attached
sketches on the life of Lincoln, read
by Bessie Haraden and a humorous
verse by Stella MORae. Much
credit is due the new officers for
this successful and interesting
session.

Rates As Lieutenant

NO. 2

CAN

15'

;en Points"

LOUR
•1.14

Richard P Bird of Rockland has
been appointed co>nmanding offi
cer of the Army Air Corps Enlist
ed Reserve for Knox County, with
rating of lieutenant.
The reserve is sponsored by the
Civil Air Patrol. Courses in navi
gation, meteorology, celestial flight,
military courtesy and drill will be
conducted each week. Those eligi
ble for this primary training are
high school boys between the ages
fo 16‘4 and 18.
Mr. Bird was one of the charter
members cf the Rcckland Flying
Club and held a private license be
fore the war started. He has been
interested in flying for some time
Mr ] Bird announced today that
the following boys had signed up
to take the courses: From Rock
land High School, John Brann.
Richard Giles, Fred S. Allen, Al
bert Hallowell, Alvah Graves, Jack
Hatteson and Ernest Munro, and
from Thomaston High School,
■Oeorge Sullivan, Arthur Ander
son, Walter Robertson, Clyde Pier
pont and Carl Brooks.
Heading this school air recruit
camaign in Maine is Lieut. Col.
Guy P. Gannett, Commander of
the Maine Wing of the Civil Air
Patrol, and it is planned to con
tact more than 100 high schools in
the State.

Lawrence Chapman, S2c. left
Wednesday for Newport, IR. I. after
spending a seven-day leave with
his mother, Mrs. Edith Chapman,
Francis D. Orne was elected
Thomaston.
chairman, and Louis R. Cates, sec
The new address of Pvt. Freder retary-treasurer of the Republican
City Committee which met at city
At the last monthly meeting of ick L. Collins, Jr., of Rockland, is:
building
Monday night. The resig
the executive board of the Service ASN-31323408. Co., D, 134th In
nation
of
Ronald Lord of Ward 1
Men’s Cliub plans were made for a fantry, Camp Butner N. C.
was accepted. April 3 was set as
tea to be given Feb. 20, from 4 to 6
Corp. Theodore Caddy of Rock date of convention caucus to select
P. M in tlie Club Room. The
land. formerly of St. George, has delegates to attend state conven
committees gave favorable Reports
arrived in Italy. His address may tion in Bangor
There is still need for more, senior be obtained! by fiiends from Mrs.
and junior hostesses and an appeal Caddy at 15 'Laurel street, Rock
The annual meeting of tlie Civil
Ls made to the junior hostesses to
Condition Is Fair
land
War Memorial Association was held
be at the room whenever it is pos
Tuesday at tlie Grand Army hall.
sible fcr them to do so to heLp
BORN
I Leslie Cross was elected presi
entertain. Refreshments of home
Wyllie—At Rockland., ^an. 5, to Mr. dent to serve his 11th term as But Miss Aylward, Assaulted
cooked foods such as cookies and a'nd Mrs. John E. WyUle, a son Rich leader of this organization. Millie
By Unknown Man, Is Not
ard Placer.
brownies art- always much enjoyed
Tlnney—At, Rockland. Feb 4, to Mr. Thomas is vice president; Stella
Permitted To Talk
by the boys especially those who and Mrs. Nell Tlnney. a daughter— McRae, clerk; Mae Cross, treasurer;
Lucy Marie.
The condition of Miss Billee R
are in from outlying stations or
Lunt—At Rockland, Jan. 22, to Mr W. H. Thomas, Elizabeth Vinal,
from boats where they get very and Mrs Samuel G. Lunt, a daughter Margaret Rackliff, Lizeie French, Aylward, 18. telephone eperator,
—Agnea Louise.
daughter of Mrs. Roland O. Rack
little home cooking.
Calls for
Sawyer—At Knox Hospital. Feb. 8, trustees; Doris Ames, auditor.
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ulrlc
A.
Sawyer,
a
son.
liff, who was assaulted Monday
apartments and rooms are coming
night, is reported by the attending
in at all times and it will be much
Arthur R. Greenleaf of BoothMARRIED
physician this morning, as being
appreciated if anyone having a
bay
Harbor, commissioner of sea.
Seigler-Haskell — At Southamptpn,
room or apartment to rent would L I . New York. Jan .29. Raymond J. and shore fisheries, will speak at satisfactory.
Seigler. radioman lc, USCG, and MedeMiss Aylward suffered a severe
call Mrs. Herbert Kirk, 425-R.
leine Marie Haskell of Warren—by Rev. the Rotary meeting today. This
concussion
near the base of the
W J. Davis.
month marks the 38th anniversary
brain
and
her
nose was broken. Her
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen J. Smith obof the founding of Rotary in Chi
DIED
condition has not been such, so far,
jLived their eleventh wedding anni
The Spring conference of
Perry—At Rockland, Feb. 9.. Lunetta. cago.
versary recently at tlieir new home wife of Eugene E. Perry, age 63 years. Rotary will be held at Quebec, May as to allow an interview with the
29 days. Funeral Saturday
police.
at 18 Gay street place. Mr. and 1at month.
2 p. m from Russell Funeral Home, 5 and 6. Members of the local
Police Chief Laurence K Mans
mterment
ln
Sea
View
Cemetery.
Mr.s. Smith received many gifts. Re
club, making up meetings outside
Winslow
—
At
Rockland,
Feb.
8.
Jen

field
said this morning that vigor
freshments were served.
Those nie M , widow of William R Winslow, of the State recently, were: Henry
ous
investigation
was being con
present were: Mr. and Mrs. Stanley age 63 years, 1 day. Funeral Sunday B. Bird at Miami; Edwin L. Brown
at 2 o'clock from residence. 8 North |
tinued
.
No
one
has
been broughtin
Smith. Charlie Smith, Mrs. Major Main street. Interment in the village at Boston; Elmer B. Crockett at
for
interrogation
and,
so far, no im
Smith anti family, Joseph Smith, cemetery. Friendship.
Chicago, and Dr. Alvin W. Foss at
Clienery—At South Portland, Feb.
portant clues as to the identity of
Benjamin Wiggin, Mrs. Ethel Holli 5. Augusta Tarr, wife of Clarence West Palm Beach.
Chenery of South Portland, age 47
the assailant have been uncovered.
day, Mrs. Shirley Peters, Mrs*\fary E.
years. Interment In Sea View ceme
Rich, Mrs. Oliver Hamlin, Mr. and tery, Rockland.
The Junior class play, “Thumbs
Up,” to be presented Feb. 16 and
Mrs. Roland Sukeforth. Russell
Grange Corner
CARD OF THANKS
Shaw. Miss Kate Simonton, Paul
17,
is
a
patriotic
play.
By
this
is
We wish to thank Rev. and Mrs. L.
North Haven Grange presentedd a
Zafirou, Tony Collins and Earl G. Gordon and the members of the meant no melodramatic
heroics or
MM
Church cf the Nazarene. also friends synthetic patriotism. The patriotic three-act comedy, ‘'Where’s Grand
Rokes.
-and neighbors and the bus boys of ,
B & M Transportation Co. for the , angle is taken care of by simple ma” last Friday at the Orange hall.
beautiful flowers; and for their kind- i
George W. Dyer, formerly a ness and sympathy and use of cars little occurrences that are common Those who took part were Betty
prominent member of the Camden- during the Illness a'nd death of our to millions of families today. In Haskell, Caroly Greenlaw, Lyman
loved one.
Hopkips, Richard Crockett, Phyllis
Rcckport Lions Club is now a
Jesse. Daniel and Maynard Preston. it we are told about the lives of a
Mr
and
Mis.
William
Bragg
and
Waterman,
Erma Witherspoon. Al
member of the South Portland family.
widow, Mollie Kincaid and her fam
bert
Gillis,
Ellen
Wooster and Har
Club, which, quick to realize his
ily of three teen-age children and
riet
Stone,
directed
by Mrs. Arthur
CARD OF THANKS
a son in the army. As a whim of
ability, made him chairman of the
Emerson
and
Miss
Jennie
Beverage.
I
wish
to
express
my
sincere
thanks
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BEANO
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
8.15 o'clock

MASONIC TEMPLE HALL
Auspices MOTOR CORPS GIRLS
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RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
Tel. 662
• CLAREMONT ST.
ROCKLAND, MX.

form of a shield, has been placed on
the eastern wall cf the reception
rcom at Knox Hospital, in honor of
those who have been attached to
the hospital, and who are now in
the service of their country’.
The wording follows: "Horior
Roll.
The Following Members of
Knox County General Hospital
Have Entered the Armed Forces”
Under the heading; Staff Doc
tors,” are the following names:
Howard L. Apollcnio, M. D.;
Harry G Tounge, M. D ; Frederick
C. Dennison. M. D.; .Wesley N.
Wasgatt. M. D ; Paul A Jones, M. D
‘Gilmore W Soule, M D ; and under
the caption of “Nurses” are the
names: Mary S Emery. Tt. N.;
Ella Mathews, R. N.; Iva M. Jones,
R. N; Bertha JoHtyson. R. N.;
Hilda A. Wall, R. N.; Jessie DeCourcey, R N.; anti Virginia F.
Richards, R. N. Under the title
‘•Employees.” is the name ctf
Albert O. Emery.
/

—---------------

Alvin E. Small, who recently at
tended a sales meeting of Skift &
Company employes at the Parker
House in Boston, visited his mother,
Mrs Affie Small in Quincy.

Miss Sadie Marcus is in Boston
attending the Heme Aits Exhibit
n the interests f Stonington Fur
niture Co.
Ensign and Mrs. Nelson M. Rob
erts of Brookville. Long Island, are
receiving congratulations on the
birth of a daughter. Ensign Rob
erts is a son of Mr. and Mrs. Percy
L. Roberts of Jericho, L. I.
Great propert damage and very
possible loss of life was averted
earl this morning by the prompt
action o fPierre Havvevner when
he attacked a bad oil stove blaze
in his home cn North Main street.
He had the blaze under control
when the department arrived. Ex
tensive damage resulted to the sec
ond floor as it was.
Last eve
ning the department extinguished
an automobile fire on Mai ’nstreet.

If veterans of World War 2 ap
pear at the legion Hall next Thursda night with their discharge pa
pers their musteriA gout applica
tions will be made out.

WEDNESDAY ONLY, FEB. 16
Two Full Length Features
NILS ASTER, ROGER PRIOR.
ABNER SR3ERMAN
in

“SUBMARINE ALERT”
also on the program
TIM HOLT

“THUNDERING HOOFS”
SATURDAY ONLY, FEB. 1,
Two Full Length Featuros
PENNY SINGLETON
(as “Blondie”)
ARTHUR LAKE
(as “Dagwood”)
in

“FOOTLIGHT GLAMOUR”
also on the program
ROY ROGERS
with •
Smiley Burnettef John Carradine
ln

“SILVER SPURS”

received a clipping from the Bridge
port, (Conn.) Post, of Feb. 1. carry
ing a feature story concerning her
nephew. First Lieut. Donald Mackin,
son of Mr. and Mrs. John Mackin
of East Norwalk. Conn.
“Don," as he is callyd by his
friends, was formerly employed by
the National Bank of Norwalk and
he
had
gained
considerable
prominence as an orchestra leader.
He enlisted in the Army in Novem
ber 1941 and was in the Italian
Invasion.
The story tells of how Sgt. Al
bert O’Neill of Roxbury, Mass., a
member
of
Maekin’s
outfit,
purchased in Sicily, for almost
nothing, a piano.
Don locating a saxophone player,
a clarinetist, a tr^p drummer and
a man with a guiter, organized a
band. After the men had “chow”
at night they put the piano on a
truck and went to nearby units
and hospitals in Italy and put on
a show.
An Italian, who eould speak some
English, exclaimed upon seeing the
orchestra, “Who ever heard of a
piano being taken to war?”
Mackin and his parents have been
frequent Summer visitors at the
Southard cottage at Ingraham Hill

PORTLAND HEAD
R T. Sterling recently called cn
Alfred' Elden at his home in Port
land.
Pvt. Willard R. Hilt returned’ to
Camp leaving Portland Monday
for Wisconsin.
Mrs. R. T. Sterling' was guest
Tuesday of Mrs. W C. Dow, Port
land.
Miss Nannie H. Kinney and
Mrs. Lillian Brown were guests
Sunday at the Hilts.
R. T. Sterling called Tuesday on
Mr. and Mrs. Robert T. Sterling Jr.
The Hilts entertained at a dinner
party recently honoring their son
PvJ. Willard R. Hilt. Guests in
vited were Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
Dow, Mr. and Mrs. Robert T. Ster
ling Jr. and family, Mr. and Mrs.
E. C. Stoddard, Miss Marion Ster
ling Mrs. S. O. Robinson and the
Sterlings here at the Station.
,
Mrs. Lillian Brown and Miss N. '
H. Kinney were dinner guests at i
the Hilts last Friday.
“Lincoln the Father of Freedom"
will b eRev. Roy A. Welker's Lin
coln Sunday subject at the Con
gregational Church at 10.45. All
other services will be as usual ex
cept the Comrades of the War who
will gather at 2 o”clock in the
church for an afternoon meeting.

Limerock Pomona

meet Saturday with Megunticook
Grange in Camden. State Master
Carrol Bean and Mrs. Bean, from
Augusta, will be guests.
In the afternoon Mrs. Mary Nash
of Megunticook Grange will present
a very interesting program, filling
the office of Pomona l^Hurer. due
to the absence of Mrs. Lucia Hop
kins, who is confined to her home
by illness.
Opening song. 'America;” greet
ing, Past Pomona Master Sara
Young; response. Past Pomona F.
L . S. Morse; patriotic tableau and
valentine tableau. Mrs. Edna
Start; reading. ’Co-operate,” Lois
Daucett; current events. Past Po
mona Master Charles El Gregory;
stunt, Jessie Beverage; book report,
Past Master Mae Young; singing,
led by Past Master Charles E. Lord;
speaker. State Master E. Carrol
Bean; singing, “God Bless America;”
closing thought. Chaplain Mrs. Lil
lian Radcliff.
Supper will be served at 6.15. All
members are invited.
In the evening Mrs. Christine
Curry, lecturer of Megunticook
Grange, will present this program:
Opening song, “America the
Beautiful;” reading, “Old Flag.”
Past Master Mrs. Mae Young;" wel
come song, by all; reading, “Lincoln,
a man of the Ages,” Past Master
Mrs. Mary Nash; solo. “There's a
Star Spangled Banner Waving
Somewhere.’’
Frances Leonard,
accompanied by Mrs. Myrtle Wheel
er at the piano; pantomime, “All
Fcr Dear Aunt Matilda.” Mrs. Mary
Nash, Mis. Sail)' Lord. Mrs. Jessie
Beverage and Mrs. Mae Young,
Kltli Mrs. Christine Curry as leader.
Oldtime songs, by all; reading.
"Country Reflections,” Mrs. Loi3 '
Daucette; question, “After the war !
what are our chances for building
a new world?” stunt, book walking, ;
Mrs. Evelyn Cunningham; duet. j
"Say a Prayer for the Boys Over I
Thrt-e.” Fiances Leonard and Mrs. j
Myrtle Wheeler; two films of talkie
movies shown by Milford Payson j
and Charles Lord; remarks by
State Master Bean and Mrs. Bean.
Closing number, a tableau, “The

“High Tide At Noon”

A

A MR. PEANUT PENCIL
For only 25c
With the Purchase of a
1 IJJ. JAR OF PLANTERS'-

tertown (Mass.) Sun, who is well
known in this section writes:
“I think your many readers will
be interested to learn that a cork
ing good book about the Maine
coast will soon be on sale. I have
just read an advance copy sent out
for review and have been able to
contact and chat with die author.
“The work is “High Tide at
Noon.’ by Elizabeth Ogilvie. It is
all about the lobster fishermen and
deals with a colony on one of tlie
islands in Penobscot Bay. It is a
novel with a good plot, plenty of
exciting incidents and every indi
cation that Miss Ogilvie knows the
people sire has written about.
“She satisfied myi curiosity by
telling me the real name of the
island, also verifying my guess as
to the proper names of other locali
ties mentioned. W’hen the book apl>ears you might announce a guess
ing contest as to those names. It
will be interesting.
“1 found I was basking in re-‘
fleeted glory. She asked my name
and on learning it said, “Oh, I've
heard Alton Blackington mention
you ou the radio’.”
Statue of Liberty” by Myma. Curry,
followed by “America’’ by all.
Beano G a. R. Hall Monday,
Feb 14, 2.15, p. m.
12-lt

For dependable radio service
call the Radio Shop, telephone 844,
517 Main street. Complete Philco
line.
60-tf

Rev. Ruth Mathias
Scientific Advisor
Send FIVE QUESTIONS
$1.00 and STAMPED ENVELOPE
to CONFIDENTIAL LETTER

SERVICE of HEALTH AND
HAPPINESS CLUB PLAN, INC.
P. O. BOX 550, OLD TOWN, ME.
Personal Interview Included
PROMPT REPLY ASSURED
6F28
------------------------------- 1-------------

ANNOUNCEMENT!
I am now at my former location, 68 PARK ST.,

and will be glad to greet my old customers and new

ones. I sell a complete line of all Gulf Service Sta
tion products, and do Greasing, Washing and Tire
Service. The same efficient servicing of cars and
trucks. We pick up and deliver. Call—

Murphy’s Service Station, TeL 455
Cecil Murphy, Prop.

GETS THERE!

AMOS

little thing like a broken

leg won’t keep Amos Watts at

home tonight, lie’s taken part

in every town meeting for the -

PEANUT BUTTER

past 52 years, and be doesn’t

The Perry Markets

propose to stop now! By bis at

“MR. LUCKY”

(Well-acted, smooth, plausible,
and skilfully produced . . . thi$
film is decidedly an outstanding
piece of entertainment).

Soldier Buys Piano

Richard P. Bird Named Com- Tribute To These Attached Summer Visitor At Ingraham Meets Tomorrow With Me- Fred Green Suggests Guess
ing Contest On Lately
gunticook Grange, Camden
Hill Then Starts Orches
To It Now In the Armed
manding Officer of A. A.
tra In Italy
Published Novel
Service
—The Programs
C. E. N., For Knox
County
Fred C. Green, editor of the Wa
An artistic walnut plaque, in the
Mrs. Joshua N. Southard has
Limerock Valley Pomona will

WALDQtheatre

ten Points’'

Hospital Honor Roll

tendance at town meeting Amos

backs the ideals America stands for,—free speech, a fair hearing
for all sides, open votes openly arrived at.

HELP YOUR FAMILY
“FEEL FIT
AS A MAJOR”
Major-B Complex Vitamin
Tablets contain all the BComplex Vitamins neces
sary to help develop glow
ing vitality! This summer,
fortify your family's food
rations with Major-B . . .
the Natural Vitamins of
guaranteed potency ... en
dorsed by Dr. W. H. Eddy,
noted Nutrition Authority.
MI

joa la

' Saarti

Amos, it goes without saying, is the kind of man who reads

our papers, too. For on their pages, as on those of other Maine
newspapers, he knows lie will find a full presentation of all

viewpoints on controversial subjects. He knows that after he has
read our news columns (just as when he attends the open forum

of a New England town meeting) he will have all the available

facts upon which to base his decision.

portlani) press jHerald

2HMtts’Swaly
200 TMMS

8|75

TIM FMHy Sta INI IN

PORTLAND EVENING EXPRESS

$725

Portland Sunday telegram
SALE AND DEMONSTRATION AT

THE PERRY MARKETS

"THE

TOWN MEETING NEWSPAPERS of MAINE"
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QUEENS DIE
PROUDLY
©.WHITS.

WN.U.PtATURlJ

CHAPTER VII
__

“Well, it was nice, for a few days,
to be out of danger—to start get
ting our dozen planes overhauled.
Only peace had its drawbacks. Aus
tralia didn’t yet know there was a
war on, and the RAAF kids on this
field who had been so nice to us on
our way to the Philippines from the
States now seemed to talk another
language.
You see, we'd been
through hell, and we knew hell was
steadily moving down on us. and
ihat very soon we must go back into
it again.
“But these Australian fliers greet
ed us almost as casually as though
we'd just stopped in from a routine
cross-country hop.
“As quick as we could, we began
flying missions. Each Fortress had
brought out about fifteen men from
Del Monte, and they got to work
putting the planes back into shape.
But the missions were terribly long.
It was seventeen hundred miles from
Darwin back to Del Monte—almost
as far as from New York to Denver.
We’d leave Darwin in the morning,
fly all day, land at Del Monte after
dark to be safe from the Japs, serv
ice the plane, eat, catch a little
nap, and then gas up in time to be
off for an early morning bombing
of the Jap invasion fleet off Luzon.
Then back to Del Monte—it was
daylight now and risky as hell, so
get in quick, gas up, load bombs,
and get the hell out fast and away to
an afternoon target, coming back
toward Del Monte in the darkness,
thank God, when no Jap pursuits
are hanging around, arriving about
midnight, a cat nap again, gas up,
and you're off for Australia.
“Think of the pilots and crews
going through that grind day after
day. You might fly eighteen hours
Straight and be out of the cockpit
for only one of them.
“And yet the thing we dreaded
most was Christmas. It was right
ahead of us now—Christmas in de
feat and on this barren, hot, dusty
desert field, with no word or mail
from home and no way to get word
back to them. We'd send cables we
knew would never be answered, be
cause we could give no address.”
“I’ll put my Christmas up against
the one you had.” said Frank, going
on with his story. “We were alhfeeling low. We knew there would be
no letters or packages or even ca
bles for us, so it was natural that
on this hot, dry. dusty, sun-scorched
Christmas Day some of us should
wander over to the Australians’ ra
dio shack, just to see what little
word from home we could pick up
on the air.
“I should say that part of us
were gone on a mission into the
Philippines; two Forts, including
George Schaetzel, and th£y now
should be on that dreary, nine-hour
drag back to Batchelor Field. We
hoped none of them would be shot
down on Christmas Day.
“The Australians were damned
nice to us. They let us watch them/
open their packages and handed us
their Christmas cards to read, and
then they'd say. ‘What part of the
States are you from, Yank?’ so we
could tell them about our own fami
lies and wives or best girls if we
wanted to—and most of us did. But
we kept wondering about that mis
sion, although we didn’t talk about
it. And of course we didn’t know
they had run into serious trouble,
hit by Zeros at high altitude, and
that Schaetzel's plane during this
Christmas Day fight had been given
a burst of machine-gun fire right
through his radio compartment. Ser
geant Killian, his radio operator,
was shot through the top of the head
as he was helping the gunners re
load—picking up new ammunition
cans full of .50-caliber belts and
handing them up, and taking back
the empty cans, while the gunners

pounded away at the Zeros.
“Two others had been badly
wounded by the same burst, and
since this was at high altitude, it
was very serious. Because maybe
the boy topples over' so that his
oxygen mask falls off. There isn't
much you can do for a wounded
man during combat at high altitude.
When you have wounded men
aboard, you try to get down to at
least 10,000 feet as soon as you
can, so they won’t be under the
strain of breathing through oxygen
masks.
“But there were Zeros still be
low them. One of the Fort's prime
defense weapons is altitude, and
George knew if he broke away from
formation and dived down alone, he
stood a very good chance of being
picked off.
“So he did the right thing—stayed
with the formation, only it was a
hell of a hard decision to make on
Christmas Day, with those poor
wounded men in back, fighting for
breath in the high air.
"We knew nothing of this yet, but
already we were feeling pretty low.
and the Australian radio operator
was twiddling his dials trying to get
us a program from the States so
we wouldn’t be homesick. We hoped
maybe we’d get just a homely de
scription of what kind of a Christ
mas Day it was in a typical Ameri
can town that might be any of ours,
and how the srtow crunched under
the feet of the people walking up on
porches to deliver Christmas pack
ages, and maybe hear the real
American voices of some real Amer
ican girls in a Christmas choir sing
ing 'Holy Night’ or ‘O Little Town
of Bethlehem’ or some of the other
aid-time songs.
“What we got instead was a lot
of politicians doing their stuff on
war aims. They were from all ofrer
the world, sounding off all over the
dial, and we argued with those Aus
tralian kids as to which ones were
the corniest, theirs or ours. They
insisted theirs were, but we couldn’t
agree, because ours were all stuffed
full of roast goose, optimism, plum
pudding, hard sauce, and produc
tion figures. The U. S. A. was the
big shot, they let us know—it can’t
miss, so don’t worry—just flick
it off, we’ll take care of it, because
w’e’re turning out planes by the jillion per minute.
“Out there on Batchelor Field this
Christmas Day, with the hot desert
sun sinking low tn the sky, where
the dry wind carried the sweetish
stink of the desert eucalyptus gum
trees, and with our maintenance
men hollow-eyed from lack of sleep
trying to keep just a handful of
planes operating without even any
spare parts, it didn't go down so
good. But we listened, because at
least the voices sounded American
and made us think of home.
“Finally we turned it off, and
one of the Australian boys brought
out a fruit cake he had got from
his girl in Melbourne, and cut the
slices thin so that all the Americans
could have a piece with their tea,
and it was damned nice of him,
and we almost felt good for a min
ute. because the raisins'gave it the
taste of real Christmas, even with
the tea.
“But something was coming in
over the CW radio (Continuous U at e,
or Dot-Da^h) and the Australian
, with the earphones on, after writing
it down, instead of sending it in to

1. Try RESPAMOL.
It reaches and
clings to irritated throat surfaces,
protecting and soothing them.
2. Helps relax tenseness and tho
. feeling that you must cough.

3. Helps loosen and bring up

4.

phlegm.
Contains no sugar — suitable for
diabetics.

5. Contains no narcotics —safe for

4.

children.
Your druggist will refund full
price if you are not satisfied.

Take RFSPAMOL as directed en label, and
if you don’t get prompt relief, consult
your physician. At all dnjjfuts — 501.
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And my heart thumped because I
thought possibly It might be from
Margo.

his commanding officer gave me a
queer embarrassed look and handed
it to me. And my heart thumped,
because I thought it just might pos
sibly be from Margo, although I
didn’t see how it could be.
“It was from Schaetzel. He'd
waited until he flew out of the dan
ger zone before breaking radio si
lence. He said he'd be in after dark
with one body aboard and to have
the ambulance an the stand-by

the field. That meant there were
more wounded. It finished Christ
mas for us. We didn't say much,
and neither did the Australians. But
pretty soon one by one we got up
and wandered out of the hut.
“When Schaetzel got in, his plane
was so badly shot up that we de
cided to call it a wreck. It was a
toss-up between his plane and Lee
Coats’, which was also full of bullet
holes, but looking them both over,
we decided Schaetzel’s was some
what the worse. We just had to
have a wreck on the field to serve
as a spare-parts reservoir to keep
the other planes in the air. The
old Swoose, here,” and be jerked
his thumb backward, "still has those
tail surfaces we took off that plane.
We needed everything, but most of
all, we needed bomb-bay gas tanks.
“Of course we were in terrible
shape. The old 19th Bombardment
Group had lost two-thirds of its orig
inal strength in three weeks, and
we were now reduced to about a
dozen planes—about enough for a de
cent squadron. But there was one
hopeful fact: of the two dozen odd
we had lost, only two—Colin’s and
Jack Adams’—ha^j been shot down
in combat by the Japanese. The
rest had been blown up on the
ground or, like Wheless’ plane, had
been wrecked on the beach to save
the crew when it didn’t have the
range to get home.
"And just about the time we were
adding up this spore and wonder
ing what would happen to us next we
found out, for without warning Gen
eral Brereton landed on the field,
and we were immediately sum
moned to a meeting in Operations.
“He's a tough, quick, cocky, fight
ing little Air Force officer who
doesn’t like to sit down when he’s
laying out plans or giving orders,
and standing there before us, his
shoulders reared back, he lined us
out.
“He told us the United States
Army Air Force of the Far East, of
which he was commander, was mov
ing all its bombers to Java, and at
once. Its main base would be on
a field near the city of Malang. From
there we would operate out of ad
vanced bases already prepared by
the Dutch on the outlying islands
of Borneo and the Celebes. From
these our first missions would all
be concentrated on breaking up an
immense concentration of Jap trans
ports which was gathering at Davao
Bay, on the southern tip of the Phil
ippines.
“But as he talked we got curious.
Just how big was this American Air
Force of the Far East which the
General commanded, and whose
task it was, to smash the Japanese
in the Philippine Islands so they
couldn't reach out to the Dutch East
Indies? The Wth had started out as
a Group, commanded by a colonel.
Its strength was now practically one
squadron, an adequate command for
a major in peacetime. Just how
many Groups would this two-star
General have at his command for
this four-star task ahead?
“But there was big news for me.
Ever since the loss of Old 99 I had
been a planeless pilot—a kind of
ghost walking with the living, a
head without a body.
“But now Lee Coats was to go
with the General to Brisbane as en
gineering officer, and I was to take
over his plane and crew for the Java
war. Now at last was my chance
to settle the score for Old 99.”
“From Australia to Java is a full
day’s Work even for a Fortress,”
Frank went on, “but the weather
was fine, and all of us were feeling
great. The ocean was a deep blue,
and we were constantly passing over
islands, green with jungle growth,
which are practically steppingstones
connecting Asia with Australia.
“The last one of all was maybe
the most beautiful—the famous is
land of Bali, just before you get to
Java—and as I saw it coming ahead
over the horizon, I couldn’t help
thinking febout those pictures of it
you used to see on the round-theworld cruise folders. Always on the
cover was a color photograph of a
beautiful golden-brown sixteen-yearold girl with a wicker basket on her
head and a printed cotton sarong
gathered low around her hips and
nothing much in between except a
completely unself-conacious smile.
“I was feeling pretty good, and I
guess the crew was too. You see,
■we'd been on the alert for six weeks
and not so much as an hour’s leave
for them to go into any town for
even a glass of beer.
“Java in the late afternoon was as
beautiful as anyone had ever prom
ised it would be—rich green velvet,
except where the sloping sun
gleamed on the rice paddies, or
burned the standing water gold
against the soot-black mud.
“We flew over the big seaport
city of Surabaya and straight on to
ward the smaller city of Malang
sixty-six miles away, which was to
be our base. To get there you
have to climb a little and then en
ter through a narrow mountain pass,
which usually is filled with clouds in
the afternoon, like a thick cotton
stopper in a bottle. At least later
it served to keep the Zeros out.
“They’d told me the field was well
camouflaged, but because they’d laid
it out for me carefully on the map
I had no trouble in finding it. It
was a better job of camouflaging
than anything we'd ever dreamed of
in the Philippines. Looking down
on it from altitude, you took it to be
just an ordinary tilled field. There
was what looked like a cornfield
almost across the runway, and in
addition a fake railway line cross
ing it. I even had difficulty in pick
ing out the hangar roofs, so care
fully were they painted into the
tropical vegetation.
“We crossed it, turned, circled,

and landed. The Dutch weren’t even
using their radio to bring us in for
fear of giving away the location of
that beautifully hidden field. They
brought us in with a flash gun, and
luckily I could show my new crew
the precision-type landing required

Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Seigler of
Hollis,
N. Y .
WARREN
WALDOBORO
Mrs Seigler was graduated from
ft ft ft ft
« « ft ft
Warren High School, and attended
ALENA L STARRETT
MRS. ISABEL LABE
Rosemont. (PennaJ College far two
Correspondent
Correspondent
years While in this town, she was
ft ft ft ft
ft ft ft ft
active in the 4-H Club, the Girl
Tel.
40
Scouts,
and in the Camera Club tf
Telephone 78
the High School.
Mrs. Leland Peabody is a surgical
The couple will live at 54 Walnut
E. Ashley Walter has been in
•patient at Knox Hospital.
street, Southampton, N. Y.
Portland for a few days.
The February meeting of the
Mrs. Karl Norton has returned to
Eastern Star Installation
Help
One Another Circle cf Kings
her home In White Plains, N. Y.,
Officers were installed Friday at Ivy
after spending three weeks at her Daughters will be omitted.
Chapter, OES , at a semi-public in
The Wonder Worker Girls’ 4-H stallation. attended by 150 members
old home here.
Club
will meet tonight at 7 at the and Invited guests including mem
Mrs. Celia Gross spent the week
home
of Mrs. Earle Moore Sr., lo bers otf St. Oeorge Lodge, FA.M.,
end in town from Hallowell.
cal leader. "Whole Grain Cereals" and their wives. Officers were in
Those from out of town who at
will be studied.
stalled by retiring worthy matron,
tended the funeral of Mrs. Carrie
The Pleasantville Farm Bureau Mrs. Carrie R. Smith, assisted by re
B. Day were Mrs. Un ma Dorr, Mrs.
will meet Tuesday at the home of
tiring worthy patron. William H.
Perry Fowle and Warren Dorr of
Mrs. Walter Starrett, subject, Robinson, Mrs. Margaret Sawyer as
Wiscasset; Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
"Feeding Ourselves from Our Cel marshal. Miss Hilda Aspey as chap
Black and Mr. and Mrs. Charles
lar Shelves." with Mrs. Clifton Me
lain. and Miss Verna Robinson as
Crowell of Portsmouth, N. H.
servey. the leader Dinner will be
Mrs. Jennie Linscott has closed served at 12 Those wishing to organist.
Inducted into office were: Worthy
her house and is residing at Mrs. work on the quilt project during
matron.
Inez Mathews; worthy pa
Myrtie Booth's for the Winter.
the day may do so at this time.
tron.
Albert
White; associate ma
Mrs. George Mank entertained Sermon topic Sunday at the Con
Saturday in honor of Mr. Mank’s gregational Church will be, “Christ’s tron. Fanny Juura; associate pa
birthday. Those present were: Mr. Answer to the Question, Is Life tron, Andrew Juura; secretary,
and Mrs. Henry Hilton, Mr. and Tragedy?" Rev. Lynn V. Farnsworth Laura Starrett; treasurer, Tena Mc
Mrs. Gabriel Winchenbach, Mr. and of Camden, to occupy the pulpit Callum; conductress, Ada Spear;
Mrs. Sanborn French and Mr. and ' church school will meet at 9 30 a. m. associate conductress, Evelyn Smith;
Mrs. Adam Hodamer
Sermon topics Sunday at the Bap chaplain. Carrie Smith; marshal,
Mrs. David Murphy of Warren tist Church will be: at 10 30 a. m., Edna White; Adah, Beulah Lord;
was guest Wednesday of Mr. and “The Challenge to Carry On.” and Ruth, Mildred Gammon; Esther,
Mrs. Osborne Welt.
at 7 p. m., “The Faith of Christ by Vera Jameson; Martha, Janet
A basketball game was played the Great Masters.” Church School Wiley; Electa, Avis Norwood; ward
Tuesday between Camden and Wal at 12.
er, Jessie Walker; sentinel, Hilliard
doboro at the local gym. Only one Rev. and Mrs. Emil Gaverluk. Spear. The organist appointed,
game was played—that of the boys' evangelists, will complete tonight Mrs. Grace Campbell, will be in
team, and the town team won. Boys their sojourn in this town, the serv- stalled later.
and girls will play Boothbay Harbor Ices at 7.45 p. m. at the Baptist
The newly installed worthy ma
tonight.
Church.
tron appointed as committees: In
Miss Ellie McLaughlin returned Frank D. Rowe, local chairman of vestigating, Frances Spear, Lina
Sunday to teaching at Stamford, the Fourth War Loan Drive, re Smith, William H. Robinson; visit
Conn., after spending three weeks in ports in the drive thus far. the sum ing, Emma Norwood and Helen
town, called by the illness of her of $29,480.75, has been raised
Maxey; flowers, Laura Starrett.
mother, Mrs. Anna McLaughlin.
Mrs. Carrie R. Smith, retiring
Fred Perkins. High School prin
Girls of the Home Economics De cipal announces that the third worthy matron, presented her ofpartment will give a tea Thursday Army-Navy College Qualifying Test flrers of the past year with jon
from 7.30 to 9.30 to demonstrate the for the
Spe<;iaiized Training quils, and the gift of book plates.
work of the department. The sup Program and the Navy College Pro Gecrge H. Walker, in behalf of the
per given last Friday for the benefit gram V-12, which will be given chapter, presented gifts to Mrs
of this group netted $38 25. which throughout the country Wednesday, Smith and Mr. Robinson, in apis to buy overdrapes for the windows March 15 at 9 a m at Warren Hlgh ciation of their work the past year,
of their room. The success of the gchoo] a leaflet of general infor- and as installing officers. As he did
supper was due largely to the P.T.A. maticrn which contains an admls- so he pointed out that By Chapter
The next meeting of the body will sjon identification form may be ob- observes Feb. 27 the golden jubilee
be March 8, speakers to foe an tained at the high school.1 This of its organization.
nounced.
form, properly filled out will admit
He told the assembly that its orThe Woman’s Club attended in a to the test students between the ages ganization was effected by Jennie
body the afternoon session of World oj yj and 21 inclusive, who are high Stewart, grand matron, and Had
Parish Day at the Baptist vestry, 1 gohool students or who will be grad- ley Howes, grand matron and grand
Rev. M. E. Bratcher. D.D., Western uated by July j 1944 Intent to
patron of the Grand Chapter ot
representative and director of min- , take the test ^ould
made known
Maine. Assisting them with the
istry to service men gave an Inter- immediately to Mr. Perkins, in orwork was Golden Rod Chapter of
esting and instructive lecture. Sup- der tba£ necessary test supplies may
Rockland/ Ivy Chapter then had 68
per was served by the ladies of the
ordered. The same examination
charter members, and present mem
church to the parish and guests.
j will
taken by both Army and
bership is 134. May 17, 1895 Ivy
Fifty-five attended the Lions Club'Navy candidates. At the time of
Chapter, assisted in the work of
supper at the Meenahga Grange £be keSt each candidate will be given
organization of Orient Chapter oi
hall Thursday and listened to an a choice of service preference, but
Union.
address by Gov Sumner Sewall.
taking this test does not obligate the
“Our present or retiring worthy
Lawrence Nadeau spent the week candidate to enlist in the service.
matron, Mrs. Smith, has been elect
end at home from Bath.
Seigler-Haskell
ed to that office three times, and was
Eastern Star Installation
Mr. andi Mrs. S. F. Haskell an district deputy grand matron of the
Officers of Wiwuma Chapter, nounce the marriage of their 11th district in 1934, and once held
OES. were installed Wednesday daughter, Madeleine Marie Has the office of grand warder in the
by District Deputy Grand Matron, kell to Raymond J. Seigler, radio grand chapter of Maine,” he con
Jane Bond of Jefferson.
man lc. UJ5.C.G., of Southamp cluded. “Also the retiring patron,
" Those inducted into office were: ton. N. Y.
William H. Robinson, has five times
Matron. Lila Lovejoy; / patron,
The marriage was solemnized at been worthy patron of the chap
Willis Crowell; associate matron, a double wedding ceremony Jan. ter.”
29. in the Sacred Heart Church of
Program numbers interspersed the
on that grass field which was later Southampton, by Rev. W. J. Da
to prove tough as hell. We came in vis. The double ring service was ceremonies, and consisted of or
chestra music played by Misses Ver
in the usual soft Javanese after
noon rainstorm, and of course I used and the wedding was followed na Robinson, Mary and Lois Nor
didn’t dare apply brakes as you by a nuptial mass. The second wood, Betty Jane Moore, Lillian
would on macadam. I was to find couple was radioman Edward Socha Durrell; readings, “New Lease of
it was a tricky job getting off and of Iron Mountain, Mich., and Miss
on that slippery turf with a full Geraldine LeeYeazel of Miami, Fla. Life,” and “The Unpronounceable
Hymn,” by Miss Ida Stevens; so
load of bombs.
Radiomen Socha and Seigler have
“The boys were of course in a been close buddies in the Coast prano solos. “Michael's Flute, and
“The Captain, by Mrs J. B. Kim
lather to get into town, but first
there had to be the usual pilots’ Guard.
ball. accompanied by Mrs. Carrie B.
The brides wore gowns of white Smith; soprano solos, ‘'When Love
meeting, and it’s always the same—
I don't care who the officer is. Cap satin cut princess style. -Their fin
tain, Major, or Lieutenant Colonel, ger tip veils caught in place •with is Kind.” arrangement by Frank
he’s got to stand up there and dish coronets of white roses, were of im La Forge, and "Battle Song of Vic
out the old college pep talk about ported lace, and they carried shower tory,” by George Baker Young, sung
how we’re here to do this and that
by Raychel Emerson, with Dr. Jud
while the boys are snorting to get bouquets of white roses. ,
son Lord,. the accompanist; two,
A wedding breakfast and recep
into town.
four-handed
piano
selections,
“Only this one wasn’t so bad. Be tion was held at the home of Mr. "Schubert’s Serenade,” and “The
•t-’
cause at last we were going to do and Mis. Elmer Larson of South
what we had for years been trained ampton, following the ceremony Caucasian Cradle Song,” by Bogusto do with our Fortresses. When Both the wedding and reception lawski, played by Joyce and Richard
those reinforcements came stream
Butler; reading of two poems by
ing in we could go out in big forma were attended by Mrs. S. F. Haskell Mrs. A. S. Bishop; specialties by
tions and drop a pattern that meant of this town, mother of the bride Kenneth Starrett. Marianne PelliRadioman Seigler is the son of
something.
cani, accompanist, Mrs. Bart Peli
“Later they were to find that
can!.
Dutch dating wasn’t as simple as 1 Anne Waltz; associate patron,
it looked, because the first three or pjovd Benner; secretary, Rena
Following the ceremonies, refresh
four times you had to take Mama Crowell; treasurer, Fannie Brooks: ments were served by Mrs. Helen
and Papa along.
conductress. Faye Schwartz; asso Maxey, Mr. and Mrs J. O. Jameson,
”At the end of dinner, before they ciate conductress. Florence Sewell; Mr. and Mrs. Dana H. Smith, Jr .
left, we’d all stood up and drunk
just one New Year’s toast—to the marshal, Bessie Brown; organist, assisted by Misses- Fhyllis Smith,
memory of all those guys we’d ■Marion McClure; Adah. Alfreda Emily Smith, Joan Maxey and Dale
known so well back in the islands Ellis; Ruth. Olive Crowell; Esther, Messer.
who couldn’t be with us now, and Ethel Ludwig; Martha, Mildred
Decorations were yellow tapers,
a score the Air Force had to set Abbotoni; Electa. Alma Fitch;
flowers,
and tiny flags, spoons ar
tle in their behalf. Java seemed fat warder. Ruth Hinckley; sentinel,
ranged
in
the V for Victory signs.
and lush and peaceful, but I knew
Otis
Ellis.
just ahead of us was terribly hard
District Deputy Grand Matron
work, long missions, hitting again
SOUTH WALDOBORO
and again if we were to hold the Bond; appointed Sace Weston as
Miss
June Reed, typist -In the
Japs back until those thousand grand chaplain; Bessie Brown as
office
ctf
supervisor al shipbuilding.
American planes arrived.”
grand marshal and Natalie Win
Bath
Iron
Works, visited her par
(To be continued)
chenbach as grand organist.
ents Wednesday night. She was
Interspersed' through th# cere
monies were solos by M. Louise accompanied by Miss Nancy Barron,
also of the Bath office.
Miller and! Albert Sewell. The re
The Union Aid has resumed
tiring matron received a jewel and
meetings,
the next of Which will be
the Installing officer a gift, pre
Feb.
17
with
Mrs. Mary Knowlton.
Without Painful Backache
sented by the matron. Mrs. Love
When disorder of kidney function permit* joy. Luncheon was served
Mrs. Esther Davis and Mrs.
poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it
may cause nagging backache, rheumatic pains,
Mrs. Millwee Pollard of Augusta Stella Collamore wyere guests last
leg pains* loea of pep and energy’, getting up
matron was overnight Friday otf Mrs Davis' daughter,
nights, swelling, puffiness under the eyes, retiring
headaches and dininese. Frequent or scanty guest Wednesday of Mrs. Lovejoy; Mrs. Vernon Aehorn in Thomaston.
with smarting and burning some
times shows there ia something wrong with and Mrs. Anne Waltz who came
Pvt. Poland Bragg, a paratrooper
your kidneys or bladder.
Don’t wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's from Boston to be Installed as asso who has been visiting his parents,

Now She Shops
“Cash and Carry”

Pills, used successfully by millions for over
40 years. They give happy relief and will help
- -- 1 of kidney tubes flush
*
the"
15 miles
out.

ous waste from your blood. Get Doan’s Pills.

VINALHj
X* XX
MRS. EMMA W
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INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE

HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
Advertisements In this column not to

■

-Wind
mento which require the answer, to be 1*nt to The Crier
Gaaette office f«r handling, eort M cents additional.

TO LET

LOST AND FOUND

rooms to let. home comfort. 120
CAMDEN ST . City.________________ lbO

TORTOISE shell cat found; white
nose and breast. Is very affectionate
PHONE
evdlently
somebodys
pet.
12*13
1039. Cloy

FURNISHED room to let. 97 BROAD
WAY. City _______
ILI2
CLEAN Dry Storage to let In Brick
Block
Inquire at POST OFFICE.
Rockport.’ Tel 2372. Camden.
9'12

RATION Books 3 and 4 lost. IRA
SMALL. ADA SMALL, IRIS SMALL.
640 aln St.. City.
12<F 14

RATION Books No. 3 and No.
JOHN LANIGAN. City._________

4. lost.
10*F12

FOR SALE

GAS Ration C2 book lost. HENRY J.
FISHER. 2 Norwood Ave, Camden
10’F-12

HAY for sale; reasonable to anyone
who wtll take It away. TEL. 176M
12*13

RATION Book 4 lost. ETHEL MARIE
GRAY, 139 Pleasant St.. City.
10,F-12

FOUR bottles of antiseptic In pack
age taken by mistake at Haskell's Fish
Market. Finder please return to THE
MARKET or PHONE 650.
ri-12

WANTED
FOUR or live room heated apart
ment wanted
AL. PLOURDE BAR
BER SHOP
12*13 ,
---------------------------------------—-------------------BABY carriage wanted. In good condltlon; pre-war preferred. MRS. ROB
ERT C. WINCHENBACH, Friendship
11*14
St.. Waldoboro.
,
MIDDLE-AGED housekeeper wanted
for man alone; nice chance for one
looking for good home, fair wages. C. |
F. PRESCOTT, 29 Prescott St.. City, j
11*12 1
STROLLER wanted.
TEL. THOM11-12
ASTON. 63
LOBSTER traps wanted. TEL 559W.
11*12 .
OLD furniture wanted.
Why not !
6ell those old haircloth pieces and that
marble tr.p furniture while the de
mand for lt Is In evidence and the
price good.
I am not hunting for
bargains and will pay good prices for
good
merchandise.
Write
W
J.
FRENCH, 10 High St., Camden, Me
12tf
1941 Pontiac. Oldsmoblle,
Dodge,
Chrysler or Bulck. wanted. Will pay
$1260 cash Immediately for low mile
age Car.
Write, giving make, year. ,
model, mileage car has been driven. j
general condition, and your phone
number. AUTO, care Courier-Gazette.
llttf
SMALL girl wanted to board. ’tel.
178J.
llttf
OPPORTUNITY
MEN and women who have had a
high school education or its equivalent
are offered an opportunity to build
a future in a cultural medical en
vironment In a large New England city.
Full maintenance with pleasant living
on campus provided in addition to
good beginning salary. Chance to ac
quire useful knowledge In specialized
field. Positions are permanent, with
promotional opportunities.
No ex
perience. Write to MISS ADELAIDE
RAY, 459 Marlborough Street. Boston
15. Massachusetts, stating education,
etc.
Interview with representative
may be arranged at later date but im
mediate appointments are now being
made by correspondence.
10-12
GENERAL Trucking and hauling
coal. TEL. 902W
7»10ttf
HIGHEST prices paid for used stoves
and oil burners. C. E GROTTON 138
Camden St. TeL 1091W.___________ 4tf
NEld cash? I pay from $25 to $50
each for old hair cloth arm chairs;
also need old sofas, all sizes. Will pay
good prices for old marble top tables
and parlor lamps with colored flow
ers. Mall me a post card to W. J.
FRENCH. 10 High St., Camden.

OLD hair cloth furniture wanted,
also marble top tables,, and old
books. CARL SIMMONS. 2 Park St..
Tel. Rockland. 1240.
gtl

SOUTH THOMASTON

“Forget-me-nots” Installed
Forget-me-not Chapter, O. E. S.
entertained over 100 guests Friday,
the occasion being the installation
of officers.
The ceremony was
conducted by Miss Katherine A.
Veazie. past worthy matron, as
sisted by Mrs. Gertrude Boody as
marshal and Mrs. Golden Munro
as chaplain, all of Golden Rod
Chapter, Rockland.
The officers, dressed in white
evening gowns with a corsage of
red carnations, made an attractive
appearance during the opening
march which was followed by thft
address of welcome from the worthy
patron. Gilford Butler.
Elizabeth Babb, as marshal .pre
sented the flag and gave a poem,
after which the assembly joined in
the salute to the flag and singing
of "God Bless America.”
The
conductress. Ethel Godfrey, escort
ed the installing ‘officer to the
East where she was introduced and
received a bouquet presented by the
worthy matron, Arlene Hopkins.
Charles Watts presented a bouquet
of red roses to the worthy matron,
a gift from her husband, Randall
Hopkins.
The Installation ceremony was
Impressive, interspersed with a can
dle lighting ceremony and with
appropriate songs by Victoria Clem
ent; accordion selections by Oliver
Niemi; reading, Marion Watts Col
by; vocal solo. Elsie Norton; piano
solo, Ella Watts.
Officers are: Worthy matron,
Arlene Hopkins; worthy patron,
Gilford Butler; associate matron,
Ruby Makinen; associate patron,
Charles Watts; secretary. Susie
81eeper; treasurer. Annie Dennison:
conductress. Ethel Godfrey; associ
ate conductress. Lillian Rackliff;
ciate matron, was guest of Mrs. at Orffs Comer, was guest Monday chaplain, Marion Lester; marshal,
Fannie Brooks.
at the home of Miss June Reed.
Elizabeth Babb; pianist, Ella Watts;

FIRST-class prewar Studio Courfh
for sale
HAROLD B KALER, Wash
ington. • Me.
Tel. 5-25.
Home Sun
days._____ _________________________ ri-1 2
TWO comblnnatlon stoves; one oil
heater, tables, chairs, other articles
for sale. S. A. MACOMBER, 23 Ames
bury St. Tel. 958.J
_____ 11-12
20 FT TEAM reins $9 for sale: 16-ft.
team reins. $7.50; team bridles. $7 each:
horse halters. $185: cow halters, $140,
collar pads, all sizes. 75c; collara, blan
kets. harries and hame straps. W S
piLLSBURY & SON, Waterville. 11-12
GOAT for sale. French Alpine. J. O.
IHANDER. Rockville street. Rockport.
12*lt
—
--------—------ -r;—r~
W
f°r
RAYES CRAFT HHOP. 14
Prescott St., City.________________ 51711
WHITMAN upright piano for sale.
used very little. TEL. 165. day times.
or 987J, alter 6 p. m..
11*12
THRIFTY shoats for sale. 35-60 lbs.
20c lb
RALPH PEARSE. Hope. Me
Tel. Lincolnville. 11-3.
_____________________________ 11*12&15*16
BACK ON THE AIR AGAIN- with
the following Items for sale; 3 James
way Wood Brooder stoves, used only
5 weeks, a good one-horse harness,
pair of good one-horse sleds. 2 brown
enamel parlor heaters as well as some
good black ones that I will sell cheap.
2 Universal electric stoves, a nice grey
enamel cook stove, and 10 lbs of coal
to start lt with; a 2-horse air cooled
gas engine. 3 good cabinet Vlctrolas, 2
very ____
nice _____
china_________
closets, _____
some cabinet
and table model redlos. both electric
and battery, one dandy Singer drop
head sewing machine, one 7-horse
single phase Electric Motor, 110 or 220.
Ice saw. 500 feet of new electric house
wire, 2 nearly new hand wringers, one
Delavel 6-cow separator, water pump.
2 100 ga! oil drums, one nearly new;
’i hp. Electric motor, cap. 1000 gal
per hour; electric flat Irons, and of
course. I always have a good assctlment of good, electric refrigerators.
Remember’ that all of the Republi
cans In California, are going to send
the President their dimes. This Is the
only way they can get any change In
the White House, so .if you want any
change lc my Adv's Oh. H------you
know what to do. HAROLD B. KALER.
Washington. Me.
Tel. 5-25. Alwavs
home Sundays.
9-J2
GOOD home overlooking harbor,
nice condition, new plumbing. Price
reasonable for quick sale. Write BOX
314. Rockport,.. Maine...
..
9*12
STOVES for sale, from $10 up. C. E.
GROTTON. 138 Camden St.
Tel
1091W_______________________________ 8tf
NOTICE TO:
Rural Farmers and Fishermen living
beyond the electric high line and on
outlying Islands using BATTERY RA
DIOS: We have plenty, at present, of
Standard Farm Radio Packs, some 1','a
volt Dry A's, "C” Batteries, etc.. Pur
chase for future requirements as
these batteries are all new and fresh
and will keep for many months
9tf loss of service. C. O. D. Or
without
ders shipped promptly. Radio Service
for any make of Radio.
HOUSE SHERMAN Inc..
442 Mahv-St.
Rockland. Me.
Electricians and Radio men since
broadcasting began
r/t____________________________ 9tf
DESlStABLB property for sale In
Camden, to settle estate. J. HERBERT
GOULD. TeL 2306 or 2170. Camden
Btf

The Antique Clut
-with Mrs. Blanche
bers present were
MacDonald, Mrs F
and Mrs. Lodie H
•was served and the
spent with sewing a
Mrs. William Gre
lian Gregory and
Hamilton were visit-:
the past week.
Announcement ha
W.ere that Albert "H.
been named as a
third annual nat
inghouse Science
From the 15,000 co:
part. 4<T finalists v
Washington March
in Westinghouse S<
ships. Earle who
his class at Friends
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Mrs. Mary Noyes
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served and a pleas;
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ing a short leave ai
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Ladles—Reliable hair goods at Rookland Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
solicited. H O RHODES. Tel 519-J
_________ _________________________ 2-F-tf
PERMANENT WAVE, 59c! Do your
own Permanent with Charm Kurl Kit.
Complete
equipment,
Including 40
curlers and shampoo. Easy to do ab
solutely harmless. Praised by thou
sands including Fay McKenzie, glamor
ous movie star. Money refunded If not
satisfied. E B. CROCKETT STORES
9*17
FREE! If excess acid causes you
pains of Stomach Ulcers, Indigestion.
Heartburn. Belching, Bloating. Nausea,
Gas Pains, get free sample, Udga. at
CORNER DRUG STORE
2*16

Star points, Adah, Marion Colby;
Ruth, Mary Jackson; Esther, Belle
Robarts; Martha. Frances Norton;
Electa, Ellena Fredette; warder.
Louise Butler; sentinel. Fred Fre
dette; committee on finance, Ran
dall Hopkins, Aurelia Ripley, Fran
ces Norton.
The worthy matron appointed
these committees: Vocal soloist,
Victoria Clement; for the sick.
Flora Baum, Grace York, Edna
Small. Belle Robarts; decorating,
Margaret Knowlton, Nelly Wiggin,
Frances Norton; reception. Elizabeth
Babb. Susie Sleeper, Janie Fullerton;
inquiry, Annie Dennison. Charles
Watts, Lillian Rackliff; resolutions,
Gilford Butler.
The worthy matron presented
gifts to the installing officer. Miss
Veazie and her aids, Mrs Boody
and Mrs. Munro. Refreshments
were served at the close of the
ceremonies

Don’t let crumbs collect in your
electric toaster or a short circuit
may result Remove them by using
a soft brush. Never shake or thump
the toaster violently—you may dam
age the fine wires.

T

Pleas
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etc. G
dealer.
NOTE—<1

<
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Tuesday-Friday'

Tuesday-Friday

VINALHAVEN
MRS. EMMA WINSLOW
Correspondent

■FECTIVE

COSTS
b exceed three line* ta>
f 50 cents. Additional
Its for two times. Five

called L •- adrertlaosent to The C eerierkdditlonaL

TO LET
o let, home comfort. 120
ST . city.____________ im
^HED room to let, 97 BROAD-

U-12
Dry Storage to let In Brick
[Iikju :.e at POST OFFICE,,
Tel 2372, Camden.
9*J2

FOR SALE
e; reasonable to anyone
ftke it away. TEL. 176M
__________________ 12*13

prewar Studio Coudh
HAROLD B KALER, WashMe. Tel. 5 25.
Home Sun
_________________ 11-12
Dmblnnatlon stoves; one oil
ables. chairs, other articles
A MACOMBER, 23 Ames[Tel. 958J.
11-12
[f’\M reins $9 for sale; 16-ft.
50; team bridles, $7 each:
ers $1 85: cow halters. $1 40.;
11 sizes, 75c; collars, blan
and hame straps
W. S.
p- v SON, Waterville. 11-12
■ French Alpine. J. O.
R ckville street. Rockport.
12* lt
3ARROWS. carts arid toys
RAYES CRAFT SHOP. 14
City.
__________ 8* P-14
kN upright piano for* sale?
le TEL. 105. day times.
P _nv____________ 11*12
h its for sale, 35-60 lbe.
IA I'll PEARSE. Hope. Me
llnvi’.le, 11-3.
____________ 11*12&15*1S
1’HE AIR AGAIN, with'
items for sale; 3 Jamesuoder stoves, used only
i; cd one horse harness,
one-horse sleds. 2 brown
heaters as well as some
ies tint I will sell cheap.
Tectrlc stoves, a nice grey
stove, and 10 lbs of coal
nth; a 2-horse air cooled
good cabinet Vlctrolas. 2
|
i closets, some cabinet
lei redlos. both electric
one dandy Singer drop
Im m ; hlne. one 7-horse
['i* Eectrlc Motor. 110 or 220.
•t of new electric house
ariy new hand wringers, one
•' separator, water pump,
drums, one nearly new;
rlc motor, cap. 1000 gal
electric flat Irons, and of
ays have a good assoctl electric refrigerators.
Iu 'hit all of the Republlaldcnia. are going to send
I:.' their dimes. This Is the
can get any change In
| House, so If you want any
mv Adv's Oh H------you
to do. HAROLD B KALER,
Me. Tel. 5-25. Alwavs
Hays.
9-12
i overlooking harbor,
t’l.-n, new plumbing. Price
for quick sale Write BOX
|ort. Maine...
..
9*12
[for sale, from $10 up. C. E.
I 138 Camden St.
Tel.
I
8tf
I NOTICE TO:
Irmers and Fishermen living
f electric high line and ou
lands using BATTERY RAIhave plenty, at present, of
farm Radio Packs, some It 3
Is. "C" Batteries, etc., PurI future requirements as
fries are all new and fresh
keep for many months
fs of service. C. O. D. Ord promptly. Radio Service
ke of Radio.
PSE SHERMAN. Inc.,
I
Rockland. Me.
Ins and Radio men since
Iroadcastlng began
_ _________________ 9tf
LE property for eale In
settle estate. J. HERBERT
H 2306 or 2170. Camden
9tf

:ellaneous
[tillable hair goods at Rook[tore. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
P O RHODES Tel. 519-J
I
_______ _ ______ 2-F-tf
CNT WAVE. 59c! Do your
< nt with Charm Kurl Kit.
[equipment, including 40
i shampoo. Easy to do. abhniless
Praised by thouBlng Fay McKenzie, glamorfar Money refunded If not
t B CROCKETT STORES.
I_____________ __________ 9*17
I excess acid causes you
kmach Ulcers, Indigestion.
Belching. Bloating. Nausea,
’get free sample. Udga. at
fcUG STORE
2*18

The Antique Club met Monday
v th Mrs. Blanche Swears. Mem
bers present were Mrs. Josephine
MacDonald, Mrs. Flossie Williams
and Mrs. Lodie Hassen. Dinner
v..,s served and the afternoon was
.-.pent with sewing and knitting.
Mrs William Gregory, Miss Lil
lian Gregory and Mrs. Elizabeth
Hamilton were visitors in Rockland
the past week.
Announcement has been received
h-v-re that Albert “Happy" Earle has
’teen named as a finalist in the
third annual nationwide Westjnghouse Science Talent Search.
From the 15,000 contestants taking
part. 4<T finalists will compete in
Washington March 3-7 for $11,000
in Westinghouse Science Scholar
ships Earle who is president of
his class at Friends Central School,
Cverbrook. Fa., is the youngest son
of Mr. and Mrs.. Ralph P. Earle of
Aldan Pa. and with the family
has spent the Summers here nearly
all his life, and many friends ex
tend their best wishes.
Mrs Barbara Fraser entertained
'At supper and cards Tuesday, Mrs.
Kt becca Arey, Mrs. Flossie Mullen,
Mrs. Mary Noyes, and Mr. and
Mrs. Ivan Calderwood.
Miss Lillian Gregory went re
ef ntly to Boston and will enter the
M< hose Hospital as a Cadet nurse.
Mrs. Gertrude Sellers was hastoss to the Non-Eaters Wednesday
at her new home. Dinner was
served and a pleasant social afterneon enjoyed.
Lt. Kay Rosen, U.S.N. is spend
ing a short leave at his home here.
Miss Marion Johnson left Mon
day for an extendted visit with relaLjes in Portland. Ore.

.

tlefield; Sentinel, Capt. Frank Ros
siter
Mrs. Anne Carver, a former
worthy matron acted as installing
officer with Mrs Florence Gross
as chaplain and Past Matron
Jeannette Gregory as marshal and
Mrs. Ellen Thomas as pianist.
As the incoming Worthy Matron
was directed to her station sh
passed under an arch of roses,
which she later received as a gift.
She also received a corsage pre
sented by her cousins Mr. and Mrs.
A. E. Libby. As past matron, Mrs.
Anne Carver was presented with a
corsage and a past matron’s jewel
and Past Patron Frank Sellers with
a past patron's jewel.
At the close of the ceremonies,
lunch was served under the direc
tion of Mrs. F. V. Mullen assisted
by Mrs. Nellie Nickerson and Mrs
Florence Gross.

Heartless Skippers
Simply Will Not Allow the
Ganders To Spread Their
Wings
It was a sort of a left handed win
l of a feur handed game at the Cas! cade Alleys on the last day of the

first month of this year 1944 when
the Skippers stopped the winning
streak of the game that the Gan
ders had started, for each side was
a man short, and while the scores
and the win will go down into the
records, all concerned felt there
was something missing from the
game besides the absent bowlers.
After winning the tenth game of
the weekly set-to's the Goose and
his Ganders had high hopes oi
keeping it right up until perhaps
they were on even terms, but the
Skipmen
had different ideas and
HOPE
promptly set them back on their
Misses Estelle Beverage. Edith
heels with a resounding whack.
Beverage and Audrey Grassow and
The highlight of thia match was
Mrs. Dorothy Wentworth were
the terrible bowling of the terrible
supper guests Sunday of Mr. ahd Cap'n Grimes.
No one knows
Mrs. Albert Hastings of Camden. whether it was the result of an in
MT. and Mrs. E. N Hobbs, Mrs. growing conscience or an ingrow
Arthur Harwood and Mrs. Ralph ing toenail, whether Der Captain
• Brown attended Pomona Saturday j had just had another attack of the
I in East Union and heard a fine talk shingles, or whether somebody had
by the new State master. E. Carroll skilfully applied a verbal shingle
Bean.
to the Cap’t’s anatomy where tt
The Farm Bureau meets Wednes- would hurt the most, or whether the
day. with dinner at noon. Miss f'P°or old fellow had just broken unJoyce Johnson will conduct the der the strain and was beginning to
session. Sewing for the Red Cross crack up. At any rate hls bowling
( continues as a Farm Bureau project i
simply deva-statlnS—for
|and meeting are held each Friday the Ganders.
As the Goose put lt after this
at the home of Mrs. Helen Went
match
“anybody who bowls 218
worth.
after all these years of practice and
News for this column may be
preparation need.1** an overhauling.
telephoned to Lincolnville 11-5.
In fact he needs to be hauled right
off the battlefield and put in the
WASHINGTON
scrap heap. As much as I respect
Mrs. Florence Austin was a the Cap’s years and business acu
recent caller at the home of Mr. men, I have nothing but regret for
and Mrs Charles Overlock in East his bowling; 216 may be all right
Washington.
Eastern Star Installation
for a trotter or a pacer, but these
The senior class of Union High Skippers are too fast company for
Installation of offieers of Mar
guerite Chapter O-ES was held School presented drama “Border any such figures as these for a
Moiday. Installed were: Worthy IBuckeroos" to a full house Tuesday bowling score. I am beginning to
matron Mrs. Frances Gilchrist; the financial results being also Tielieve that Dr. Osler was right,
worthy patron, George Lawry; as satisfactory. The class was chap- 1 The 11th match score:
Ganders—Sanborn 263. Grimes
sociate matron, Miss Lois Webster; eroned by Mr and Mrs. Clinton
216,
Bickford 240. The Goose 27B.
associate patron, J. F Headley; Creamer. Mr. and Mrs. Albert Goss,
total
997.
conductress. Mrs. Isabelle Calder Mrs. Dorcas Thurston, Principal
Skippers
—Drew 246, Adams 247,
wood; A C. Mrs. Avis Calderwood Winifred Kenoyer. and assistants
300. total 1051.
secretary. Mrs. Jeanette Gregory; Mildred Merrifield and Doris Rob Young 240. Anderson
• • ••
■treasurer, Mrs., Hilma Webster; bins. Music was furnished by C. E.
With all places filled, even if some
marshal. Miss Phyllis Black; Adah, Overlock and Josephine Finley.
subs had to be called In, the Skip
Mrs Gtrafcie Lawry; Ruth. Mrs.
The Ladies Guild met Tuesday pers and the Ganders fought it out
Madeline Smith; Esther. Mrs. Ida at the home of Mrs. Hannah again last Monday night at the
Libby;
Martha.
Mrs.
Helen Staples.
Cascade Alleys with the same re
Greenleaf; Electa, Miss Ruth BI11sult that has taken place every
^•n^s; Warder, Mrs. Marion LitBuy War Bonds and Stamps
time that the two teams have met
this Winter, except cnce. Due to
the fact that he had not returned
from a fishing trip. Wym Guilford
was not in the lineup of the Skip
UTSTANDING in comfort, service and
pers, so Substitute Adams was
environment. An address of prestige.
named as a Skipper for the evening
and Les Stinson was dragged out
Guest rooms that express charm and in
of his easy chair to sub for the
dividuality.
Ganders in place of Clyde Bickford
who was chasing the elusive lob
Single from $3.85
ster to the eastward.
Double fron $5.50
As usual the Skippers got away
to a pcor start, allowing the Gan
ders to take the first string by 28
pins, and then only winning the
second by seven pins, so that going
into the third string the Ganders
were leading by 21 pins, which made
things look pretty ^ood for Cap’n
Grimes & Co.
‘
«> l5<*‘
But the Ganders had counted
their chickens before even the eggs
THE RENOWNED
were laid, for in this third and last
string the Skipmen plied up a really
respectable total and with their
an alluring spot, with nightly floor shows, dinner
low string an 88 and the Ganders'
and supper dancing. Adjoining is the Rendesvous
high string an 88. the Ganders took
Cocktail Lounge and Tamworth Bar. Lower lobby —
a shellacking of 55 pins in that last
New Cafe Royal (Air Conditioned), intimate cocktail
canto, to lose the match by 34.
lounge and exclusive Men's Bar.
One of the bright spdls for the
GEORGE A TURAIN
CLARENCE E HYDE
Skippers the past two weeks has
PrniiJml arui Oeneral .Manager
Treasurer
been the improved bowling of “P.
M." Drew, for not only has the P.

Kcnaissance Room

y

STONINGTON
F. A Gerrish has returned to his
home in Sullivan.
Pfc Roy Peasley USMC of Wash
ington D. C. visited his aunt. Mrs
Clara Cook recently.
Mrs Newell Eaton went recently
to the Maine General Hospital in
Bangor.
Pfc. Norman Joyce is home on
furlough from Fort Bragg. N C.
Katherine Nevells and Arlie Welch
were recent visitors in Bangor.
Mrs Augustus Haggert has re
turned to Houlton after visiting her
sister. Mrs. Richard Wentworth.
Priscilla Parsons is visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Parsons
Vernal Henderson of Rockport
passed the week-end here.
Guy Closson of Bluehill called
last Friday on friends here.
Mrs Wallace Knowlton recently
visited her husband at Dow Field
Hospital in Bangor.
Dorothy Billings was heme from
Rockland over the week-end.
Jeanie Hutchinson and Caroline
Turner have entered the State
Street Hospital School of Nursing in
Portland.
Robert Hutchinson, Harold Joyce
and Byron Carter are home on
furlough.
Mr. and Mrs Merle Powers have
moved to the Clarence Robbins
house at Green Head which thej’
recently bought.
Galen Joyce was home from
Rockland over the week-end
Ira Nevells has bought the
Sweeney property at Oceanville.
Mary Wyberg has been passing a
few days with Mrs. Blanche
Billings.

crumbs collect in your
ster or a short circuit
Remove them by using
Never shake or thump
Violently—you may dame wires.

D^iivcrON
THOMAT A. EDISON
ONE OF "THE MOST FAMOUS
! OF THE GREAT MEN
/
BORN THIS MONTH

HIS 97™ BIRTHDAY
,

/is on FEBRUARY 11™

/ Mr Edison also

INVENTED THE
zTlRST ELECTRIC
ENGINE IN 1880
AND RAN IT ON A
PRIVATELY CON

STRUCTED TRAC M
AT HIS LABORA

TORY INNEW
-Jersey.
After io years

v WORK AND 50,000
EXPERIMENTS HE

KNOWN AS THE/A,
INVENTOR OF
ELECTRIC LIGHT. /

< INVENT ED THE AVKA'.LlNE STORAGE BATTER
\ USED IN A MAJORITY OF
BATTERY OPERATED |
UNITS INTHE US.
WAS BUT ONE
Of 1,150'■
EoiSON
INVENT-

Ten people realize/
THAT HIS DISCOVERY OF
The*Edison Effect'led

TO PRESENT-PAY RADIO ANO
ELECTRONICS, OR THAT
HIS klNETOSCOPE WAS THE
FORERUNNER OF THE VAST
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY.

who had been receiving medical
Mr and Mrs Llewellyn Conary treatment.
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Sawyer of
have returned home after spend
Millbridge
went Saturday to Ston
ing a month on the mainland.
ington after staying two weeks at
Miss Melita Smith has returned
the Trask House while auditing the
home after visiting in Rockland for
i town books.
a month.
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Joyce reFrank Bridges returned Thursday
! turned home Thursday after visiting
from a vacation on the mainland.
on the mainland.
Andrew Watson went last Friday
Harry Smith has been in Rockto Portland to meet Mrs. Watson
| land for a week
»
Pvt. Wilson Burns is home on
I furlough.
Mrs. Ernest Sprague is ill with
influenza.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Staples
have received word that their son
Milton (Buddy) has been sent over
seas

SWAN’S ISLAND

- FIRSTNATIONAL

SUPER
MARKETS

A NUTRITIOUS. DELICIOUS ROAST

PORK LOINS
J POINTS
PER POUND

"7h£ /(/HErOSCOPf

illness of the president, Mrs K B
Walls.
Halsey Mitchell is ill with pneu
monia.
Horace Boynton has enlisted in
the Service and went Monday to,
New York.
William J. Tower Is able to be
about the house having recovered
from an ill turn.
Winfred Lord is again employed
SOUTHWEST HARBOR at the Addison Packing Co. He
Mrs Harry Robbins and daughter was home for a short time while
Judith have returned to South the company awaited arrival of
Portland after spending ten days mussels.
with Mrs. Calvin Dolliner at Sea
wall.
GROSS NECK
Election of officers of the W. C. I Charles Genthner has returned
T. U has been postponed, owing to 1 home after visiting his sister and

APPLETON RIDGE
Pfc. Arnold 1 Pitman of Camp
Swift. Texas, is passing a 15-days’
furlough with his parents. Mr. and
Mrs. A. G. Pitman.
Rev Harold Nutter of South'
Montvillel was a caller Friday in
this vicinity.
Clarence Ccnant of the Sherman
read is visiting his sister. Mrs. Clarlbel Fuller. Mr. and Mrs. Conant
werer recent guests of Mr. and Mrs
Harry Conant.
Miss Eleanor Fuller off Farmington State Normal School recently
maded an overnight visit with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Fuller.
Pfc. Harold Butler of Camp
Wheeler, Ga., called Saturday on
A. G. Pitman.
Miss Maude Fuller and nephew
Walter Fullerr were visitors Sun
day in Farmington.
Mrs. Evelyn Pitman and son
Arnold! are spending the week-end
with Mi', and Mrs. C. J. Pitman in
North Vassal boro.

brother-in-law. Mr.
and
Mrs.
M. nicked Cap'n Grimes for a Clarence Richards in Friendship. .
couple of side bets, but his work
Mr. and Mrs. William K Win
has so improved that the Skippers
chenbach cf Dutch Neck were guests (
now have not the least intention of
making him set up pins, or even do- : Sunday of Mrs. Winchenbach’s
ing without his services (?) as 1 parents, Mr. and Mrs. William
scorekeeper. Another man who ha.; Gross.
Mrs. Melvin Genthner and Mrs.
been hauling the Skippers along by
Eva
Collett visited recently with j
the slack of their stern sails of late,
UNION
relatives
and friends at the village.
is "Husky Hennery Handerscn”
Mrs.
Charles
Thurston, who haWilliam Wotton of Friendship
whose average the past tw-> weeks
been
ill
with
influenza,
is Improv
has been around 96. and whoi, when was a caller last Friday at Melvin ing.
pitted against the Gcose seems to Genthner’s.
Mrs. Effie Rowell and daughter
delight in topping that gentleman’s : Mr. and Mrs. Eben Wallace and Vivian have returned from Gard
two sons of Dutch Neck recently1
best efforts.
ner. Mass., where they spent sev
visited
Mr and Mrs. William Gross.
'It is still an unsolved mystery to
eral months, and are now guests of
Harry W. Creamer was a Rock
the Goose why his team cannot do
Mrs. Rowell’s son, Harladn Rowell,
a better job on the Skipmen. and land visitor Saturday.
of East Union.
Mrs. Melvin Genthner visited
he is continually trying to flnd an
Sunday
with her daughter, Mrs. ; Carl Cunningham has moved his
answer to the problem. When he
George
Winchenbach
of the vil barber shop to his residence until
finds what appears to be a sweefr
further notice.—adv.
11‘lt
solution it generally turns sour on lage.
14m. There is one last hope left,
and that is the new scheme Cap'n
Grimes is going to pull out of hls
hat at the next set-down and feed,
which is due in about one week and,
for which Der Captain has been
taking up a collection for the past
five weeks. Frank Adams told the
Goose that all that was needed for
the Ganders to start winning and
keep on winning was to switch the
names of the teams. Call the Skip
pers the Ganders and the Ganders
the Skippers and the Ganders will
win every time, so Frank says.
Score of tire 12th match:
Ganders—'Littlefield 252, Grimes
246. Stinson 235. Sanborn 256. The
Goose 271; total 1260.
Skippers—Adams 240. Drew 270.
Young 243. Peterson 267, Ander
son 274; total 1294.

'a

29c

LB

BEST CENTER tuTS-8 POINTS

"'35c

PORK CHOPS
BUTT END 7 PTS

SHANK END 5 PTS

«37c

HAMS

LEAN SHOULDERS-2 POINTS
OQn
PICNICS o>SMOKED
FRESH LB ZOb

FOWL

,39c

BONtD. ROLLED IF DESIRED- 3 PTS

LAMB FORES

HAMBURG

> 27c

Haddock Fillets FRtSH
CUT
Cod Steaks S

LB 3iC

LB 2IC

Fruits and Vegetables
TREE-RIPENED FLORIDA

BABIJUICE ORANGES
NO COLOR ADDED

250 SIZE
DOZ

216 SIZE

29‘

23e

FLORIDA-EXTRA LARCE

GRAPEFR"iT3-o»

21c

BALDWIN c MclNTOSH

2 » 22c

APPLES
NEV/ TEXAS

2bm 19c

BEETS
SWEET TENDER

CARROTS 2 BCHS 15c
NPW SOLID HEADS

CABBAGE

In Packages and Tea Bags

♦

CALIFORNIA ICEBERC

__i

2 hds 27c

GREEN STAMPS
G-H-J NOW COOD
FOR THESE VALUES

(S

XOUR

FIRST NATIONAL
2t^13‘ SUPERMARKETS

finast-colden sweet

raCORN

finast-whole kernel

8 CORN

TO

RICHMOND-fANCY RIPE

<0 TOMATOES 1S12‘
finast-slicfd

.2

BEETS

?a?I2‘

FINAST-OVEN BAKED
1°

BEANS

2-T15'

GROCER’S

time
WHEN VOU

STITCHERS
WANTED

ooz49

Hershey's Cocoa fee 10

Hi-Ho Crackers fee 23

Educator THINSIES ’fe? 18<
Foss' Vanilla ^36
Cleanser dutch 2 «cs 15
Sweetheart sX 2 >*«s 13

EXPERIENCED OR LEARNERS

SEE COFFEE IN THE
Work Under Ideal Conditions In a Daylight Factory

Please return empty Coca-Cola bottles to your dealer.
There are plenty of Cocoa-Cola bottles in pantries, closets, sheds, garages,
etc. Get your deposit on these Coca - Cola bottles by returning them to your
dealer.

tf

Earn Whfle You Learn—Apply In Person
Worry of

FALSE TEETH

NOTE—Our truck will call at dealers' stores in Rockland, Camden and Thomaston the first
week in March to pick up these bottles.
Bottled Under Authority of the Coca-Cola Company by

THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS, INC.
PORTLAND, LEWISTON, AUGUSTA, BANGOR

10FI4

VANBAALEN, HEILBRUN & CO.

Slipping or Irritating?
Don’t be embarrassed by loose false
teeth slipping, dropping or wabbling
when you est. talk or laugh. Just sprin
kle a little FASTEETH on your plates.
This pleasant powder gives a remark
able sense of added comfort and se
curity by holding plates more firmly.
No gummy, gooey, pasty taste or feeltng. It’s alkaline (non-acid). Get FAS

TEETH |t any <jru$ store,

CAMDEN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

(Persons now engaged in essential indusatry will not be
considered)

90-tf

CAMAY
TOILET SOAP

J

BARS

IVORY
GUEST SIZE

Z BARS 9c

BUY ALL YOU WANT

String Beans 2 'tins2 29
Grapefrujt juice ?n213
Peanut Butter 'JAR 38<

BV SAVING
yoUR

ST. GEORGE
Mrs Emma Nelson, accompanied
by Sadie Smalley of Martinsville
motored Sunday to Portland where
they visited the latter's son, Peter
Smalley.

2SnO!15'

ra PEAS

EGGS

comwy

TENANT’S HARBOR
Mr and Mrs. Samuel Davis of
Redstone, N. H. are spending a
few weeks at their home during a
period of unemployment.
Prestcn Wiley and Malcolm
Wiley, sons of Mr. and Mrs. Rod
ney Wiley, both of the Army, hava
been home on furloughs.
Mrs. Kathleen B Thompson is
clerking at W. E. Sheerer's store
during the absence of Mrs. Cameron
who is now at her home in Paw
tucket, R. I.
Ramond Wiley of the Navy is
spending a leave with his parents.
Mr. and" Mrs. Erroll Wiley.
The Rebekah degree was recently
conferred upon four •candidates-—
Mrs Adrea Thorbjornson, Miss
Marilyn Hupper. Mrs. Allen Watts
and Mrs. Claude Wiley.
Sunday School will be held Feb.
13 at 1030, and one hour earlier
than the usual time as there will
be no preaching service owing to the
absence of a pastor.

pTS RICHMOND-FANCY TENDER

STRICTLY FRESH-NATIVE

at Your Grocer’s

Mrs. Frank Bryant visited Mrs.
Ava Simmons in Oakland recently.
Mrs. Gilbert Ripley has returned
home from the Bradbury’ Memorial
Hospital in Belfast and is con
valescing.
Mrs. Edward Howard of Belmont,
and Mr and Mrs. Russell Buck and
daughter Janet of Augusta were re
cent callers at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Colby Howard.
The Woman's Society met Feb. 2
with Mrs. Gibson at the parsonage.
Claude Clement of Belfast was a
business caller in town Saturday.
■ George Skinner of Bath was a
I week-end visitor nere.
I Mr. and Mrs Valorus Edgecomb
! and daughter Arline of Camden,
and Floyd Robinson of Bath were
guests Sunday of Mr and Mrs.
Ralph Drinkwater and daughter
Lucille.
Milbury Hunt and Stanley Somer
ville, both of Belfast, called Sun
day on the former’s brothers, Burt
on S. Hunt and John W. Hunt.

12c

2

LETTUCE

• SEARSMONT

«25c

FRESH*CROUND-7 POINTS

NOT RATIONED

f Adah, Marion Colby;
[ Jackson; Esther. Belle
lartha. Frances Norton:
kna Fredette; warder,
fpr; sentinel, Fred Frcputtee on finance, Ran
is. Aurelia Ripley, Fran-

' hy matron appointed
mittees: Vocal soloist,
lenient; for the sick,
n, Grace York, Edna
k Robarts; decorating,
Inowlton, Nelly Wiggin,
ion; reception. Elizabeth
Sleeper. Janie Fullerton;
bnie Dennison, Charles
rn Rackliff; resolutions,
ler.
[hy matron presented
I installing officer. Miss
| her aids, Mrs. Boody
, Munro
Refreshments
i at the close of the
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BEAN-THEN HAVE IT
> GROUND FRESH
The melt important
part of our Coffee
Service t* to make
•ure you get only
thresh Coffee. Grind
ing it at time of pur
chase it important.

1 LB
,BACS,

MEDIUM
BAR

JLC
W

IVORY
SOAP FLAKES
LARGE
PKG

SUPER SUDS
SUDS FOR DUDS
■*> Mto lftc LARGE
A PKCS IY
PKG

PALMOLIVE
BATH SIZE SOAP

LARCE
BARS

| AC
7

OCTAGON
SOAP
CLEANSER

3!‘'s14c
2
9‘

331 Main St., Rockland
PARKING FOR SHOPPERS IN REAR OF STORE

Jourier-Gazei
< I Paulsen, Jean Newcombe, and Ed-

1 j ward A Oxton, William J. White and
THOMASTON
1 i the director, Mrs. Grace M. Strout.
fc
XW
zk X*
i Preparations are being made for a
concert to be given March 10 for
GLADYS O. CONDON
i
the church and parish members,
Correspondent
with the Rubinstein Club of Rock' land as special guests.
TeL 113-3
William L. Grafton has bought t“he
Miss Wilhelmlna Watts has re- ! Creighton property on Brooklyn
turned home after visiting Mr. and ' Heights, which was mere recently
Mrs Edson Spear in Portland.
’cwned by Amos S. Mills. Mr. GrafCapt. Linwood Cushman is spend- jton also lias bought the J. Ray Foring two weeks vacation in Mary- bug property, whi^h adjoins the
land with Rev. William Morris, errtghton property.
overseer of the Church of God, and pfC Raymond Young has reRev. Stanley Pinkham.
turned to Camp Edwards after
General Knox Chapter DAB. spending the weekend in town,
met Saturday at the home of Mrs. J The Federated Church will obAnnie D Willey, Knox street. Mr.s.
the annual church night,
Kathartne C. Derry, Mrs. Hazel M. Tuesday at 7.30. There will be reAnzalone. Mrs. Lilia B Elliot and ports of church finances and activMrs. Eleanor S. Mossman of Au- jyes The program will be arranged
gusta were elected delegates to the by Miss Margaret Ruggles ayd Mrs.
annual State conference to be held Donald George. Refreshments will
in Waterville. March 22, and' Miss be served by the Friendly Circle.
Hortense B. Wilson, Mr.s. Elizabeth The committee: Mrs. Lura Libby,
P. Dunn, Miss Hattie E. Dunn and Mrs Ethel Cushing, Miss EUa K
Mrs. Eliza W. Walker were elect- Gilchrest.
ed alternates. Mrs. Derry was ] Mrs. Lilia Clark Ls confined to her
elected delegate to Continental jiome with inuenza.
Congress anil Miss Hortense B. I The Parent-Teacher Association
Wilson, Mrs Lavinia G. Elliot and
tonight at 7.30 in the High
Mrs. Eliza W. Walker were elected gcbOol building. Roland J. Morse
alternates. The chapter is again manual training instructor, will
sponsoring the Good Citizenship bavp charge of the program which
Pilgrimage. This year as last the
include an exhibition ctf stuNational Board of Management ^ents work in the shop, initiation of
will present each P.lgTim with a new members of the Aeroplane
$100 War Bond, Series E. in ’lieu Model Ciub and an exhibition of
of the Pilgrimage.
the Commandos in their drilling and

X

It’s A Long, Hard Road

Charlie” Austin, Washing
ton Soldier, Welcomes
Prospect Of HomeComing

ROCKPORT
E. A. CHAMPNEY

Correspondent
ft ft ft ft

Tel. 2229

Tuesday-Friday

•uary

“Kid’s Kid Brother”

Studied Germany

And Mrs. Simonson's Class Camden Men To Serve As
Tells Of Valuable Things
Attendance Committee For
the Counfry Has Done
New Cub Pack
Class 6-8 at McLain Building,
taught by Mrs. Hazelteen Simon! son, social studies teacher, presented an entertanment Wednesday
afternoon at 2.30. Those present
were parents and friends, together
with three special ' guests, Mrs.
Helen D. Ferry. Mrs. Ruth E. San
born and Miss Ruth L. Rogers.
From the study of Germany in
geography class was developed this
program to show what valuable
things Germany has given to the
world.
“Germany”—Introduction,
announcer Nell Fogg. Location and
surface map of Germany. Ex
planation and map by Bruce SLiatton and Dicky Jones. Song, chorus
The Beautiful Blue Danube. Map
of cities and explanation by George
Keating and Howard Varney.
Quiz on Cities—Chief Quiz Mas
ter, Roland Ware.
Substitute*
Lloyd Fernald, Beverly Brooks.
Quiz makers and judges, Norene
Bartlett, Claire Brickley, Beverly
Brooks. Katheryn Curry. Contest
ants. Jackie Guis&ippi, Maynard
Hill,
Janice Stanley, Alberta
Sprague, Lloyd Fernald, John
Stevens; substitutes, Billy Legage.
Eric Lind.
Report on Oberammergau, by
Joanne Chisholm. Hymns, chorus.
Solo, Barbara Clark. Donna Gard
ner at piano.
Famous People. Reports. Mar
tin Luther, by Raymond Pendleton.
Picture drawn by Billy Legage. Fa
mous German painters, by Bradford
Sleeper. Gutenberg by Neil Fogg.

Gilbert Lalte, Henry Bickford
and Kenneth Green have been
appointed to serve as attendence
committee for the New Cub Pack
which is being formed in Camden
under the sponsership of the P. T. A
The committee expects shortly to
contact every parent of boys be
tween the ages of 9 and 11 inclusive.
Howard D. Butler. Field Scout
Executive of Pine Tree Council
stressed the need for more programs
lor our youth in his address before
tiie Camden P. T. A. Mr. Butler
pointed out that while we can do
little to prevent the l06s of the
generation now at the battlefhonts
all over the world except by buying
bonds and giving our blood, we can
prevent the loss of another gen
eration which he characterized as
that of the kid’s kid brother.
Said Mr. Butler. “The kids kid
brother is a member of an im
portant generation which will, in a
few years determine whether or
not. this conflict has really ended
in victory for us.”
Cubbing is based on the home.
Unless parental co-operation is
assured, Cubbing will not be suc
cessful.
Charter membership in
Pack 200 will b elimited to those
boys whose parents attend the par
ents’ training sessions which are
scheduled for March 3, 10 and 17.
It Ls expected that there will be
much interest in the new Pack.

uesday-Frida j

ney, members of the Happy-Oo- Dodge Summer home on Sprues
Luckles Club, arX a piano solo by Head Island. Mr. and Mrs. SpauiMiss Hfuth Pease, of the latter club. ding W’ere married Jan. 1, in Newtou

Doughnuts and coffee were served Highlands.
Vincent CaiT, Sr., was overnight
at the conclusion of the program.
Leader and assistant leader in the guest Thursday of Mr. and Mrs.
newly formed White Oak Girls Club Charles E. Carr.
are: Mrs. Irven Gammon and Mrs.
Ernest Campbell. Officers elected
Probate Notices
are: President, Barbara Perry; vice
STATE OF MAINE
president, Eini Riutta; treasurer.
To all persons Interested In either of
hereinafter named
Hazel Snowdeal; secretary, Evan theAt estates
a Probate Court held at Rock
geline Barbour; color bearer, Sadie land. ln and for the County of Knox
on the 18th day of January, in the year
Gammon; cheer leaders, Eva and of our Lord one thousand nine hun
Annie Niemi; club reporter, Evan dred and forty-four, and by adjourn
ment from day to day from the 18th
geline Barbour. The next meeting day of said January;. ’I he following
matters having been presented for the
will be Feb. 19 at the home of Mrs. action thereupon hereinafter Indicated
It la hereby ORDERED:
Alford Wiley.
That notice thereof be given to all
Warren Grange will be recessed persons
interested, by causing a copy
until Feb. 29. This Grange voted of this order to be published
three weeks successively in The CouTuesday to buy a $100 war bond
rler-Oazette, a new’spaper published
at Rockland, ln said County, that they
the third within a wear*
may appear at a Probate Court to 14-

Through the courtesy of Mrs
The Try To Help Club will meet
Clara Overlock of Washington this Monday with Mrs. Evelyn Cunningpaper is permitted to publish the!bam Each member is asked to take
following war letter which she re a valentine.
cently received:
Mrs. Emeline Abbott of Brewer is
New Guinea. Jan. 17
visiting her sister, Mrs. Arthur
Iin making a wild effort to get Berry, Spear street.
some news from this part of the
Murray S Cooper is at home from
world off In your direction across Camp Edwards on a ten day fur
the sea. Your very interesting let- lough.
tei arrived1 in about a month’s time;
Albert Crockett is a patient at
but I have been even more hard
Knox
Hospital.
put to keep up with my correspond
Mrs Walter Rajala has returned
.
ence than, ever. True I have time
held at said Rockland on the fUteent*!^
from
a
visit
in
Worcester,
Mass.
day of February. A D 1944. at nin<?
to spare. That isn't my excuse.
o'clock ln the forenoon, and be heard
The Red Cross rooms will be open
Actually It’s getting up the spin:
• SPRUCE HEAD
thereon if they see cause
to write that is the main difficulty Tuesday from 1 to 4 o’clock There
ALI.ns J. STKkI.NO. late of Friend
Mrs. H. F. York went Monday to ship,
deceased. Will and Petition for
you can’t just sit down any old are night shirts to be completedt
Allston. Mass., where sihe will visit Probate thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed, and that
time and dash off a message when The Baptist Ladies Circle will meet
several days with Mr. and Mrs. Letters
Testamentary Issue to Nellie
you're at odds with the world.
Wednesday with Mrs. Lina Joyce.
Philip York, after which she will A. Sterling of Friendship, she being
the Executrix named ln said Will
Anyhow your letter was so full of
go orv to New York, accompanied without bond.
Mrs. O. E. Wishman, who has been
’
news I have read it several times, a patient at the Mae Murray Home,
LENA HODGKINS LEACH late of
by Mrs. Philip York and daughter
deceased. Will and Petition
just to try to keep in my mind Camden, is improving.
Katherine They will visit Mr. and Rockland,
lor Probate thereof, asking that the
memories cf what it’s like back
Mrs. Austin York, and on the re same may be proved ana allowed, and
John K Moulton, principal of the
that Letters Testamentary issue u
there. Today I had letters from
turn trip will be guests of Mr. and Ve-sper Augustus Leach of Rockland
High School is ill. His plaeg is be
being the Executor named in si'd
Inez Cunningham and Louise LinMrs. Paul York in New London, he
Will, without bond.
a
ing filled by Rev. C. Vaughn Over
scott. They were both very wel
Conn.
JAMES E. BURNS, late of Friend
man.
deceased. Will and Petition for
come since I have had: an empty
Mrs. Lila Allard was overnight ship.
Harbor Light Chapter, OES , will
Probate thereof, asking that the same
mail box
for some time now.
may
be
and allowed, and that
guest Saturday of her sister in Letters proved
observe Past Matrons and Patrons
Testamentary Issue to Ktta
Haven't heard from the family for
Rockport. Sympathy is extended to M. Burns of Friendship, she being tha j
night Feb. 15. Supper will be at
ouite a whil e (Really it isn’t so long,
Mrs. Allard! in the recent death of j^^Jutrlx nanie<i in said Will, withcuM
6 30 o'clock.
but it seems longer where mail
her mother, Mrs. Nancy Turner.
ESTATE ROSE L. PRESCOTT |at«
Rev. F Ernest Smith, pastor of
travels across so much faster than
»£• ^CK;kland' deceased.
Petition tor
Corp. Everett Elwell has been Administration,
the
Methodist
Church
will
speak
asking that Bernice
The Baptist junior choir will hold physical training,
it used: to).
home on a short furlough before r,i»T1£bet't'’ °f Au«U8ta- or some other
Sunday at 11 o’clock on ‘"The Mast
a Valentine social Monday at 71 The public is invited to attend
The news in our local daily newssuitable person be appointed Admin
going overseas. He returned Sat istratrix, without bond.
Vital
Question
before
the
World
To

o’clock. Tiie former junior choir of the Ladies Circle after-supper pro- review carried an item of interest—
ESTATE ALICE I. JONES. late of
urday to Camp Seymour Johnson,
day.” The evening service at 7
St. George, deceased.
Petition t r
1942-43 will be special guests.
gram Wednesday at 7.15 at tlie Bap- 23 inches of snow back in Maine.
N. C., where he has been stationed Administration, asking that Fanny j
o’clock will be conducted by Ernest
The Beta Alhpa Club met with tist vestry. Mrs. Grace M. etrout You are really having your share
Jones of Cambridge. Massachusetts <",r
for several months.
F. Crockett. The pastor will be
some otlwr suitable person be ant>oinr
Mrs. Leona Starrett on Knox street, has arranged a musical program of snow’ this Winter, aren’t you?I It holding services at South Thomas
ed Administratrix. Wthout bondT
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Spaulding
Monday night witli 12 members having a South American tone, as a is always a pleasant surprise w’hen
ESTATE SUSIE T. SNOW, late nt
ton at that hour. The Bible Study Madame Schumann-Heink by Lu
(Doris
Dodge) and Sgt. and Mrs. Rockland
GRANGE
CORNER
.deceased. Petition for Ad
present. The next meeting will be setting for the speaker, Mrs. Eliza I come across new*? from Maine In
ministration,
asking that Charles^'
Class Ls held at the parsonage of cille Tyler.
James
Burns
of
Newton
Highlands,
ft
SXft
ft
Feb. 21 at the home of Mrs. Annie beth Hanley Danforth, poet and our scant edition over here. Even
Tolman of Portsmouth, New Harm/
Buildings.
Art Galleries and
Mass., passed the week-end at the shire, or some other suitable pc/X
New* Item* from all of the Pa
Mank.
| traveler of the America’s who Is if it’s not good news, Maine some 7 p. m. every Thursday. The Old
bondPP°lnted Adnilnlstrator, without
Museums
by
Rita
Hammond. Ca
trons of Husbandry are
Testament Scriptures are now being
Tickets are being sold and rpser- j spending a short time in town from how’ means home to me no matter
h
Condensed Statement
studied, the current lessons are on thedraLs by Eric Lind.
ESTATE NINA GREGORY late of
of tlie
vations made lor tlie Valentine card her home in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil what may happen.
Rockport deceased
Petition for AdA German Legend by Evelyn
Leviticus, and Numbers. All are in
UNION
FARMERS
MUTUAL
FIRE
m*nj,atratlon. asking that Clarence 1*
Speaking of snow reminds ine
Hope Grange met Monday, supper
party to be held at Knox Hotel Mon
Church News
Pendleton.
The Origin of the
vited to join this study.
Gregory
of
Greenwich,
Connecticut
INSURANCE COMPANY
or some other suitable person it aA
ray at 7 30 for the benefit of Knox
Union, Maine
Mass is celebrated every Sunday that it is far from snowing weather
Rev. C. Vaughn Overman, pastor' Christmas Tree, by Cynthia Hal being served by Mrs. Marjie Bev
pointed Administrator, without bondS
Assets. Dec. 31. 1943
Hospital. The committee is Mrs. morning at St. James Catholic here. I haven’t anything new to of the Baptist Church, will speak lowell . Christmas Songs, by chorus erage and daughter, Dorothy Went
ESTATE JACKSON C. SNOWDF?r
Cash ln office and bank ....$
814 90
Edward Elliot,, Mrs. Albert Elliot, Church, except the third Sunday otf say in regard to our Summer—
Sunday at 11 o’clock servire on “The Silent Night, Away in a Manger, worth. Mrs. Marjie Robbins gave Assessments unpaid .............
104 00 Petition for License to Sell certain
what I could say is unprintable
Mrs. Harold Dana, Mrs. Arthur El- each month.
a report on her trip to the Lectur
Estate, situated in South 'I'hcm
Garden Of Our Lord.” Sunday Hark! the Herald Angels Sing.
cash assets ............... $
918.901 Real
however you look at it. As the
ntmn’ anr£2i,1Iy bribed In sa^d Pe
lit. Mrs. Edwin Lynch, Mrs. Leila
er
’s Conference in Augusta. A fine Oross Liabilities,
The Development of Music in
Services at the Federated Church
School at 12 o’clock and evening
Dec. 31, 1943
tition. Presented by Gilford B Butprogram was presented. At the 50 per cent cash premium ..$
Smalley, Mrs .Charles Singer and Sunday
9 45; Church serv- days roll by I pray harder and service at 7 o’clock. The children’s Germany, by Joan Gardner.
221.85 | £rp of South TT/m/iston/'Admlnlftrator.
Mrs. Frank Elliot.
Recitation on Mozart, chairman, next meeting, Feb. 21, the program Tot&l liabilities ........... ....*
ices at 11, subject “Christian Belief harder that we may be relieved choir will sing.
221.85
ESTATE MARY B
BREWER of
Net cash assees .................$
Elizabeth Herrick. Students, Rhea will be in observance of Lincoln’s
Mrs. Henry Miner of Warren was and Every Day Living;” anthem, from this climate soon. Maybe
697.05 I Rockland.
Petition for License to
High
School
Notes
Premium
notes
subject
to
a recent^ visitor at the home of Mrs. „Sun of My
by d-gasey. Even- if Senator Reynolds’ speech has
Gardner, Janice Koster, Cynthia and Washin ton’s Birthdays. Mrs.
assessment .........................$
14.690 00 Rockland, and fully descried in saiS
any truth in it I may see home iby Mary Hawkins & Evelyn Annis) Hallowell, Howard Varney, Janette Florence Brown was hostess to the Deduct all assessments and
I Petition.
Presented bv Barh»r» 1
Frank Thompson.
' ing services at 7 o'clock, subject,
payments
........................
2,148 80 j Swanson of Rockland, Guardian
The basket-ball teams were Sulides, Beatrice Chapman. Evelyn Sewing Circle recently. Lunch was
Mission Circle meet at the Bap “Some Christian Qualities.” Ep- soon. It should be early in the
ESTATE NATHANSEL YOUNg', late
Spring according to him; but of hosts to Rockland Wednesday. Pendleton, Eric Lind, Kathryn served at noon and much sewing Balance due on premium
tist parsonage Tuesday afternoon worth Leflgue flt g 15’
of
Thomaston, deceased.
Petition
........................................
12,514.20
for License to Sell certain Real Estate
course, I’m not relying too much Rockport girls did a grand job of Curry.
James L. Dornan, Secretary
with Mr.s. H. W. Flagg the hostess.
Piano solo. Minuet from was accomplished. Another all-day
The Baptist Church will have
10*F-14 I s , at®*! !n Thomaston, and fully de** scribed ln said Petition. Presented bv
on the statement of even so high holding Rockland lassies in their “Don Juan,” Mozart, played by session will be held in March, date
Mrs Minnie Newbert the leader.
Sunday School at 9.45; morning
1 Rodney E. Jordan, of Thomaston. Ad
place.
At
the
half
of
the
game,
an
authority.
I
see
by
the
news
STATE OF MAINE
Mrs. John Miller who has been services at 11 o’clock, topic, “Ruth.”
Elizabeth Herrick. A group of Mo to be announced.
ministrator.
To all persons Interested ln either
• • e •
ESTATE IRENE BELLE WTNCAPAW
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank.Wilson Music choral anthems, “Rejoice, that our Gen. Kenney is in D. C. at Rockport held the lead! of 9 to 6. zart's songs, by chorus—A Boating
of the estates hereinafter named’:
probably
means The score of the game w’as 31 to 18. Song. A Movie DreamThree 4-H Clubs were special
for two weeks, ha* returned to her Thp purp _n Heart„ by M<?ssiter and present—that
on dt'hl
CT°Unty .of,Kn,<tx' M by ALfred H. Morton of Friendship
“Keep your eye on our liot corner After the half Rcckland forwards
Piano solo—Grandma Danced the guests Tuesday at Warren Grange. on
home in Canaan.
tne 18th day of
in the I Administrator
“The Larger Prayer” by Burdett,
made
countless
baskets
while
otf our Lord one thousand nine estatp a
n nr,™
,
Minuet, by Janette Escorsio. A Included were the seven members of year
A buffet supper preceded the re Young Peoples meeting at 6 o’clock. of the world” in the future. Some
hundred and forty-four and by ad- D
ALDEN B. BUTLER, late of
P1/St and Plnal A<,r <
hearsal Tuesday of the Baptist “What Has Come From Your Log.” one wrote to me from over your Rockport tried to hold its own. group of German Polk Tunes, Ber the Wonder Workers, Mrs. Earle Joumment from day to day from the
lfith day of said January.
The ucVP ,,? 6?/11/®4 f°r all°wance by WliChoral Society. Those attending Evening services at 7 o’clock, subject way and wanted to know if we were The-boys’ game was hard but they tha Dondis. two folk tunes. Chorus, Moore, leader; the 11 members of following
matters having been present- iL?m- W Pjd1 e5
Bockland, Admitt
did
well
considering
they
have
really doing such a fine job as the
two folk songs—How To Tell Wild Georges Valley Boys Club, leaders, ed for the action thereupon herelnaf- ,strator with the Will annexed,
were: Dr. and Mrs. H. W. Flagg, Mr.
Calvin.” Tuesday evening senior
ter Indicated lt ls hereby ORDERED:
ESTATE W. J. COAKLEY, late of
new’s reported, or if it were just very few’ boys. The score was 39 Animals, and A Farewell Song.
and Mrs.’R. K Greene, Mr. and Mrs. choir.
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Moore, Sr., and
That notice thereof be given to all Rockland, deceased.
Sixth Account
Piano solos—Minuet in G, by six members of the Happy-Go- persons Interested, by causing a copy presented for allowance by Alan L.
propaganda. All I can say is that to 18. Charles Wotton of Rock
E. R Newcombe, Misses Margaret
of this order to be published three Blrd and A. Walker Brewster, Trustees
Mrs. Arthur S. Bean
Rhea Gardner; Spinning Song, by Luckies Girls Clubs, Mrs. Luella weeks successively ln The Courier-Gayou are safe to believe whatever you land refereed.
ESTATE IDA E BARNES late of
Simmons, Nellie Tibbetts, Grace
Rockport teams journeyed Feb. Janice Koster; Handel Composi Crockett, leader and asistant, Miss
ia«
8t George, deceased. First and Final
Mrs. Arthur S.^Bean died Feb. 4 read of what we are doing. The
Paulsen, Gwendolyn Barlow, Hope
lali£' ln.sai<^L^2UntJA
tbey may Account presented for allowance bv
whole truth can’t be printed; but 2 to Rockland. Both teams played tion, by Elizabeth Herrick; Grant Marie Crockett. Present also was appear at a ^Probate Court to be held Clarence A Barnes. Executor
at said Rockland on the twenty-first
totatp
when it is you will know that what I hard clean ganies but W€re over* Unto Us Peace, by Donna Gardner; Ralph Wentworth, county agent, day
of March, A. D. 1944 at nine o'clock
late
ln
the
forenoon,
and
be
heard
thereon
win^aTAChuS^tts' deceas«,d.
we are actually doing isn’t being thrown. The score of the girls Blue Danube Waltz, by Barbara who gave a talk on farm conditions If they see cause
,,rst an<* Flnal Account presented for
ESTATE EMILY F. PAG&x late of
J?®ePh'n« H. Egerton of
given even as much justice as it game was 45 to 20 and the boys Clark; Shubert's Serenade, The and the iutlook for the coming sea Friendship,
deceased. Petition praying Newton- Massachusetts, Executrix,
was
64
to20
beth
in
Rockland
favor.
Skater
’
s
Waltz,
by
Joanne
Chisholm.
deserves. Yes, I’m proud cf our
ESTATE ANNIE J PLUMMER, late
son. He said he hoped most of the that Howard O. Page of Rockland, as
Thomaston girls and boys basket
Administrator of said estate, or some
Rockland, deceased
First and
Stories of Free Hand Pictures of boys would be working on farms this other
boys, not because I’m one of them,
suitable person, be licensed to Final Account presented for allowance
ball
teams
were
the
guests
of
Rockfcife of Beethoven, by Billy Legage. Summer.
convey certain real estate situated ln bV Marlon P. Cook of Rockland. Adbut because I know what they are
and fully described ln said mlnlnstratrlx.
Tommy Brown, Dicky Jones and Mrs. Anna S. Hardy, county club Frlendship.
going through. And well never
Petition, and distribute the proceeds
ANNE C. WYMAN, late of Brookline
usual
here.
There
isn
’
t
a
whole
Lucille Tyler. Barbara Clark and agent, pointed out that Warren now of sale among the heirs living In dlf- Massachusetts, deceased Exemplified
rest one minute until we have set
ferent
States.
Presented
by
Howard
Copy
otf Will and Probate thereof tolot of difference in the routine Donna Gardner, pianists.
tled the score.
gether with a Petition for Probate of
leads the county in club member O. Page of Rockland, Administrator.
Witness, Harry E. WUbur. Enquire, Foreign Will, asking that the copy of A
Chorus members were: Janette ship, which is 49, with the formation
You probably know tht it has from the last stop. We still suffer
Judge otf Protoate Court for Knox said Will may be allowed filed and re-'J1
corded In the Probate Court of Knox '
been two years since I saw the last the long hot days in anything but Escorio, Janette Sulides, Bradford of the brand new one Saturday— County. Rockland. Maine.
Attest:
County.
calmness.
It
gets
more
and
more
Sleeper,
Rhea
Gardner,
Raymond
of Maine’s rockb&und coast. I un
the White Oak Girl’s 4-H Club, and
WILLIS R VNAL. Register,
c HELEN RUSSELL, late of Thom8-F-12 I aston. deceased. Will and Petition for
derstand that I have a good chance to the point when I feel like taking Pendleton, Roland Ware, Donna this includes the North Warren
Probate thereof, asking that the same
NINE BIG-VALLE DAYS are ahead for ROCKLAND shoppers.
for priority on the home-coming list a siesta in the afternoon heat, but Gardner, Joanne Gardner, Bruce group.
Notices
of
Appointment
I
SJtU6
usually
I
keep
plugging.
A
couple
Stratton,
Janice
Koster,
Bertha
We've cut prices in every department of our store and it will pay
snee the biggest part of that time
Program numbers Included club
I, Willis R. Vinal. Register of Probate D Eliot, of Thomaston, he being the
you to buy ycur Spring needs now. Cleaning and garden items
has been spent in the field. There oi days ago. I did a laundry al Dondis. Claire Brickley.
songs, with Miss Christine Jones at for the County of Knox, ln the State Executor named In said Will, without
otf Maine, hereby certify that ln the I bond.
are already on display for your selection—so come to the MAIN
aren’t such a large number of most the size of my mother’s, when
the piano, and announced by Miss following estates th© persona were ap
HARRY L POST, late of Rock
STREET HARDWARE store early and S-A-V-E!
fellows with as much time to their I was at home! I used a half of port teams last Friday. The girls’ Crockett, a demonstration of a bean pointed Administrators, Executors, land. deceased. Will and Petition for
Guardians and Conservators and on Probate thereof, asking that the same
credit. And believe me I don’t wish an oil drum for a tub, another up game was nick and tuck right up judging contest, by Vaughan Phil- the dates hereinafter named:
may be proved and allowed and that
"CRYSTAL CLEAB”
First
Letters Testamentary Issue to Lottie
RUBBER
MARY A. BENNER, late of Vlnalha
it on anyone, rt’s a long, hard turned makes the fireplace. -Water until the last minute.
brook and Earle Moore, Jr., of the ten.
M.
deceased.
January
3.
1944.
Keith
.
_ Post
. , of Rockland, she ..being
- the
—
Thomaston
led
and
then
Rock

GLASS WELL AND TREE
is
the
hardest
problem.
I
carried
road.
tf
Georges Valley Boys Club, a dem B. Kittredge of vinalhaven, was ap- J tutrix named In. said Will, without
HOT WATER BOTTLE
mine
in
buckets
from
cur
showers
pointed
Administrator
ct.a.,
without
bond.
port
led.
The
score
was
26
to
23.
Life goes on much tlie same as
PLATTER
onstration on proper display of the bond.
ESTATE JAMES HENRY BROWN,
which are a long w’ay from my The boys game was also interest
69c
WILLIAM M. BENNER, late of VI- late of Tliomaston. deceased. Petition
flag by Monica and Marjorie Pen99c
nalh&ven, deceased. January 3. 1944, for Administration, asking that Rod
at her home on Dwight street after “shack.” It was worth it though. ing but nqt nearly so much as the
Each
Keith
B. Kittredge of Vllnalhaven ney E. Jordan of Thomaston, or some
I don’t usually boil them, so just girls’. The score of the boys’
Was appointed Administrator, c.t a. other suitable person be appointed.
short
illness.
She
was
born
June
Try
This
New
Amazing
Administrator without bond
This full size heavy rubber
without bond.
18. 1890 at Monticello, Iowa, daugh gave everything the works—hot game was 45 to 28. After the
ESTATE CLARA G CALDERWOOD.
ROBE
L
FRHBCOTT.
late
of
Rock
hot water bottle is priced so
boiling, soapy water and a good games a dance was held. After
late of Vinalhaven. deceased. Petition
ter
of
Albert
W.
Quimby
and
Eva
nice
’
F^TO^'ts^
11
Augusta
19
was
P
ap-I
fOr
Administration, asking that Hope
low that no home should be
scrubbing with a G.I. brush—with a the next home game, Feb 18 there
B.
Lewis
of Poughkeepsie. New York,
M
McFarland.
pointed Special Administratrix and
without one.
qualified by filing bond on same date or some other suitable person be ap
She had resided in this town for a lot of rinsing after. What a j ob— will be another dance.
on Merit Alone--Made in USA
pointed Administratrix, with bond.
CHARLES I. HARTFORD, late of
wlrat a day! I traded in my old
Pvt. David Eaton and Pfc. Ber
ESTATE HARRY C
EDGECOMB.
number of years.
Outsells All Others in Canada Camden deceased. January 18, 1944 late
of Appleton, deceased. Petition
The King of all cough medicines for Ida L Hartford of Camden, was ap for Administration, asking that C.
NOXON
The services were held at Davis shrunken woolen socks the other nard Andrews were visitors last
coughs or bronchial irritations result pointed Executrix, without bond.
Earle Ludwlck. of Rockland, or some
Funeral Home, Rev. H. W. Flagg day. Received white ones in re week. They held an informal talk ing from colds In cold Wintry Canada
Pint Size
MABEL P. GRE*.EY. late of Rock other suitable person be appointed
turn.
At
least
the
new
ones
are
with
all
the
boys.
land.
deceased.
January
18.
1944
ls
Buckley's
CANADIOL
Mixture
—
Fast
Administrator,
with bond.
officiating.
working, triple acting Buckley's Mix Walter D. Payson of Waterville, was
large
enough.
We
won
’
t
be
able
At
a
Dramatic
Club
meeting
ESTATE
ADA
B. MILLS, late of
. 49c
Besides her husband she is sur
ture quickly loosens and raises phlegm appointed Executor, without bond.
Rockland, deceased. Petition for Adlast
week
it
was
decided
to
have
a
lodged
in
the
tubes
-----clears
air
pass

vived
by
two
sons,
Pfc.
Richard
’
to
get
really
new
clothes
here
an
y
HATTIE M. P.OBINSON, late of ministration, asking that Adelaide C.
One cf the finest metal pol
ages—soothes rasped raw tissues, one
arr£?' t**®ease^' JalM®ry 12. I®**- Mills of Rockland, or some other sultBean, stationed at Illinois. Sidney more Have t0 take salvaged and minstrel instead of a three-act or two sips and worst coughing jy
ishes on the market. Cleans
5ay
01.Newport and Earl abie person be appointed Adminlstraspasm
eases.
You
get
results
fast.
play.
“
Chum"
Crockett
has
volB',
War*™aP- trlx. without bond
Bean of this town and a daughter .restuff 80 1 understand.
easily, quickly and is non-inYou feel the effect of Buckley’s In
„
ESTATE JENNIE MAY DUNTON.
stantly.
Evelyn of this town; also two sis j Latest diversion practiced by unteerer to help.
CORA A. DODOE. late of Rockland,
qj Rockport deceased.
Petition
Compounded
from
rare
Canadian
seme
of
the
boys
here
is
butterfly
deceased
January
18,
1944.
Viva
H.
f
or
Administration, asking that C.
The Junior Class is leading in
ters. Mrs. R. J. McLean of Sharon,
Pine Balsam and other soothing heal
M’.
b0^’,
Evelyn Suizer of Camden, or some
Mass, and Mrs .Alton Decrow of chasinS! It locks silly to see a the sale of War Bonds and Stamps ing Ingredients Buckleys CANADOIL Rockland, were appointed Executrices other suitable person be appointed
w
Administratrix, without bond.
fellow chasing his fool head off with a total of $223 65. The Sen Mixture ls different from anything without bond.
Rcckland
you ever tried. Get a bottle of this
MARK W
INGRAHAM. l»te Of
ESTATE OTTS A ROBINSON, late
Interment will be in the Thomas after a simple little butterfly! But ior Class is next with a total of great Canadian cough medicine to Rockport, deceased January 18, 1944, gj Cushlrg. deceased. Petition for Llday
at
Corner
Drug
Store,
or
any
good
Alan
L.
Bird
or
Rockland,
was
apce
n9e to sell certain Real Estate, sltuif they enjoy it I haven't any%b- $100.96.
ton cemetery in the Spring.
riku Hr T»a
drug store----- satisfaction guaranteed polnted Administrator, and quallflea ated ln Cushing, and fully described
holaaced
jection. One of my buddies caught
by filing bond on January 21. 1944.
ln said Petition. Presented by HlbRev. C. V. Overman is substi or money bark.
one f.MnpooaAtl
• g&ilen otf cArwne
p*»M
m.ictf oxhOMtr
MARTHA A. SIDES, late of Rock- bard Young of Cushing, Admlnlstraa
seven-inch
wingspread
today
—
tuting
this
week
for
Mr.
Moulton
• It's Big! Full 16-inch Size!
pdrt. deceased. January 18. 1944. An- tor.
FIDELITY AND DEPOSIT COMPANY drew B. Sides of Rockport, was apEasy to Clean*
It’s Crystalanother with what loomed like who is ill.
ESTATE O. FRANK RICHARDS, late
b.-"- ■
O’ MARYLAND
pointed Executor, and qualified by
Camden, deceased. First and Final
Clear! Heat-Resi tant! It’s a
RAAF insignia cn its wings. Some
Ba timore, Md.
The movie “The Cat and the
filing bond on January 25. 1944.
Account presented for allowance ty
Replica of a $50 Sterling Plat
Assets. Dec. 31. 1943
of the fellows have large collec Canary” was shown Friday after
LINDEN H. BUCKLIN, late of Vinal- Mary B. Richards, Executrix,
ter! It's Ideal fcr Bridal and
Real Estate ...................... .. $2,689,463.24 haven, deceased^
January 26. 1944
ESTATE ALICE CARRdLL. late of
tions, with a few valuable specimens noon and 43 students attended.
Moitgage Loans ...... ...........
26.500 00 Austin K. Bucklin, of Philadelphia. Camden, deceased.First and Final
Shower Gifts!
Stocks
and
Bonds
...........
23.897.838
83
was appointed Admin- Account presented for allowance by
among them.
Mrs. Carr's room put on Monday Cash in Office and Bank 4.855.380 44 Pennsylvania,
Authentic Oak Leaf and
lstrator. without bond.
Christopher Thomas J. Carroll, Administrator.
My only attempt to vary the mo morning in the main room the Agents' BUances ................ 1.092.965 84
Acorn Pattern.
BockJand' appointed
ESTATE
WILLIAM
PARTRIDGE
and Rents ...........
65 076 40 Agent in Maine
FIRST—rub throat,chest, and back
BURPEE, late of Rockland, deceased.
notony was to have my hair cut off. play. “For Heaven's Sakes.” In it Literest
All
other
Assets
..................
43.229
52
ROBERT L. THOMPSON, late of First Account presented for allowance
with Vicks VapoRub at bedtime.
It locked like the dickes, but felt were Edward Auspland, Nancy
Friendship, deceased
January, 25 I by Winnlfred Fales. Trustee.
Gross Assets .. *............... <32.670 394 07 1944 Archie F. Wallace of Friendship
THEN—spread a thick layer of
ESTATE CORA B CRABTREE, late
more comfortable New it is grow Andrews. Sonny Staples, Stanley Deduct lte-nsnot admitted
184.027.51 ^fu«SdPb?tfUinJ'<S}ndlStnnt°i«T.u1^
VapoRub on the chest and cover
Vinalhaven, deceased Petition for
filing
bond
on
January
|
Administration,
asking that Mildred V.
ing cut and locks like that of the Payson. Gladys Parker, Ronald
with a wanned cloth.
Admitted ........ ................... <32.486.366 56 26. 1944.
Hopklna
and
Albra
V Smith, both of
native “fuTzv-wuzzies!’’ Naturally I Young, Philip Carroll. Dorraine
RIQHT AWAY. VapoRub goes to
Liabilities. Dec. 31. 1943
NORHNA L STRONG, late of Thom
OTO'
„\ PAINTS • STOVES • KITCHENWARE
L?"
aston.
deceaaed
January
18.
1944
work—loosens phlegm—eases
persons
be
appointed
Administrators]
receive plenty of comments.
Rolfe, Mary Tolman, Irene Frye, Net Unpaid Losses ... ....... <S,«0«.506 69 Wilbur P Strong of Thomaston
without
bond.
muscular soreness or tightness—
Unearned. Premiums ......... 6.796.880 63
"FORMCP.LY VgAT/F'i "
/ TT,Cpl. Charles A.-^Austin. 31046410. Vernon Hunter, and Billy Frye.
All other Liabilities ..... _.... 4.531.725 98 waa appointed Administrator and qual
WITNESS. HARRY E WILBUR. Es
helps dear upper air passages—
by filing bond on January 27. quire. Judge of Probate Court for
Hdgs. 43d Bomb Gp <H> APO 503,
The Freshman Girls’ basketball Cash Capital ........... ......... 2 400.000 00 ified
■ '441 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND V 2bt>'
relieves coughing.
g. Brings wonderwonaer19M.
Surplus over all Liabilities 13.152.273 26
Knox County. Rockland. Maine
ful comfort
Unit 1. care P M., San Francisco, squad will play Thomaston Fresh
Attest:
“
Attest:

Cough Mixture

Mrs. Alice J. Vass
vatc Joseph D. Va.-

- week-end guests ,
^titoughter. Mrs. E. r
ate, Mass.

Private Daniel 1
Devens, Mass h. 1
tamp after spendu I
his home in Rockp I
Miss Helen Youi.
her home with scar

Members of the I
of the Littlefield m|
Church, with ladi. I
supper and social i
church vestry today
Mrs. Richard P
turned from a ho>J
ar.d is now visitinf
Mr. and Mrs. Willaj
Turner.
Miss Betty Bick
her thirteenth bi
night with a vJ
party at the horn. I
Mrs. Howard Dunbl
was attractively I
silver candles and
birthday cake and
on the menu BeuJ
and Miss Bickford
<»ith many lovely
Whose present were.
Carolyn Chisholm
Bernice Mitchel. Ail
Crozier, Betty Pen!
Brewer, and the hos|

Visit Lucien K.
•econd floor, 16 Schl
Fellow* Block, City!
Coats and Cloth Co^
price*

TODAY AND

S,

WATCfl HER TURN

UPSIDE I
SHE’S go! priori
ality and 3 be I
a city where tha
women to ever!
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DeHAVILU

SONNY II

Anne SHIRLEY iJ
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SUNDAY, MONDAl

waltTr

Wa|

THE SCREEN’S GRE^
GLORY STORY!

CHEST

COLD
MISERY

MHIN ST. HRRDLUHRE&

and invites
restful sleep.

visas

Calif., USA.

man Monday afternoon.

Total Liabilities <fe Surplus 32,486066 56
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NOAH BEERY, Jr.
Peter Coe David Bruci
J Carrol Noish Richard la
GRACE McDI
children of m

Sunday Foui

ier home on Spruce
d Mr. and Mrs. Spaullarried Jan. 1, in Newton

)bate Notices

»KINS LEACH, late of
eased. Will and Petition
: hereof, asking that the
proved ana allowed, and
Testamentary issue to
-us Leach of Rockland
boiTdUt°r nanie<* ln sald

3URNS. late of FrlendWill and Petition for
tf. asking that the same
t and allowed, and that
nentary issue to Etta
rlendship. she being the j
ed in said Will, without
SE L. PRESCOTT, late
deceased.
Petition ?or
, asking that Bernice
Augusta, or some other
iut^T111^ Adm,niCE I. JONES, late of
leased.
Petition for
asking that fannv 1
•ridge. Massachusetts, or
fable person be appoint,
rix, without bond.
3IE T. SNOW, late of
«ed. Petition for
^lng that Charles a
•ftsmouth. New Hampother suitable person
Administrator, without

,l,H
OR?
X>Ry’
•used
Petition

of

for Adsklng that Clarence 1,
reenwlch. Connecticut
suitable person be al
Istrator, without bond®
^SON C SNOWDEAL.
Thomaston, deceased.

ii

uatl^ tto ®el1 cert«ln
r descrlbed
? ®°in
uthsaid
ThomPed by Gilford B. Buthomaston, Admlnlstra-

BREWER, of
lt.°n *°r License to
■al Estate situated in
fully described In said
•nt-d by Barba™ j.
’■aland. Guardian.
1ANSEL YOUNG, late
deceased.
Petition
ell certain Real Estate
•rnaston. and fully de
ntition. Presented bv
m of Thomaston, Ad-

f

• r(

Mr .Alice J. Vasso and son Privatc Joseph D. Vasso were recent
week-end guests of Mrs. Vasso’s
•Cc. jghter, Mrs. E. C. Coe, Cochitu
ate. Mass.
x
Private Daniel Landre of Port
Devens, Mass, has returned) to
Camp after spending a few days ht
his home in Rockport.

Miss Helen Young is confined at
ter home with scarlet fever.

Members of the Farnham Class
0( the Littlefield Memorial Baptist
Church, with ladles, will have a
supptr and social evening in the
church vestry today.
1 Mrs. Richard P. Bird1 has re

turned from a hospital in Boston
ar.d is now visiting her parents,
Mr and Mrs. Willard B. French in
Turner.
/

Miss Betty Bickford celebrated
her thirteenth birthday Monday
bight with a Valentine supper
party at the home of her aipt,
Mrs. Howard Dunbar. ’ The table
was attractively decorated with
silver candles and red roses. A
birthday cake and ice cream was
on the menu. Beano was enjoyed
and Miss Bickford was remembered
tfith many lovely gifts. Among
'hose present were, Marlon Dudley,
Carolyn Chisholm, Jean Weir,
Bernice Mitchel. Anna Lind, Betty
Crczier, Betty Pendleton, Beverly
Brewer, and the hostess.

i

B

Visit Lucien K. Green <fe Son’s
•econd floor, 16 School street, Odd
Pellowa Block, City, Tor Furs, Fur
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate

prices

Btf

Tel,

E BELLE WTNCAPAW
lp. deceased. Petition
f Burial Lot. PresentM.irton of Friendship,

892
BOCKLAND

I

BUTLER, late of a/
ed First and Final A>
for allowance by Wll- ”
of Rockland. AdminWill annexed.
COAKLEY, late of
»ed.
Sixth Account
llowance by Alan L.
ter Brewster. Trustees.
E BARNES, late of
First and Final
for allowance by
es. Executor.
-ACE EGERTON. late
isachusetts. deceased.
Account presented for
lephlne H. Egerton of
usetts. Executrix.
2 J PLUMMER, late
leceased
First and
esen ted for allowance
•ok of Rockland, Ad-

;)wr>

arBonds
TODAY AND SATURDAY
WATCH HER TURN THE CAPITAL

UPSIDE DOWN/
SHE’S got priority person

ality and 3 boy friends in
a city where there are ten
women to every male!

iN late of Brookline,
"ceased.
Exemplified
Probate thereof, totitlon for Probate of
ing that the copy of
allowed filed and re-15*
abate Court of Knox ‘

A

SELL, late of ThomWill and Petition for
sking that the same
nd allowed and that
tary Issue to Frank
naston, he being the
n said Will, without

X

DeHAVIUA

3T, late of Rock
hill and Petition for
sking that the same
id allowed and that
ary Issue to Lottie
and. she being the
n said Will, without

//

HENRY BROWN.
. deceased. Petition
1. asking that RodThomaston. or some
rson be appointed,
hout bond.
O CALDERWOOD,
. deceased. Petition
1. asking that Hope"'
ikeepsle. New York,
table person be apfitrix. with bond.
- C EDGECOMB.
deceased. Petition
1. asking that C.
Rockland, or some
■rson be appointed
" bond.
MILLS, late of
Petition for Ad« that Adelaide C.
or some other sultolnted Admlnlstra-

2ft

#

SONNY TUFTS
Anne SHIRLEY Jiss BARKER

v

STORM

LATEST NEWS

SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY

waTter wanger

"7

THE SCREEN’S GREATEST
GLORY STORY I

MAY DUNTON,
deceased.
Petition
1. asking that C.
Camden, or some
•son be appointed
Hout. bond.
ROBINSON, late
d. Petition for LiReal Estate, situ*
ind fully described
Presented by Hlb-^
ishlng, Admlnlstra- MB
RICHARDS, late
d. First and Final
for allowance ty
Executrix.
CARRC^LL, late of
First and Final
for allowance by
Administrator.
AM
PARTRIDGE
tockland. deceased,
nted for allowance
Trustee.
CRABTREE, late
‘ased. Petition for
ng that Mildred V.
V Smith, both of
ne offier suitable
ed Administrators,
E WILBUR. Es’rebate Court for
kland, Maine.
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The D. A. R. Meeting

HIGH SCHOOL NEWS

Social Matters

?arr. Sr., was overnight
•sday of Mr. and Mrs.
Carr.
.
------------------^—5
ATE OF MAINR
ons interested in either of
hereinafter named:
ate Court heid at Bocklor the County of Knox
lay of January, in the year
• one thousand nine hnn•ty four, and by adjournlay to day from the 18th
January,, 'ihe following
ig been presented for the
ipon hereinafter Indicated
ORDERED:
e thereof be given to all
ested. by causing a copy
■der
to
be published
successively in Tiie Coua newspaper published
In said County, that they
it a Probate Court to be
Sockiand on the lUteent>4^
lary, A D 1944. nt nln^
forenoon, and be heard
ey see cause
TEHLNO. late of Friend,.
1. Will and Petition for
of. asking that the same
‘d and allowed, end that
mentary issue to Nellie
f Friendship, she being
' named in said Will,

The first in a series of card par
A Valentine Formal
ties sponsored by St. Bernard’s
This And That
Church, was held Tuesday at the
First Anniversary of War
tower room, Community building.
Attendance tickets were given out
Recreation Board Suc
fcr awards to be presented at the
cessfully Observed
conclusion of the series.
Prizes
Sgt. .Lawrence Lord, Miss Mar were won by: Mrs. George Phillips,
The War Recreation Board of
garet Mills of New York and Mr. Sr.. Mrs. A. D. Morey. Mrs. Doris
Rockland celebrated its first anni
end Mrs. A. G. Lord of this city Jordan, $lrs. Helen Phillips, Mrs.
versary, after a year of successful
were dinner guests Wednesday jf Marguerite Brewer, Gerald Margerdances for service men, Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Wixson, son, Mr. Robinson, Mrs. Carolyn
By K. S. F.
night by holding a formcl valen
Warren street, honoring the home Thompson, Mrs. Arlene Drinkwater,
tine dance at the Community
coming of the soldier-son.
MLss Anne McLaughlin, Mrs. Ethel
It is estimated that half the Building Gym.
Godfrey and Mrs. Helen Moulaison.
Carroll M. Wixson was in Wins- The next party will be Monday at 8 adult population of the United
Hearts of various sizes and
l-w recently called by the death o’clock.
States plays bridge or some form of streamers floating about blended
df his grandfather, Joel Wixsor.
cards.
with the attractive gowns of the
• • • •
A surprise party was held Wednes
W-R.B hostesses, made the scene
Mrs. Basil H. Stinson entertained day at the home of Mr and Mrs.
The dogs of the Army are having very appropriate for the season. The
the Friendship Club Tuesday aft Austin Billings in honor of Gloria their day and a number of brave j refreshments of home-made apple
ernoon for cards and luncheon
Compton’s 18th birthday.
Those ones have been decorated.
pie and coffee were thoroughly en
• • • •
attending were Norma Curtis Joyce
joyed by the officers and service
When a man or woman has been men present. Mrs. Llewellyn Mills,
Miss Gladys Venner of Portland, j^ayei Ruth Carter, Carolyn Canand Lieut, and Mrs. Beserosky of dage and Mary Chadburn.
The associated for a few hours with the Mrs. Herbert Kirk and Mrs. Edith
Grenier Field, N H., were week-end evening was passed socially and a new income tax blanks thfey may Candage ably handled the kitchen
guests cf Edward M. Gordon.
be excused for any act of violence, responsibilities.
light' repast was served.
almost murder, if they can only
As a complete surprise, Miss Helen
Lieut, (j. g.) and Mrs Holger
find
the
culprits
responsible.
Coltart
was presented by Miss
Chapin Class meets Tuesday with
Struckman of New York are spend Mrs. Ivy Brackett.
• • • •
Helen Oldis, in behalf of the War
ing a week ln Rockland. Lieut.
The Great Salt Lake in Utah is Recreation Board and hostesses, a
Struckman was formerly an engin
Ensign and Mrs. Grant F. Davis the shrunken renmant of a pre cleverly arranged ship, which coneer at the Lawrence Portland of Brooklyn, N. Y . spent the week historic lake that was at one time tained a cargo of money and good
Cement Company, plant in Thom end with Mr. Davis’ parents, Mr. as large as Lake Huron, so scien wishes, in appreciation of the splen
aston.
did work she has done, as coand Mrs. George B. Davis and for tific explorers have discovered.
« • • •
J
chairman
of the board, planning
the remainder «of Ensign Davis’
Pvt. Walter L. Dudley, Jr., has
these
dances.
"I
knew
he
is
the
man
for
me,
leave, thej are visiting Mrs. Davis’
returned to camp after spending a
A prize waltz was held and the
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Powers Aiother. Every time he takes me
furlough with his mother. Mrs
judges
chose Betty Oliver and Jerry
ln his arms I can hear his.heart
in Medway.
Emma Dudley of 30 Prescott street,
Santore, U.S.C.G.. who was on
sounding."
*
Rockland. Hi\ address is: Btry C
leave
from his duties at White
"Better
be
careful
daughter.
Irene C .Adolphsen, is on vacation
733d F A. Bn. Camp Shelby, Miss.
Head,
as the best waltzers.
When
your
father
was
courting
me
from her duties as receptionist at
The
music was furnished by the
I was fooled for almost a year by
Roger Young, son of Mr. and Mrs Knox Hospital.
Coast
Guard
Orchestra, which has
his dollar watch.’’
Herbert Young, celebrated his ninth
•
•
•
•
so
willingly
played for all th^se
Mrs. Gertrude Sylvester is visit
l. • >
«
birthday Saturday by entertaining
affairs
during
the year.
Marion Anderson has acheived an
ing this week Mrs. Annabelle
a few friends. His guests were:
Jackson in Augusta.
enviable position in the field of
Beverly Kitching, Beulah Powell,
EPPS-CROSS
music. She has done it largely by
Douglas Powell, John Alden. Walter
Mrs. Philip A .Johnson of South riding the shoulders of the Negro Alvisi B. Epps. Boatswain’s Mate,
Widdecombe, Hermie Conary, and ■ Portland) is visiting her sister, Mrs. spirituals. Before her In that field,! first class, of Jacksboro,' Texas,
Beatrice and Carc-lyn Murray of Charles A. Marstaller
and Mary Frances Cross of Rock
was Roland Hayes.
Port Clyde. Games were played
Those spirituals!
They Ure land, were married Feb. 6 at 1.30
and refreshments served. Roger (Rev. and Mrs. Alfred G. Hemp
nothing
to
be
despised.
They are rt the home of the parents of the
received many nice gifts, including stead entertained Monday night, the most remarkable achievement bride. 20 Chestnut street, Chaplain
their guests being Rev. and Mrs.
money
in the history cf the universe. They Jchn W. Myrose, U S.N.R, reading
J. Charles MadDonald, Dr. and
the double ring service.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley A. Gay Mrs. John Smith Lowe, Rev. and were improvised by unlettered per The bride wore dress of gold
have returned) to their home in Mrs. Roy A. Welker, Rev. James sons, by those who had no knowl crepe, with brcwn accessories, and
Fairfield after a short visit with F. Savage, Chaplain John W. My- edge of any rules of art to follow. her maid of honor, Miss Alice T.
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Gay, rose and Rev. and Mrs. Charles A. They are more characteristically the Cross, sister of the bride, wore aqua
Main street, and Mr. and Mrs. Al Marstaller. Mr. Hempstead) con scul of the Nftgro than anything blue crepe with brown accessories.
vary G. Gay and family, Kncx ducted a quiz game and each one that is recorded.
For the Negro has traversed euc- The bride's flowers were a corsage
street, Thomaston. Mr. Gay goes present gave a brief talk on vari
of white gardenias with talisman
tcdlay to Fort Devens to join the ous places they had visited. Re cessfully the Valley of Despair. His roses and the maid of honor wore a
armed forces. Mrs. Gay will con freshments were served, rounding faith was in God and his star was corsage of American Beauty roses.
tinue, her teaching duties at Law out an especially Interesting and the star that led the Magi to the Johnston G. McCaugliey, Yeoman,
happy gathering. Rev. Ernest O. manger where the Christ Child lay.
rence High School in Fairfield.
second class, was best man.
Kenyon was unable to be present, The spirituals are to him as the
A reception followed the cere
The Junior Women’s Club met
Psalms were to the Hebrews.—Chi
mony,
decorations at the home be
Monday night with Margaret
JOHN MARTIN RICHARDSON cago World.
ing
cut
flowers. The couple left
Adams.
Emma Harding, vice
It does seem as if this happens
John Martin Richardson, 69, who
for
a
short
trip to Portland, and are
president, presided. A social eve died in Rockland, Feb. 8, was born surprisingly often. If one traces
,
.
..
. .
,
.
J a
now
at
home
at 126 Union street,
ning followed the business meet in Thomaston, son of Capt. Peter the origin of seme good and thrifty
ing. Buffet luncheon was1 served and Arkann Martin Richardson. He idea we find our own Benjamin Rockland. Mrs. Epps wore, for
traveling, a brown tweed suit with
and the Valentine idea was car- had made his home in Rockland Franklin thought of it a century
matching accessories.
ried cut—red * carnations and practically all his life.
ar.d a half before.
Those from out of town included
candles. Margaret Adams was as
Take the matter of daylight sav
He began his work as a clothing
Sgt. and Mrs. Raymond F., Cross
sisted by Virginia Sweeney, Helene store clerk with J. F. Gregory & Son ing. We find it first used in Amer.k • *
Leigh, Margaret Stone, Thelma 53 years ago. He was employed for ica in 1918, and in Europe in 1914- from Denver, Colo., Ccxswain and
Mrs. William W. Cross from Port
Brown.
a time with J. Roy Cary in Fort 1918. The movement was started in land, and Yeoman and Mrs. John
England in 1907 by William Willett.
Circle supper at the Universalist Fairfield and with Clarence Walker But the idea originated with Ben ston G. McCaughey of Providence.
Church next Wednesday at 6 o’clock ii’. Waterville, and for the past 30 jamin Franklin. In 1784, while he R. I.
Mrs. Epps, the daughter cf Mr.
Mrs. A. C MdLoon and Mrs. M. E. years has been employed by Benja was Minister to France, Franklin
min
L.
Segal,
Rockland
clothier.
and
Mrs. Wilbur S. Cross, is a
Wotton, co-chairmen, assisted by
said-in an article that iLthe people graduate of Rcckland High School
He
was
alderman
from
Ward
2
Mrs. George B. Wood, Mrs. Grace
of Paris wished to save millions of
Black, Mrs. F. L. V£eeks, Mrs. J. A. several years ago and was at one dollars a year in candles tlg?y and is now employed by the New
Jameson, Miss Caroline Jameson, time overseer of the poor. Mr. could do so merely by changing England Telephone & Telegraph
Mrs. L. E. Blackington. Mrs. Susie Richardson was a loving husband thair clocks. Tlfis fitted in with Co. Mr. Epps, the son of Mr. and
B. Davis, Mrs. John Smith Lowe, and father and will be greatly his teachings in "Poor Richard's Mrs. Anderson Epps of Jacksboro,
Texas, attended schools in Jacks
Miss Theresa Rankin, Mrs. A. T. missed by a large circle of friends Almanac,” that:
who
valued
highly
his
friendship,
boro and is now a member of the
Haines, Mrs. Seabrook Gregory,
Early to bed and early to rise
kindness
and
lovable
disposition.
U.
S Coast Guard and stationed in
Mrs. II. O. Gurdy, Miss Beatrix
Makes
a
man
healthy,
wealthy,
and
Rockland.
He is survived by his wife, Jessie
Flint, Mrs. Ralph L. Wiggin. Mrs.
wise.
Frye
Richardson;
three
daughters,
H. P. Blodgett, Mrs. F. C. Howe.
• • • •
Sgt Lawrence Lord of Shaw Field,
Mrs. Sue Keizer, and Mrs W. P. Mrs. Sydney P. Snow of Worcester,
The U. S. Army Quartermaster South Carolina and his fiancee Miss
Mass., Mrs. Glen L. McKinley of
Gray.
Washington, D. C., and Mrs. El Corps spends about $404 annually Margaret Mills of the Bronx, New
wood S. Gaines of Rockland; three on each soldier for fcod. clothing York, who have been visiting his
Candy in ample supply is here
parents, Capt. and Mrs. Alfred Lord
brothers. Charles M. Richardson, and supplies.
for Valentine's, both bulk and
• • • •
have returned to New York.
boxed. The Bettefan Shop. Ttl. Edward B Richardson and Almon
The latest is to beam telegrams
P
Richardson,
all
of
Rocklanfi
and
1040W. 3S5 Main St.—adv.
Miss Beverly Havener is visiting
two grandchildren, Eleanor R* Snow by jw light waves. This t is done
through
a
device
called
telefax
her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Francis
of Worcester and David L. McKin
and
it
ihay
replace
the
present-day
e
.
Havener.
She is on a two weeks’
I WAR BONDS ON SALE HERE| ley of Washington.
wire
transmission
when
time
'
vacation from her duties as toll op
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald con
DAY AND NIQHT
and
service
is
able
after
the
war.
erator
at Presque Isle for the New
ducted services at the Burpee Fu
This
idea
will
call
for
l<^er
rates
England
Telephone & Telegraph
neral Home Thursday afternoon
and
reduce
chances
for
error.
Co.
Bearers were Dr. Lloyd M. Richard
• • • •
ROCKLAND
son. E Russell Richardson. Francis
At Sullivan, 40 smelt tents rode
TODAY. SATURDAY
W. Richardson, Floy cl H. Richardout
to sea on a huge ice cake.
son. Sydney P. Snow and Elwood S
Gaines. Entombment was in Sea These tent-houses were mostly with
men fishing and they were rescued
View’ cemetery.
In boats but only part of the tents
TODAY
were
saved.
Remember
this
when
ABRAHAM LINCOLN
“BOMBERS MOON”
eating smelts. Fishermen do their
[For The Courier-Gazette 1
GEORGE MONTGOMERY
work with risk.
Abraham Lincoln,
Benevolent: kindly.
• • e, •
and ANNABELLA
Chapter 4
Reve:ent, forbearing.
“MASKED MARVEL"
Ardent thy pen.
The popular chocolate candy bar
Our Big Cash Nite $375.
Humanitarian,
‘COMMUNITY SING”
was first produced in this country
Also Drawing for $25.00
Affable, humortet.
Man of the people and leader of men. tn 1831; and the first milk choco
“KING OF BASKETBALL"
Sure Winner!
CARTOON
LATEST NEWS
late in 1870. Now millions of pounds
Loyal to cause;
SATURDAY’
Inspiration to many.
are sold each year, and the popular
SUNDAY-MONDAY
Naive yet learned.
Brought Back hy Popular
Chivalrous, Just;
ity increases as time passes and
Demand!
It’s Something to Cheer About
Only the good
new
ways
of
using
chcoolate
are
Leam
the
precepts
otf
greatness.
and Rave About!
“CASABLANCA”
Noble American, true to thy trust.
found.
Rose B. Hupper
•
•
•
•
Starring
COLE PORTER MUSICAL HIT!
BOGART,
BERGMAN,
Patience
—
one
of
my
favorite
Gil

Real bargains In dresses on our
HENREID, RAINS
bert
and
Sullivan
Operas
is
now
,
bargain rack replenished today.
Also
Alfreda Perry. 7 Limerock St.—adv. being played in Boston. Who 1
“Hoosier Holiday”
12-13 wouldn’t enjoy seeing and hearing
any of Gilbert and Sullivan’s
marvelous productions?
The Hoosier Hot Shots
• • • •
SUNDAY-MONDAY
Trousers with cuffs, double
‘TONEY ISLAND”
breasted coats and extra pockets
I Bi “CERTAIN MYS" If The Muth?
are on the way back in England »
e: ; rv grable
If functional periodic disturbances
GEOKC MONTGOMERY
make you feel nervoua, cranky, high- well as in America.
• • • •
strung, tired, weak and “dragged out*
—at such time*—try Mmoua Lydia E.
COMING
Bowdoin is busy with her plans
Plnkham’a Vegetable Compound to re
lieve such symptom*. Here’s a product
TUES.,
4VED.. THURS.
for the sesquicentennial to be ob

tni of ’"l

RANDOLPH SCOTT
uniSl
NOAH BEERY, Jr.
ALAN CURTIS
Pater Coe David Bruce San Levene
J.Cartol Naish Richard lane Milburn Stone

Otul grace

McDonald

children of mars

news

Sunday Four Shows

PA«KB
I
IB

M^cnnB

By the Pupils
A box of delieious oranges was
received this week by the Senior
High faculty, the gift of Marie
Berry, now in Coral Gables, Florida,
also one for the Senior science class
and teacher.
• ♦ * ♦

Two enemies of thrift, "killing
time” and "dawdling" were drama
tized in Junior Business Training
.classes this week ty- Bernice Perry,
Leatrice Nutt, Gertrude Robishaw,
Peggy Dennis, Diane Curtis, and
Louise Nystrom.
* * • •
Plans are well underway for the
Kippy Karnival which will be held
ir the gymnasium Friday afternoon,
Feb. 18, with the ball in the evening.
This year’s general theme will be
toyland, with Joan Look in charge
of the decorating. The program
which will be presented during the
afternoon in the auditorium will
also be en the same theme. Pauline
Havener is general chairman of the
entertainment committee.
* * * *
Several of the senior English
class and teachers were privileged
to. hear Miss Mary Soule read
"Candle in the Wind,” by Maxwell
Anderson, at guest night, Monday,
of the Shakespeare Society.
♦ ♦ ♦ *

Tuesday’s assembly was devotqd to
the presentation of short scene
from the Junior Class play, "Thumbs
Up,"a timely and popular comedy.
Lois Benner made special announce
ments concerning the sale of tickets
and Joan Abbott read a synopsis
ol the play which will be presented
Wednesday and Thursday evenings,
Feb. 16 and .17. An Important
announcement for Kippy Karnival
was given by General Chairman,
Lincoln McRae. Principal Blaisdell
announced a War Bond and Stamp
campaign in which the home room
that makes the greatest sales re
ceives as its permanent possession,
a German helmet. Sherwin Sleeper
led devotions and the flag salute.—
Joan Abbott.
♦ ♦ » »

Fifty-six copies of "Current
Events” have been ordered for Miss
Hughes’ history clases in Junior
High.
* * * •
Rehearsals are being held ln
Junior High for the annual Speaking
Contest conducted by the W. C. T. U.
Mrs Clara Emery, president of the
local W. C. T. U., is leader of this
movement and Miss Hughes is
school chairman.
• • • •
The honor roll for the second
quarter has been posted by Princi
pal Blaisdell as follows:
Seniors

All As—Arlene Fickett, Pauline
Havener, Melzine McCaslin, Ruth
McMahon. Lois Nichols, Elaine
Poust. Gloria Witham.
Pour A’s—Ruth Emery.
Three A’s—Fred E. Allen. Norma
Blom,, Barbara Castner, Onni Kangas, Joan Lock, Joyce Mitchell,
Robert Paul. Alice Rogers.
Nothing below B—Jean Baum,
Mary Chadburn, Gloria Compton,
Betty Dolliver, Betty Holmes, Doris
McIntyre, Christine Newhall. Elsie
Norton, Georgia Stevens, Richard
Stevens. Mary Studley.
Juniors
All A’s—Joan Abbott, Edith
Carr, Betty Hempstead. Margaret
Jackscn, Wendell Webber.
Four A's—Virginia Farrell, Albert
Havener, Florence Knight, Janet
Smith.
Nothing Below B—'Barbara Allen,
Lois Clark Lois Benner. Vina Del
monico, Jack Galiano, Elaine Glen
denning. Helen Manchester, Pauline
Stevens.
Sophomores

All A’s—Kenneth Chatto, Char
lotte Cowan. Lucille Mank, Edna
Sherman, Catherine Young.
Four A’s—Louise Barton. Jeanette
Gardner, Betty Gray. Joan Hunt,

SHORTS

NEWS

LYDIA E. PIHWIAi’S

served this Spring and Summer.
June 24 is to be the guest day.

“HeDoFriKO, Hello'

Seventeen members of Lady Knox
Chapter D A R. met Monday in
Masonic Temple. The registrar
reported a membership of 55, with
14 living out of town. Mrs. Bernice
Cushman and Miss Hazel Parker
end Miss Marion Weidman, "out
of towners.” were present.
Attention was called to the an
nual State Conference to be held
ln Waterville, March 22, in the
Pleasant Street Methodist Church.
An informal reception will be held
in the church vestry on Tuesday
evening, March 21, for members
who arrive early. A luncheon will
be served at noon in the vestry, to
which the President General, Mrs.
William Pouch and the three can
didates for offee of president gen
eral have been invited.
Mrs.
Margaret Chase Smith replied, to
her invitation: "I will come if
possible: I would like to drop in
as cne of you ” Reservations for
this luncheon must be made by
Saturday, March 18, with Mrs. B.
Porter Hurd. 7 Park Street, Water
ville. Hotel reservations may be
made with the Elmwood Hotel, that
city.
Lady Knox Chapter member,
Mrs. Edna Clements, of Lowell,
Mass., a sister cf Mrs. Alice Karl,
has a daughter, Ruth Clements,
who is a W. A C. in the U. S. Army.
The chapter voteed to contribute
$5. toward the cost of microfilming
the Census of 1800 Tiie cost ot
this project, $125, is to be borne
by the State of Maine D. A. R’s.
These records are often the means
of giving just theh help needed to
prove eligibility to our Society.
Many people could trace back to
our early Maine families if these
records are made available. The
National D. A R Society would
like for the Maine Daughters to
make available the census records
RIEGER—HODSDON
of 1850-1860-1870 as above, that is,
Announcement has been made microfilmed. The National Society
here by Capt. William Dudley guarantees 10% cf the cost of such
M. E. B.
Wright, USN., and Mrs. Wright of work.
Annapolis, Md., of the engagement
Miss Helen Coltart was hono:
of Mrs. Wright’s daughter, Miss
guest
at farewell dinner party Mon
Barbara Rolls Rieger, to Midship
day
night
at the Hotel Rockland. Ar
man Richard Spalding Hodsdon,
attractive
Valentine centerpiece wa;
United States Naval Academy.
Miss Rieger attended the Louise made up of handkerchiefs which th<
S. McGehee School in New Orleans guests presented her Those makiry
and the Shipley School, Bryn Mawr, up the party were: Feme Britto
Pa. Her fiance, a son of Lieut. Evelyn Bartlett, Helen Mazzec
Comdr. Richard Prince Hodsdon, Helen Oldis. Maizie Joy. Marian
USNR, and Mrs. Hodisdion of South Larsen and Doris Coltart.
Thomaston, attended the University
of Maine before entering the Naval
ALWAYS
Academy.—New York Times.

MRS CLARENCE CHENERY
Augusta M. Chenery, 47, wife of
Clarence E. Chenery, died sudden1 Feb. 5 at her home, 3 Palmer
street, South Portland. Mrs. Chen
ery’
a native of Rockland, the
daughter cf Charles D. and Ruth
Tarr. Her girlhood was spent in
Rockland) where she attended the
Rcckland schools but she has lived
in Portland the past 20 years and
for seme little time has been in
ill health.
Besides her husband, survivors
are three daughters, Mrs. Myrle
Dudley of Rockland. Mrs. Marga
ret McCollam cf Fairfield, Ccnn..
and Mrs. Dorethy Huntley of
Bridgeport, Conn.; a brother, Ed
ward E. Tarr of Rcxbury, Mass., a
sister, Mrs. Mabel MYMahon of
Rcckland, and1 five grandchildren.
Services were at 230 Cottage road,
South Portland, Monday after
noon. Interment was in Sea View
cemetery, Rockland.

INSIST ON

Mrs. William Sibiski, Mrs. Earl
Titus and Mrs. Frank Fuller mo
tored to Brunswick recently, where
they visited William Sibiski, S lc
who is a patient at the Naval Air
Station Dispensray.

TEN MINUTES BEFORE

WHAT TIME

MA PERKINS OVER W6AN

15 IT?

AT 1.15 P.M.
GOODBYE!

aUK TO THESE OTHER
p
DAYTIME 5«5H01Y?

FRIDAY
I

Nervous,Restless

that HEtra NATtria. Alee * fine sto
machic tonic! Follow label directions.
Plnkham's Compound is worth tryinp.'

Barbara Koster. Mary Watkins. Na
dine Fuller.
Three A’s—June Ames, Georgia
Jackson, Maurice Nute. Margaret
Steeves. Florence Woodward.
Nothing Below B—Priscilla An
derson, Beth Blood, Elizabeth Macx.
Phail. Virginia Mills, Barbara
Saunders, Malcolm Shapiro.
Freshmen
All A’s—Lorraine Curry. Frances
Fuller. Harlan Metcalf, Dora Mon
roe. Jane Perry. Lucy Rackliff, Mary
Sawyer, John Sulides.
Four A’s—.Elizabeth Fraser. Mary
Rose Carillo.
Three A’s—Leslie Crowley. Anna
Heino, Lucy McLaughlin. Bernyce
Perry’, Katharyn Stevens, Patricia
Wellman.
Nothing Below B—Phyllis Ander
son, June Barton, Seth Batty, Ma
rion Blake, Lorraine Eagan. Helen
Fickett, Creswell Gamache. Robert
Gatcombe. Margaret Haskell. Mabie
Herrick. Madeline Hoffses. Alice
Ingerson, Constance Nichols, Nath
alie Pest, Caroline Young.
• • • •
The Junior High Side Show r<JT
Kippy Karnival will feature The
Barnone-Ding-Dong Brothers One
Ring Circus. The cast includes:
Dizzy Daisy, tight i;ope walker, Da
vid Cassens; Herculean, Herbert,
strong man, Edwin Hamlin; Terriffic Teresa, tiger .tamer, Conrad
Brown; tiger, Charles Heino; leop
ard, David Sullivan; chorus, Carlyle
Brown, Ronald Thurston and Wal
ter Dyer; Limpy Lcuie, acrobat.
Gilman Ramsdell; Princess Prunel
la, bareback rider, Leonard Gali
ano; Flying Leona, trapese artist,
Robert Chatto; Willie, the Wild
Man, Chester Emery; Fairy, the In
cubator Baby, Sidney Kaler; Ring
Master. Peter Sulides; Barker. Wil
liam Robertson; musicians, Wayne
Drinkwater, Sam Crisastomo and
Paul Halligan.

Members Heard About the
Forthcoming State Con
ference In Waterville

A markon School of tha Air
9:15 o. m.
Second Husband—11:15 a. m.
Broadway Molino*—4:00 p. m.

. . . Stay tuned to

WGAN
DAY and
NIGHT

C£A
9DU

ON YOUR
DIAL

LA TOURAINE COFFEE
NORMAN R FLOUR
THREE CROW
EXTRACTS
SPICES
CREAM TARTAR
AND SODA
For Quality
AT LOWEST PRICES
Sold By All ^dependent

Retailers
American Woman—5:45 p. m.

Distributed By

JOHN BIRD CO.
'MAINE’S VOICE of
FRIENDLY SERVICE*

ROCKLAND, ME.
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Feb. 5, was held at the home of the
assistant leader. Mrs. Ernest Camp
bell. Mrs Anna Hardy, club agent,
explained the first year sewing re
AND THE
quirements, for which all members
are enrolled and helped the leader
KNOX-LINCOLN FARM BUREAU
make out a program of work for the
year. Mrs. Hazel Gammon is the
Agricultural Notes
| Walker, Wiscasset; Sherman Eng leader ctf the club.
Twenty-one boys and girls inter
Charles Tibbetts and his two sons lish. Monroe; Schyler Hawes. Union;
ested
in carrying on food production
are doing a fine job of producing Round Top Farms Damariscotta;
food on their Whitefield farms. Wallace Spear and Son. Waldoboro;
They expect to have 50 cows milking and Ralph Keene. Damariscotta.
in a short time. They also have
4-H Club Notes
several hundred hens and a flock Three new 4-H cluhs got off to
of 50 sheep They do all their work i a good start last week In Burkett
on the three farms they own with ville, Mrs Carolyn Leigher has
two pair of horses.
organized a group of seven boys.
Many farm men and women in Officers elected at the first meeting,
the county are making plans for Friday evening, February 4, are:
Farm and Home Week at Orono, Lloyd Leigher, president; Elmer
March 6-0.
Turner, vice president; Harland
Several farmers have been in Prior, secretary; James Winchester,
quiring about ladino seed for next treasurer; Bernard Leigher, color
spring. It is hard to obtain and bearer; Courtland Prior, and Charles
any farmer planning to sow ladino Pierpont, cheer leaders. Mrs Anna
this year should get his order for Hardy, county club agent, explained
! project requirements and urged the
seed at once
The January report of the Dairy boys to produce as much of Iheir
Herd Improvement Association for food for home use as possible.
Knox-Lincoln and Waldo Counties A new girls’ club in Warren se
showed an average of nearly 30 lected the name ®f White Oak 4-H,
pounds butter fat per cow. Seven which identifies them with their lo
herds in Waldo County and 15 in cality. Fifteen members have en
Knox-Lincoln were on test. The rolled and elected officers as fol
average number cows was 20 per lows: Barbara Perry, president; Eini
head. The following herds made Ruitta. vice president; Bvangeline
over 25 pounds butter fat per cow Barbour, secretary; Hazel Snowdeaf
for the month, Gregory McDonald, treasurer; Sadie> Gammon, color
Wiscasset; B H. Nichols. Hope; bearer; and Eva and Annie Nieme,
Vaughn Hurd, Thorndike; Clifton cheer leaders. The first meeting

WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS

and conservation projects this yetr, j Benjamin Duce, treasurer; Shirley
attended a meeting at the Castner Bryant, song and cheer leader
school in Damariscotta, Feb 3, at I Meetings will be held after school
which Miss Pauline Budge, assist the first and third Friday of each
ant State club leader and Mrs j month.
Hardy helped them to organize a
The Happy Homemakers of Aina*
new club. Rev. H W. Van Deman made plans Feb. 4 to hold their pulgwill be the local leader with the fol ing contest cn potatoes which will
lowing officers: Porter Leighton, be conducted by the county club
president; Harriet Erskine, vice agent on Feb 18 Bernal Jewett is
president; Lucille House, secretary; t^ie leader of the club.

Janet Winchester and Ruth Grin
nell, junior members of the Jolly
Hustlers 4-H of Burkettville have
been chosen to give a demonstra
tion on the Farm and Home Week
pregram at Orono, March 9. on
“Care of the School Wardrobe.”

tion agent, contain more informa
ONE OF THE GREATEST
tion on, the Basic Food Groups.
This meeting also includes timely
information on the prevention and
FOR HOME
care of the common cold.
USE!
The following communities* have
, You girls who suffer from simple ane
meetings scheduled during the next mia or who lose so much during month
ly periods that you feel tired, weak,
With The Homes *
two weeks: Feb. 16, Hope; Peb. 17, “dragged out”—due to low blood Iron
—start at once—try Lydia Pinkham’s
—one of the best ways to help
The series of meetings, *'Foou Whitefield; Feb. 18, Nobleboro; TABLETS
build up red blood to get more strength
Fights for Health” being conducted Feb. 23 Camden; Feb 24. Rockport; and energy—in such cases. FoUow label
I directions. Worth trying!
by Joyce Johnson, home demonstra and Feb. 25, Boothbay.
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Church the pastor. Rev. Alfred G.
Hempstead will preach at the serv
ices at 10.46 a. m and 7 p. m. Church
School will meet at noon
The
Youth Fellowship will meet at 6
o’clock. On Monday the Knox
County Ministerial Association will
meet in the church. The Boy Scouts
will meet Monday at 7.30 p. m.
Prayer meeting on Tuesday night
will be followed by choir rehearsal.

SERMONETTE

Christ’s Church in 1944

n.

Everywhere in this country
there is a growing consciousness
that Christ’s church must show
a united front as people come
closer to post war days. In the
service of the armed forces the
men and women receive unques
tioned the ministration of their
religious
chaplains,
rabbis
priests, or ministers.
Tn the hardships in camps;
and the loneliness of those in
strange countries; before and in
the midst of battle; and in the
hour of death, men and women
seek and receive the consolation
of these men of Ood. So also
on the home front, religious
leaders in this hour of common
danger to the church unite as
never before to overcome the
forces of evil that have been
loosed by this war against God.
Cardinal O’Connell and Bishop
G. Bromley OXnam have recent
ly made a joint demand that
Catholics and Protestants prac
tice the divine law of God and
of neighbor. .The statement
in part, says; ’Tbe great law
of Christian life is Christ's law
of love of God and love of our
neighbor. This concept as well
as the constitution of our be
loved country protects the dig
nity and equality of every citi
zen before the law.” Bishop
Oxnam said he counted it as
a high privilege to join with
Cardinal O’Connell in this joint
demand, the first of its kind in
the Massachusetts area
Tt reveals that Christians of
Catholic and Protestant persuasioa one in firm resolve that dis
cord and intolerance shah gain
no foothold in this land AntiSemitic outbreaks, dlscrimint.tion against Negroes and intol
erance of any kind are con
demned in this joint pronounce
ment.

•

* * * ♦

At the Universalist Church Sun
day at 10.40 Dr. Lowe will give the
last discourse in his series of four
sermons on the great religions of
the world in which he is dwelling
upon the common elements on the
good things in all religions. Soloist
Misn Ix>tte McLaughlin.
The
Nursery department for pre-school
children meets In the children’s
room during the service of worship
Ail other departments and classes
in tiie Church School meet in the
vestry at noon.

per bronchial tract, nose and throat.
__
IN 3 STRENGTHS
_

MUSTEROLE

T

at a Maine Central trainman

At 10.15 Sunday at the First Bap
tist Church there will be a prayer
meeting for women in the vestry and
for men in the pastor’s study. The
morning service will open at 10.30
and Mr MacDonald will continue
his series of sermons on “A Winning
Partnership.” At noon the Church
School will meet in its various Bi
ble study classes for all age groups
with the lesson from Mark 9. The
Yeung People's Bible Class will be
held at 5 followed at 6 by the Chris
tian Endeavor meeting which will be
open to all. The evening service will
begin at 7.15 and will include hymn
singing. The old glory special,” and
the sermon by Mr MacDonald on
“The Three Greatest Wo~ds In the
Bible.”
• * « «

Hominy or grits is white Indiancorn kernels with the rough, fibrous
part and the germs removed, broken
into particles of uniform size. The
exception is rye hominy, which is
the whole hulled grain

last week when, as he

plodded wearily home after working all day and part of

the night in stormy, zero weather to keep wartime freight and

passenger trains moving, a fellow townsman sneered:

• * * ♦

“In God We Trust" will be the
topic of the sermon at 1030 by the
paster. Rev. Charles A. Marstaller
at the Littlefield Memorial Baptist
Church. Special music will include
a selection by'~the choir. Sunday
School follows at 11.45 with classs
for all age groups. At 6 o’clock the
This country was founded as . Young People’s Meeting in the vesa free nation and it must ever ' try. The pastor will speak on “An
Enceuraging Word” at 7.15 and the
remain free, but its people must
prayer and praise service Tuesday
fight to keep It so.
night at 7 30. Wednesday nigh'- the
William A. Holman
Ladies Aid will meet Mrs Marstaller
“Soul'’ is the subject of the Les at the parsonage.
• • • •
son-Sermon that will be read in all
In the United Episcopal Parish
Churches of Christ, Scientist, on
of
6. S. Peter. John and George,
Sunday, February 13. The Golden
Rev.
E. O. Kenjon, rector, services
Text is: “I will greatly rejoice in
dhe Lord, my soul shall be joyful for Sexagesima Sunday will be: At
in my God.” (Isaiah 61:10). The St. Peter's, Holy Eucharist and ser
citations from the Bible incluae mon at 9.30. church school at 10.45.
tiie following passages: ’’Happy is At St. John's, Thomaston. Vespers
he that hath the God of Jacob and sermon at 7 p. m. Daily Mass
for his help, whose hope is in the at St. Peter's at 7 30 except on fttonday and Saturday’.
Lord his God.” (Psalms 146:5).
• • • •
• • • •
Old
fashioned
gospel services con
At the Pratt Memorial Methodist
ducted by Elder Harold Haynes cf
Belfast and Rev Vernon Carver of
Starts INSTANTLY to relieve Rockland, at The Full Gospel As
sembly, 564 Main street, will be as
follows: Sunday at 1 p. m„ Sunday
School; at 2.30. Fellowship Service;
at 7.30. Evangelistic Service; Thurs
Caused by Colds
Just rub on Musterole — it’s made
day at 7.30, prayer service.
especially to promptly relieve coughs,
sore throat and aching chest muscles
due to colds. Musterole actually helps
break up local congestion in the up

OPS in moronic wartime drivel was the taunt shouted

most neepssary instruction of our many hundreds of new employees

•

V
‘‘Say, what’s a guy your age doing out of uniform?

would be gone.

What are you

Keeping hundreds of troop trains running

— a slacker?”

The unthinking gentleman (or should we use that word?) might like

Keeping freight trains speeding through Maine and New Hampshire
day and night; making sure that hundreds of war workers get safely to

to read sotpe facts. W’e’re rather proud of these facts.

and from their work each day without accident or unnecessary delay is

So are the 508 of our 4,300 regular Maine Central employees who are

a job that’s all-important in winning the war.

It’s far too important a

wearing the uniforms of the Army, the Navy, the Marine Corps, the

job to trust entirely to inexperienced rnen and it’s a job that must have

Coast Guard, the Merchant Marine, and the other fighting forces.

the alertness and the quick judgment of seasoned employees.

•
Two Maine Central men have already been buried in Army or Navy

An experienced trainman on a passenger train isn’t just a fellow who
opens die door and yells “Brunswick” and then waves a lantern.

uniform since this war started.

You

don’t see the hundred and one rules he must know; the scores of signals
We’d like to point out how and why a lantern, a sledgehammer, or a
coal-scoop, in the hands of the right man, right here in New England •
can do just as much to win this war as a railroad man in Italy behind a

with which he must he entirely familiar; the schedules of other trains he

has to memorize, nor countless other things he has to learn before he can

be trusted to move you and your fighting men and our wartime freight
»o that trains may speed about with precision — yet safely.

machine gun.

*•'

• \

You don’t see the yardman — up to his middle in snow, who wades

Baloney, you say? Well, please read on and then judge

about in the yards in the dark, sorting heavily-laden freight cars with an

expertness that can be gained only by experience.
The Army and the Navy have repeatedly stated that the war couldn’t

be won and can’t be won without the railroads.

lesson.

Hitler learned that

One chief reason he’s losing today is that Germany’s railroad

system fell apart.

trackman who must immediately recognize, as he patrols in all sorts of
weather,, a hundred and one tell-tale little signs of danger along the

tracks or trains will he wrecked.

America’s railroads didn't — and won’t.

Railroading is an intricate business

BUT, you can't run as hazardous and as complicated a business as
a railroad with a majority of green men.

Not safely, nor efficiently.

”508 out of 4300” (and a lot of those 4-300 are railroad women) means

that better than one in every eight of our experienced Maine Central
men are in fighting uniforms.

They are a part of the thousands of men

at the front, or preparing for the front, who must be supplied with guns
and bullets, food and materials — or they can’t keep on fighting.

of the younger men who are still wearing a railroad uniform.
•e

The moving of trains is a tricky business, where the safe things to do

are learned only by experience.

That’s why the railroad has kept many a man who wanted — and still
wants — to get into an Army or a Nayy uniform, right on tho job here

at home.

We’ve asked their draft boards to defer them — even against

No man can request or ba granted
deferment on his own initiative.
the wishes of scores of our men.

W'e’ve had a little problem of our own, right here at home, with a lot
They’ve

So, please, the next time you see one of our younger employees doing

.

come in — scores of them — and asked, “Please, can’t you notify my
draft board to cancel my deferment— I want to get into the fight.”
We’ve told them, as we are now telling you, that the answer is

“NO.”

You don’t see the

his most important part in the fight to win the war, we ask that you

ponder a bit before you say, or think, — slacker?

NO — he’s in a fighting uniform right here at home.

If all of them went, it would mean that there’d be chaos —

accidents, delays in moving the many important things for fighting men
which are being manufactured in New England^ war-plants.

The work

of these men — on trains, patrolling tracks — in a hundred different

specialized jobs on the railroad can't ba stopped or men at the front

would suffer.

Not only that but their steadying influence xon and their

ONB OP AMERICAS RAILROADS - ALL UNITED FOR VICTORY

